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1Introduction
For several years, while living In New York City, the
writer wondered, when passing the Imposing monument over
his grave In Madison Square, Just wno General William
Jenkins Worth was, and why more was not known about him.
Fate seemed to throw his name In my way, for upon stopping
later In Hudson, New York, I found the hotel there to be
named the "General Worth," and again his named appeared before
me on a bronze placque upon an old colonial house in Edgar-
town on Martha' s Vineyard. Still later, as my Interest grew
in the Mexican War of 1846-1848, I found that General Worth
played a major part in that colorful episode yet had received
only minor credit at the hands of most historians; probably
partly because of his death immediately after that war, partly
because the Civil War almost eclipsed the earlier and
smaller struggle, partly because of the propaganda of his
enemies which seems from sheer inertia for research to have
been accepted, and partly because of the unhealthy and sub-
normal interest in military history for which our educational
system has largely been to blame. That Worth deserves more
attention from posterity became increasingly apparent as I
dug into the records and correspondence of his times, and it
seems fitting that this modest and incomplete effort to bring
him some of his Just deserts should be completed on the cente-
nary (1948) of the signing of the Treaty of Guadulupe Hidalgo,
whereby the United States gained, including Texas, nearly a third
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of the present area of our country. Worth was a leading
actor in that successful drama and deserved the billing of
a star.
There were many discouragements in gathering material
and it seemed at times as if tne baneful dead hand of
Winfield Scott was at work. For example, it was found that
Worth' s personal letters and papers nad been destroyed, and
tnis after a search of months to locate them. Luckily
they were available to Professor Justin H, Smith and his
references to them can be traced in his monumental work. The
War with Mexico , but, even more fortunately, a picked selec-
tion of these letters was published in The New York Times
Mat^azine for July 16, 1916. These, with other material
located in various libraries, historical societies, and
with individuals, furnished enough data to form a reasonable
outline of his life, although there are still some obvious
blindspots in his early career, wnich only the discovery of
new material can fill in.
In the background and battle descriptions of tne Mexican
War, Justin H. Smith gives such a masterly condensation from
such an infinite variety of sources—the product of twenty
years of research—that it is almost a waste of time to
check back on these except for personal incidents. However,
he did miss a few important sources such as Kendall' s Manu-
script, and the files of the American Star , and I have relied
heavily on these to supplement his basic outline. Kendall,
particularly, being a staunch admirer of Worth, Is a healthy
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antidote to Smith' s hero-worship of Scott, and his rather
cavalier dismissal of Worth as a good fighting general whom
he thought too much of a prima donna In temperament to war-
rant favorable consideration.
A great many people have been Interested and most help-
ful. Of the greatest assistance was the loan by Professor
Fayette Copeland of the University of Oklahoma of a type-
script of 9c5 pages of George Wllklns Kendall' s unpubllsned
manuscript aboat the Mexican War, Miss Louise Hardenbrook
of the Columbia County (New YorJI Historical Society supplied
Invaluable Information about the founding of Hudson, New
York, and the boyhood of Worth. General Worth' s great-
grandaughters. Miss Edith Hubbell and Mrs. James Woodruff,
have also been of tne greatest assistance. Most of the
original letters used were found in the library of the
United States Military Academy at West Point and deep
gratitude should be expressed for the cooperation there of
Lieut, -Colonel W. J. Morton, Librarian, and Mr. Sidney
Forman, Archivist. The best of advice was received from
Colonel William A. Ganoe and Major Charles Wlnslow Elliott
(although the latter naturally disagrees with my opinions
on Winfleld Scott). Miss Edna L. Jacobsen of the New York
State Library went to infinite trouble to send me copies
of the charred remains of the John P. Gaines letters. Other
individuals and institutions wno have been of much help are;
Mr. Dexter B. Wiswell of the Military History Society of
Massachusetts, Mr. Marshal Shepard of tne Dukes County
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Historical Society (Edgartown, Massachusetts) , The
Massachusetts Historical Society, the American Antiquarian
Society, the New York Historical Society, the Library of
Congress, the War Department, the National Archives, the
Fort Worth Public Library, the Daughters of American Revolu
tion, Hudson, New York, Miss Mary Wimpenny of Edgartown,
the New York Public Library, The New York Genealogical and
Biographical Society, the New York State Historical Associa
tion, tne State Historical Society of Wisconsin, and the
Ro swell P. Flower Memorial Library of Watertown, New York.

1CHAPTER I
Background and Early Boyhood
One of the great crossroads of the world is where
Broadway and Fifth Avenue meet at an acute angle, between
23rd and 25th Streets in New York City, In the southern
triangle formed by this X crossing is the Flatiron Build-
ing, not so long ago the highest building in the world,
and directly opposite, in the northern equivalent, there
rises a modest marble shaft over a small mausoleum, in
which is laid a plate reading
—
WILLIAM JENKINS WORTH
BORN MARCH 1, 1794
DIED MAY 7, 1849
Running up the four sides of the tapering rectangular
shaft are the words, "Monterey," "Florida," "Chapul tepee,
"
"Chippewa," "Ciueenstown, " "Molino del Rey," "Churubusco,
"Contreras," and the names of other battles wnicn snould be
known to every schoolchild. But it would be a safe wager
that not more than a handful of the tens of tnousands who
hurry by this spot daily have the remotest idea of who
Viilliam Jenkins Worth was. A soldier to be sure. That is
easily seen. But that he was in his fleeting day one of the
great soldiers, a man seriously considered as of presiden-
tial calibre, a man for whom the cities of Fort Worth, Texas,
and Lake Worth, Florida, and Worth Street in New York City
were named, and to preserve whose resting place, the original

2Broadway subway was forced at this point to make a sharp
bend; all this is completely unltnown by not only the pass-
ing New Yorker but also by the vast majority of Americans.
Even in his home town of Hudson, New York, wnere the leading
hotel is named "The General Worth," there is little else
generally known other than that, "ne was a soldier wno did
something in the Mexican War." How wrong indeed was a
Major-General who wrote of Worth' s great public funeral in
1857, "The gallant, chivalric WORTH was ever seen, with
waving plume, in the heat of combat, leading to victory. His
fame will endure, when his Monument shall have crumbled."
The monument still stands, a matter for momentary curiosity
from some of tne hurrying norde, but General William Jenkins
Worth is almost completely forgotten. It might be fitting
to add beneath his name "Sic transit gloria mundi."
The morning of Wednesday, November 25, 1857, was in-
tensely cold in New York City. Shoppers rushed to do their
buying for Thanksgiving, the following day, for at noon all
the shops would close during the great public, military
funeral for General Worth, New York State' s greatest
soldier.
It was about time for this funeral. The General' s re-
mains had lain in a vault at Greenwood Cemetery since 1350,
1. Letter from Major-General J. T. Cooper of November 24,
1357, from Reports on the Erection of a Monument to the
Memory of William Jenkins Worth (New York. 1857). 29.
i
3waiting for the city to "make provision for the proper
interment of the remains of General Worth, and to erect a
Monument to his memory." This had been resolved by the
Common Council after a committee of three had brought back
the General' s body from San Antonio, Texas, where he had
2died from cholera on May 7, 1849. The politicians had
backed and filled over the matter for years, greatly to
the grief of the General' s family. But at last all was
settled. The funeral parade was scheduled to start at noon
frora City Hall, where the coffin had lain In state In the
governor' s room since the previous evening while hundreds of
people had passed through.
Tne flags of the city had been at half-mast £lL1 morning.
At noon the church and fire bells began to toll and continued
until the close of the ceremonies. The coffin, inlaid with
silver plates bearing the arms of the United States and
various masonic symbols, was borne out to a catafalque
mounted on two artillery wagons, which rose on four slender
columns to a platform fifteen feet high. Here it was placed
under "an elegant canopy" draped with black cloth studded
with silver stars, and trimmed with silver lace, and upon
the hanging sides of which were embroidered a silver W.
At the base of this superplatform were grouped a variety of
military emblems: 12 lb. brass howitzers, drums, muskets,
and cannon balls, arranged and draped with black crape.
2, Reports on the Erection of a Monument . 5-20.
3. Boston Dally Advertiser . November 28, 1857, from the
N. Y. Courier and Enquirer . November 26, 1857,
i
4Black ostrich feathers decorated the top of the protecting
canopy over the coffin, and groups of American flags entwined
with crape projected to the front and rear of the catafalque.
Sixteen Iron gray horses shrouded In black nouslngs which
swept the ground and wearing black ostrich plumes in their
head straps were harnessed, before tne catafalque, In four
tandems of four abreast, each tandem being led by two blacka-
moor grooms In silk hats, white breeches, high black boots,
4
and black long-tailed coats. It was indeed a colorful far-
cry from our present uniformly slick motor hearses, swiftly
and unctuously rolling their cargoes Into eternity, and
worth a description.
The funeral procession matched the catafalque. Governor
John A. King rode In the van with a mounted staff and behind
him came four brigades of mllltla In full dress uniform, each
brigade consisting of four regiments of Infantry, cavalry,
and light artillery, wltn one brass band to each regiment.
That the regiments were gorgeously apparelled almost goes
without saying In that day and age when each mllltla regiment
strained to achieve a more exotic effect than its rivals.
The "Fighting 69th, " led by Colonel Ryan, marched behind the
governor to tne music of Manahan' s Brass Band and was attired
In uniforms similar to those preserved until today by tne
cadets of West Point. Furtner along tne line came the 55th
Regiment, evidently a Gallic outfit, behind Colonel Le Gal
4, Reports on Erection of Monument and Boston Daily Adver-
tiser.

5and headed by the La Fayette Guard Band. The Napoleonic
tradition was strong in this regiment for before the band
marched a detachment of full-bearded pioneers, with bearskin
busbies, full leather aprons, and axes carried stiffly on the
right shoulder. There was even a saucy little vivandiere
with laced pantaloons showing beneath her full skirts who
carried a small wine keg slung from her shoulder and
marched beside the band. The men of this regiment generally
wore the waxed moustachlos and small goatees popularized
by Napoleon III and marched as if on the Champs Elysee in
the heyday of the Third Empire.
Other organizations of note were the Seventh Regiment
under Colonel Duryea, and the Seventy-first, which, led by
Colonel Vosburg, acted as a guard of honor and marched with
arms reversed, with a detail in a hollow square about the
catafalque. Then came the horse of General Worth "caparisoned
and led" and Immediately behind were twenty closed carriages
and open barouches, the former rightfully carrying the
immediate family, "relatives, and connections of the
deceased General," and the latter, with a sort of poetic
Justice, were filled, on this bitterly cold day, by a bevy
of Tammany politicians headed by his honor Mayor Fernando
Wood; and it may be hoped tnat these officers of the Common
Council and Corporation had occasion to regret their pro-
crastination of seven years for this occasion, during the
three windy hours it took the two-mile long procession to
5. Reports on Monument , as shown in panaromic folding wood-
cut in appendix.
I
6reach its destination.
Behind the carriages came a mixed group—officers of
the late war in Mexico, mounted, veteran soldiers of 1812,
officers of the United States army and navy, the Grand Lodge
of Masons of the State of New York, the Society of the
Cincinnati, and finally the Tammany Society who were probably
paying their last respects to a man who had been seriously
considered as a favorite native-son for the nomination for
7
the presidency on the Democratic ticket in 1848,
The cortege slowly moved up Broadway, to the music of
various solemn airs, to 14th Street, across to Fifth Avenue,
and up this to 25th Street where all the military except
the 71st was dismissed. This regiment stood uncomfortably
"at ease" in the biting wind while the elaborate ceremonies
were observed. First, various relics in a copper box were
placed in the corner-stone. These relics composed a
large and diverse potpourri, a few of which were: copies
of all the New York newspapers of the day, coins, a piece
of the iron chain that crossed the river at West Point,
Masonic publications, one of Colt's revolving pistols, "a
sprig of orange, myrtle, fir evergreen," Comptroller Flagg'
s
report for 1854 and 1855, and an address of Isaac Ferris,
D.D., L.L.D., with tne "Fourth Report of the Surgeons of
the Surgical Department of the University of New York."®
Voluntary contributions had been solicited and obviously
6. Reports on Monument and Boston Daily Advertiser .
7. Niles National Register . August 28, 1847.
8. Reports on Monument
; Boston Daily Advertiser .

7there were "publloity-hounds" then as now.
Then his honor, Fernando Wood, mayor of New York,
stepped forward and read a funeral address in so low a tone
9
that probably not over a 100 persons heard him. By then
it was quite dark and torches were held for him to read by.
These conditions and the intense cold did not encourage
interest or enthusiasm and by the end of the mayor's fulsome
oration, all the crowd had dispersed except the officials.
General Worth' s family and relatives, and the 71st Regiment.
The observances concluded with a Masonic ritual and tne
firing of three volleys by the 71st.
Fernando Wood' s oration was a bombastic eulogy by a
cheap politician in honor of a fine soldier. General Worth
must have shuddered in his mausoleum as much as the militia-
men of the 71st did standing in tne cutting wind. Tne mayor
entitled his address "We Come to Bury Caesar, Not to Praise
Him, "-^^ and this platitude set the tone for a speech as
oracular as ever left the lips of a Tammany sachem, consist-
ing of a laudatory but inaccurate account of General Worth'
s
career. To cap this, another plate was affixed to the
monument, equal in size to that of the General's, which
9. It is possible that his honor was under a considerable
nervous strain for the Metropolitan Police Force created
by the Republican state legislature was at the time
engaged in a series of brawls and fistcuffs with the
municipal police controlled by the city administration,
and, shortly before, there had been a regular knock-
down and drag-out fight in the City Hall.
10. Boston Advertiser .
11. Reports on Monument .
1
8read
—
BY THE CORPORATION
OF THE
CITY OF NEW YORK
1857
FERNANDO WOOD, MAYOR
And this plate was placed on the side toward the street I
"William Jenkins Worth was born March 1st, 1794, In
Hudson, Columbia county. In this state" began Mayor Wood In
his address and to this point he was right, and a very good
place It is to leave him and his speech.
In 1662 one William Worth, who had been born In Devon-
shire, England, about 1640, came to the Island of Nantucket.
His father, John Worth, and his eldest brother, had been
killed by the royalists during the defense of Plymouth Fort
and the four surviving sons had scattered to the four corners
of the earth. The family had originally come from Normandy
with William the Conqueror and had settled at Worth, Tiverton,
Devonshire. Family tradition has it that William first
settled near Boston, upon his arrival in the new world, but
was forced to leave because of sheltering a Ciuaker. In
Nantucket he married Sarah Macy whose father Thomas had
preceded young Worth to the island by three years. There was
only one child from this union, a son named John, born In
1666. John removed to Edgartown, Martha's Vineyard, about

91700, and boosted the family average back up to tiie conven-
tional norm of the times by marrying three times and siring
thirteen children. His eleventh child, from his third mar-
riage to the widow Dorcas Hawes in 1724, was born in 1725
and named John after his father. Young John married Sarah
Athearn in 1748 and the youngest of their eight children,
born in 1765, was named Thomas. Thomas became a master
mariner in Edgartown but in 1790 he followed a migration of
a few years previous by various residents of Nantucket and
12Martha's Vineyard, and moved to Hudson, New York.
This movement to a fresh-water port, 120 miles from
the ocean, by a band of salt-water mariners was the result
of the depredations suffered by the people of tne unprotected
islands off the southern Massachusetts' coast, and in the
nearby mainland seaports, at the hands of ravaging British
cruisers during the Revolutionary War. Postwar times were
hard for these seafarers and the fear of future raids in
those unsettled days brought together a group, largely formed
of Nantucket '.iuakers but also including men from Edgartown,
Providence, and Newport, who decided to seek a new seaport
home which, above everything, would be safe from future
harm from hostile men-of-war. 3o an association was formed
in 1783, and a committee of four, under the leadership of
Thomas Jenkins, a wealthy merchant of Providence, was sent
12. Charles Edward Banks, Tne History of Martna's Vineyard
(Edgartown, 1925), III, 515; Genealogy of tne Hubbell,
Sprague, Worth and Stafford Families, compiled by
Brig. Gen. Henry Wilson Hubbell, III.
i
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to the westward, to pick a site combining safety and access
13
to salt water.
This small group of sober, canny Quakers coasted quietly
down Long Island Sound, visiting various places along the
shores, none of which satisfied their desires, and finally
turned up the Hudson River. They passed by New York City
and stopped to inspect possible sites at Yonkers and
Poughkeepsie, but the high price of land and other adverse
factors in those settled communities impelled them to push
further up the river. Finally they stopped in July at a
hamlet on the east bank, called by the Dutch Claverack
(Clover Reach) Landing. It was a suitable place and seen
at an ideal time of the year. A small island divided tne
river off tne landing, and two small natural harbors of suf-
ficient depth, and each lined with a warehouse and pier, in-
dented the shore to the north and south of a bold bluff, and
were used as a shipping point for the farming country of the
interior. Beauty was combined with utility for to the west
could be seen the magnificent sweep of the Gatskills, and,
from the top of the level plateau crowning the bluff, a superb
view could be had up and down the river and eastward to the
rolling Berkshire Hills. Also the land was cheap; so that a
bargain was soon struck and a sufficient amount of land was
14
conveyed by deed to the committee on July 19th, 1783.
13. Richard Irwin Johannesen, "When Hudson Was a Whaling
Port," Columbia County Historical Society Bulletin
.
No. 44 Upril, 1939), 7-14; Captain Franklin Ellis,
History of Columbia County (Philadelphia, 1878), 153-155.
14. Ibid.
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In the best New England tradition the members of the
association, some thirty in number, then drew up an agree-
ment among themselves, as joint proprietors, for their new
"commercial settlement founded on principles of equity,"
and moved out as a body before the following spring. As
at Nantucket, the land was divided into house and water
lots, the latter, for commercial purposes, being laid out
on the bank of the river. Some of the old names of Nantucket
were used, and an Academy riill. Union and Federal, and, of
course. Main streets were named as at home. The first house
erected even had a "widow* s walk" on the roof and the Quakers
built themselves a meeting house, said to be almost a dup-
licate of the one at Nantucket. There was a strong senti-
ment for naming the new settlement New Nantucket, while
Governor Clinton is believed to have wanted it named after
himself. Unfortunately tne rather obvious and prosaic name
15
of Hudson was finally adopted on November 14, 1784,
From the start the settlement thrived under the dynamic
drive of these experienced and hard-headed Yankees. Ship-
building, using lumber from the almost untoucned forests of
the upper Hudson, soon became the leading industry, and
ships from the town were before long engaged in fishing,
whaling, in the carrying trade on the Hudson, and even with
ports in the West Indies and the Mediterranean. To add
to this it became the natural shipping port for the livestock
15. Johannesen, op. cit .. 7-14; Ellis, op. cit .. 153-155.
16. Ibid.
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and agricultural products of Berkshire County in Massachusetts
to the east, and by 1802 as many as 2800 sleighs of freight
and produce entered the city in a day, v?ith a daily average
17
of fifteen vessels clearing its harbor. All this prosperity
gave Hudson the mushroom growth of a boom town.
To this thriving colony, then, Thomas Worth, master
mariner of Edgartown, came in 1790, at the age of twenty-
five. He married there, in the same year, Abigail Jenkins,
daughter of one of the original proprietors, who bore him
two children before her death; a daughter Mary Jenkins in
1791, and on March 1, 1794, a son, William Jenkins Worth,
Hudson today is a squalid example of what the Industrial
Age can do to a once beautiful and gracious town in a superb
setting. Many of the old Georgisui brick houses still survive
shabbily as tenements on the streets near the river and
among these is the rather well preserved birthplace of
Thomas Worth' s first two children. It is occupied today
by an Italian undertaker, but the State of New York has
placed a commemorative bronze placque on its outside, and
the house has evidently been kept in better repair than
its neighbors. It must have been an attractive home for
the young boy.
Further down the street, overlooking the river, the
proprietors, with considerable forethought, laid out a
promenade, called the Parade, on the edge of the bluff, from
17. Columbia County Hist. Soc. Bulletin . 12, Extract from
New York Journal . 1786.
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which a panoramic sweep of the Hudson River and the towering
range of the Catskills can be had. A statue of the last
Dutch patroon of this area, a de Peyster, looks rather glumly
at this vanished Arcadia through the clouds of smoite arising
from the locomotives of the New York Central Railroad whose
tracks now hug the base of the bluff alongside the river,
and seems to deplore the exuberant thunder of the Twentieth
Century Limited as it shakes the bluff itself in passing.
But in the last decade of the eighteenth century the Parade
must have been a fascinating place for a young boy, and
William Worth probably spent many an hour there gazing down
at the activities of the wharves, warehouses, and shipyards
Immediately beneath him.
Some time before 1800 Thomas Worth' s wife died and he
returned to Edgartown, taking along his son. Tnere he was
married to Susanna Swasey in 1802, and in the same year
built a house at the corner of Simpson' s Lane and North
18
Water Street, whicn is today used as an annex of the
Colonial Inn, and which also bears a bronze placque, placed
there in 1914 by the local chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution, which reads "Major General William J.
Worth lived in this house as a boy." On April 8, 1804,
William Jenkins Worth, at the age of ten, was christened
19
at the Church of Christ (Congregational) by Parson Thaxter.
18, Banks, History of Martha's Vineyard
.
Ill, 515.
19. Records of the Cnurch of Christ in Edgartown, Mass.
from 1717 to the Reorganization in 1827, 68.
i
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It is not known exactly how long the boy stayed in Edgar-
town with his father and stepmother but he returned to Hudson
some time before 1312. Possibly he was unhappy with his step-
20
mother who bore his father five more children, but more
probably his mother' s family, who were well-to-do, offered to
educate him and give him a start in life; an opportunity which,
if proffered, was not to be missed for the boy' s own good.
He is said to have received a good education at the Lenox
Academy before going to work as a clerk in the wholesale firm
21
of Sheldon & Co., at Albany, at the age of seventeen.
Young Worth found this routine, commercial life most con-
fining and uncongenial, and soon decided that he was "not born
to be a merchant," a decision which he soon acted upon by en-
listing as a private in the army at the outbreak of the War of
22
1812. It seems a bit strange that this scion of generations
of seafaring stock should have passed up the navy but he is
said to have had an inordinate desire to be a soldier since
his early boyhood and was possibly also sent for a while to a
military academy near Hudson by his uncle. Captain Beriah
23Pease, who had been among the migrants from Edgartown.
20. One of these, a half-brother, Josepn Swasey Worth, b. 1807,
afterwards served as a captain under William when the
latter was colonel of the 8th U. 3. Infantry and will be
heard of again later. Another, Algernon Sidney, entered
the navy, became a lieutenant, and died on the sloop of
war Concord in 1841. (Banks, op. cit .. I, 425).
21. Genealogy of Worth Family by Hubbell.
22. W. Frances Scarborough, "William Jenkins Worth—Soldier,"
Americana
. Vol. XXIII (July, 1929), 277.
23. From a letter to the writer of Sept. 15, 1947 from Miss
Mary Wimpenney, town clerk of Edgartown, which contained
reminiscences of her father about General Worth.
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CHAPTER II
The War of 1812
Private Worth was soon made private secretary to
Major General Morgan Lewis, a Revolutionary War veteran in
his sixtieth year, who had been Gates' chief of staff at
Saratoga. Lewis had, since this earlier war, practiced law
and had been in politics, having defeated Aaron Burr for the
governorship of New York in 1304,"'" The story of Worth's
selection for this post seems pretty apocryphal, and in the
best Parson Weems tradition of the times. It goes as fol-
lows: Another clerk had enlisted with Worth. This com-
panion was placed under arrest for some minor indiscretion
and was in despair. Worth advised hini to write a memorial
to the commanding officer praying to be excused for his
folly. The poor fellow confessed his inability to compose
a suitable letter and Worth undertook the task. This let-
ter reached General Lewis who called the culprit before
him and said,
"Did you write this paper?"
"No, Sir," was the unhesitating reply.
"Who did write it?"
"Private Worth wrote it, Sir."
"You are excused. Send Private Worth to me."
Worth' s friend was amazed at the turn affairs had
taken, and was as apprehensive as Worth himself that the
1. Dictionary of American Biography (New York, 1936), XI,
222-223.
I
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plan of getting one man out of the scrape had suc-
ceeded only in getting another in. But Worth was
no less astonished when, upon presenting himself
at the headquarters, the following terse dialogue
ensued:
"Are you Private Worth?"
"I am, Sir."
"Did you write this paper?" (presenting him with the
memorial)
"I did, Sir."
"From henceforward, Sir, you are my private secretary."*^
The only trouble with tnis pretty tale of rewarded
honesty is that Worth' s handwriting was execrable and often
illegible, and his style, at least in after years, was bom-
bastic, stilted, and studded with high-flown metaphors, and
some of his sentences so interminable that all their meaning
is lost. But these traits were extremely common in the cor-
respondence of his times, especially among some of the
army officers, and Worth' s intimacy with Winfield Scott,
that grand master of tne florid style, may have influenced
his later writings.
The sensible explanation for this desirable appointment
is that Worth' s mother' s family, the Jenkins, were influen-
tial people around Albany, presumably staunch Federalists
who had been friendly with Lewis when he was governor, and
a good word had been said in- the boy' s behalf. General
2. Scarborough, "Worth," 276-277. [This incident also ap-
pears in an anonymous book, Taylor and His Generals
(Philadelphia, 1347)
,
219-220, but Winfield Scott instead
of Morgan Lewis is given as the commanding general, which
is obviously erroneous. The Lewis story could be true3
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Lewis was too old, ill, and inexperienced to be a capable
field general and after the disgraceful debacle at Chrysler'
s
Field on November 11, 1813, where some 2000 American regulars
were repulsed by about 800 British regulars, Lewis was trans-
ferred to the inactive area of New York City. In all fair-
ness it must be said that he was ill on a boat during tne
battle, and the actual command was exercised by Brigadier-
3
General John Parker Boyd.
Before this. Worth had been commissioned a First Lieu-
tenant in the 23rd Infantry on March nineteenth and made an
aide-de-camp to General Lewis. He had taken part in the
capture of Fort George on May twenty-seventh, in whicn at-
tack, according to Lewis, Colonel Winfield Scott "fought
4
nine-tenths of the battle." After Lewis' assignment to
New York City, Worth applied for and received permission to
Join the field army and for a short time served as aide to
the incredible Brigadier-General John Parker Boyd of
Newburyport, Massachusetts.
Boyd was a fabulous character. He had been a lieutenant
in the army after the Revolution but had resigned and gone
to India in 1739. There, like the Italian condottieri . he
had recruited a corps of some 1800 men and sold his services
to the native princes and potentates. As one biographer
3. Henry Adams, History of the United States During the
Administrations of Jefferson and Madison (New York, 1930)
,
VII, 190; Ralph D. Paine, The Fight for a Free Sea (New
Haven, 1920), 83.
4. Adams, op« cit .. VII, 158.
5. Scarborough, "Worth, " 277,
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wrote "Military history presents no more fascinating picture
than that of this Yankee adventurer spurring across an
Indian countryside with a brigade of beturbanded lancers,
and a score of lumbering elephants, the muzzles of field-
guns frowning from their howdahs, tearing along benind him,"
In 1308 Boyd returned to this country, re-entered the
army, and served as Colonel of the Fourth Infantry at
Tippecanoe. He was commissioned a Brigadier-General at the
outbreak of war in 1312 and the disgraceful affair of Chrysler'
Field was largely due to nis ineptitude. Henry Adams quotes
Winfield Scott as describing Boyd " . . .as amiable and
respectable in a subordinate position but 'vacillating and
imbecile beyond all endurance as a chief under high re-
7
sponsibilities.' Adams also gives Morgan Lewis' opinion
of him as "a compound of ignorance, vanity and petulance,
with nothing to recommend nim but that species of bravery
in the field which is vaporing, boisterous, stifling reflec-
tion, blinding observation, and better adapted to the bully
Q
than the soldier.**
Evidently Lieutenant Worth had not obtained a propitious
association in his chosen career but, luckily, he was soon
afterwards transferred to the staff of the brilliant young
Brigadier-General Winfield Scott, the most outstandingly
capable general on the northern front. Scott was but
twenty-six years old at tuis time, only six years older
6, E. A. Powell, Gentlemen Rovers (New York, 1913), 14.
7. Adams, op. cit .. VII, 188.
8» Ibid .. 162.
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than his new aide. He had entered the army as a captain of
artillery In 1808, and had served on the Mississippi frontier
under the Infamous General James Wllltinson, whom he nad
gpublicly characterized as "a liar and a scoundrel."
Wilkinson had court-martialed this rash young captain and
as Scott freely admitted to so labelling his commanding of-
ficer, he was perforce sentenced, in January, 1810, by a
sympathetic court, to "be suspended from all rank, pay and
emoluments for the space of twelve months. ""^^ Scott returned
to his Virginia home, but not before exchanging shots in a
duel with an army surgeon whom he believed to have Informed
Wilkinson of his disrespectful sentiments. Scott reported
back to duty shortly before the outbreak of the war and shone
as a sun at midnight among the senile incompetents who mis-
directed our futile efforts against the British on the
Northern frontier for the first part of the war.
Scott was a strikingly handsome man of extraordinary
physique, being 6 feet 4 Inches in height and well proper-
tioned, of attractive manners, well read and Informed, a
dandy in his dress, of unimpeachable family connections, and,
above all, a magnificent soldier. Worth, while lacking
Scott's gigantic frame, and unproved as yet in his profes-
sion, possessed many of the same natural assets and they
took to each other from the start. It was the beginning of a
9. Charles Wlnslow Elliott, Winfield Scott (New York,
1937), 31-32.
10. Ibid . . 34.
11 • Ibid .. 31-33.
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warm and intimate friendship wiiich lasted thirty-three
years—and ended tragically, to the detriment of both, in a
bitter and rancorous quarrel, in Mexico in 1847.
Worth was evidently happy to serve under such a rising
military genius and on June 15, 1814, he wrote to his old
commander, General Lewis, wno had invited him to Join his
staff in the safety of New York City, "The campaign
promises to be a stirring one, and you, I am sure, would
12
not pardon my leaving." Nor was this prediction untrue,
for the Battle of Chippewa, on July fifth, gave the ambitious
lieutenant full scope to show what was in him.
The battle nearly began disastrously for Scott and
his staff, for a surprise attack by British Indians Just
missed capturing them at breakfast in an outlying farm
house. One of the aides had risen from the table and hap-
pened to glance out the window, and, seeing the Indians
approaching the house, let out a wild yell of alarm. The
General, followed by Worth and nis other two aides, cleared
the porch and steps at a Jump, and all ran for their lives,
leaving their cocked hats behind, and by a display of un-
usual speed managed to reach the American lines in undig-
nified safety.
The Battle of Chippewa, however, more than made up for
any momentary loss of dignity in Brigadier General Scott's
morning dash for cover, for his brigade bore the brunt of
12. Scarborough, "Worth," 278,
13. Elliott, Scott, 158.
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the fighting, and was largely instrumental in Major General
Jacob Brown' s victory, the first of any importance to be won
on the New York, front. General Brown Justly acknowledged
this by writing to the Secretary of War, "To him more than
any other man I am indebted for the victory of the 5th. of
14
July." The next year the War Department ordered tnat the
cadets of the Military Academy snould wear the grey uniform
worn by Scott' s brigade at Chippewa; an order still in effect.
Nor was General Scott any less generous in giving praise
and credit to his subordinates, for in his report of the
battle he wrote:
I cannot close this account of meritorious con-
duct witnout mentioning the great services rendered
me by those two gallant young soldiers. Lieutenants
Worth and Watts, my aides. Tnere was no danger they
did not cheerfully encounter in comniunicatlng my
orders, and their zeal and intrepidity won the admira-
tion, as they had before won the esteem, of the whole
brigade. 1^
Worth soon afterwards was promoted to brevet-captain for
gallantry and distinguished conduct and his commission dated
as of July fifth, the day of the battle.
The American army hardly had time to enjoy this victory,
for on the twenty-fifth of the same month they again met
the British in the bloody engagement of Lundy' s Lane (also
called Niagara), at a spot on the Canadian side of the river
but a mile or so from the falls. This battle was so ferocious
14. Elliott, Scott, 164.
15. Ibid., 165.
16. Scarborough, "Worth," 279.
17. Francis B. Heitman, Historical Ret^ister and Dictionary
of the United States Army (Washington. 1905). 1061.
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and with such heavy casualties to both sides that the
opponents were left reeling with exhaustion, witn an in-
conclusive result. Generals Brown and Scott were badly
wounded and carried from the field, Brevet-Captain V/orth
again found the heaviest fighting and was again rewarded by
a promotion to brevet-major for gallantry and distinguished
conduct; but for this he paid a heavy price, for he was so
badly wounded that he was not expected to live, and finally,
recovering slowly, was confined to his bed and room for a
18year, and was lamed for the rest of his life.
Brevet-Major Worth was carried on tne records as an
aide-de-camp to General Scott during most of nis long con-
valescence but was officially transferred to the Second
Infantry on May 17, 1315; although he was not physically
able to report for active duty until August fifteenth, when
he joined his new regiment at Sackett' s Harbor, New York.
He served here and at Greenbush and Piatt sburg until ordered
19
on recruiting service.
On September 18, 1818, Worth married Margaret, the
daughter of Spencer Stafford of Albany, She was a descen-
dant of Thomas Stafford, born about 1605, who had emigrated
from Warwickshire, England, to Plymouth about 1626. The
family had then moved to Rhode Island, and, later. Colonel
Joab Stafford, wno attained distinction in the Revolutionary
War, had moved west to New Providence, Massachusetts, and
13. Heitman, op, cit .. 1061; Scarborough, "Worth," 231.
19, Ibid
.
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from there in 1783 to Albany. The family had overcome the
prevailing prejudice in New York. State against Yankees and
had achieved a prominent position in Albany."
Major Worth served for a while on recruiting service
for his regiment until Marcn 16, 1820, when he was honored
by the appointment, at the age of twenty-six, as Commandant
of Cadets and Instruptor of Military Tactics at the Military
Academy at West Point, under the command of Major Sylvanus
21
Thayer who nad been appointed Superintendent in 1917.
20. Henry Marvin Benedict, A Contribution to the Genealogy
of tne Stafford Family in America (Albany. 1870) , 16.
21. Scarborough, "Worth," 282; Heitman, op. cit .. 1061;
Russell Park, A Sketch of the History and Topography
of West Point (Philadelphia, 1840), 76-77.
i
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CHAPTER III
West Point
The Military Academy had fallen upon evil times before
the coming In 1317 of Sylvanus Thayer of Bralntree,
Massachusetts. A graduate of Dartmouth College (1807) and
West Point (1303),^ he had served In tne War of 1812 as a
brevet-major of tne Engineers, afterwards making a careful
Inspection tour of the leading European military schools,
so tnat he was in every way fitted to bring order and dis-
2
cipline to the slip- shod metnods previously in effect.
Under his tutelage the Military Academy became one of the
world' 8 leading educational Institutions and was for fifty
years the only technical and engineering school in tnis
country.
One of his first successful innovations was to organize
the cadet corps into companies, officered by themselves
Instead of by commissioned instructors, and in complete
charge of these he created the office of Commandant of
Cadets, for which responsible position Major Worth reported
on March 17, 1320. His orders read "to take the immediate
1. Before the reorganization under Thayer, credits were al-
lowed at the Military Academy for studies completed at
other colleges; thus Thayer only had to spend a year there
in residence.
2. Thayer is known as the "Father of West Point" and is com-
memorated by a monument near the parade ground. Also the
government-owned notel on tne military reservation is the
Hotel Thayer. He founded and endowed the Thayer School
of Engineering at Dartmouth in 1867. Retiring in 1863
as a brevet brigadier general, ne died in Bralntree in
1869. Thayer Academy, in that town, was named after him.
(D. A. B., XVIII, 410-411).
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command under the Superintendent of the corps of cadets"
and "to superintend their Instruction so far as relates to
Infantry Tactics." Also he was responsible for tne policing
and order of the Institution.
In July and August, 1821, Major Worth led the cadet
corps on a march to Boston, and one of those cadets wrote,
slxty-slx years later, "he |Worth| made the corps wnat It was
on the march to Boston, and perfected the carriage and bear-
ing wnlch have since marked those wno have been educated at
4
West Point, up to the present day." Perhaps tnls march was
In the nature of a good-will tour to gain favorable publicity
for the Military Academy, for the army had been reduced to a
strength of 6,000 men and officers by an act passed by
Congress earlier the same year, and in February a motion had
actually been made in the House of Representatives "to dis-
continue tne pay and rations of the cadets, and discharge
them from tne Academy."^
In all events the trip was a huge success. Tne corps
embarked from West Point on tne afternoon of July twentieth
on two steamboats, one of wxilch was Robert Fulton' s Fire-
Fly , and enjoyed a moonlight ride up the river which was
heightened by the presence of a number of charming young
3. Park, op. cit .. 80.
4. John H. B. Latrobe, Reminiscences of West Point (East
Saginaw, Mich., 1887) , 14. jThe year before tne corps
had gone to Philadelphia and subsequently it marched to
Princeton (Ibid., 31); but tne records of these other
trips were lost when the Academy Building burned in
1838J
6. Ibid .. 93. •
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ladles on board and by music from the band. Landing at
Albany the next morning, the corps paraded to tne Capitol
for a reception by city and state officials, and for the
next two days were wined and dined at tne Inevitable series
of fetes and •'collations."
On the morning of the third day, Tuesday, July twenty-
fourth, the real work began and for two weeks the cadets
marched and pitched their camp at night. They were received
enthusiastically all along tne line, even the pacifist
Shakers at Lebanon generously providing refreshments. At
Springfield a stop for three days was made and, between
7
entertainments, the cadets explored the government armory*
Major Worth suggested to the authorities there that a
special cadet musket be made, smaller and lighter than the
regulation 10 pounder which tne corps lugged across New
England; an Idea heartily endorsed by the weary cadets, and
8
Which was adopted—fifteen years later.
On Tuesday, August seventh, Just two weeks after leaving
Albany, and after having marched 170 miles, the corps reached
Boston and received a tumultuous greeting. In fact Joslah
(iulncy, afterwards president of Harvard College, wrote, that
Infatuation for them was carried to an extreme and, "These
young Hannibal s were said to have found tnelr Capua In the
6. Lloyd T. Klrkland, "The Corps Marches to Boston," Tne
Pointer (Semi-weekly magazine of West Point Cadets),
Vol. XXIV, No. 14 (March 14, 1947), 4.
Ibid
. ;
Springfield, Mass.: Hampden Patriot and Liberal
Recorder
. August 1, 1821.
8, Klrkland, "The Corps Marches, " 4.
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staid Puritan town"; which we may assume was a hyperbole
in the days before Scollay Square. The corps encamped on
the Common until August eighteenth, and visited the theatres,
the New England Museum (found very dull), the Navy Yard,
Fort Independence, and Bunker Hill where Major Worth' s
marquee was pitched on one of the old redoubts* A visit to
Harvard College, at tne invitation of President Kirkland,
which included a banquet, climaxed this round of intellectual
, 10pleasures.
On August eighteenth, a set of colors was presented to
the cadet body in front of tne State House by the inhabitants
of Boston. An immense crowd had gathered for the ceremony,
and the cadet body was drawn up in formation. After various
speeches by the officials of the occasion, the presentation
was made to Major Worth who expressed nis thanks in a few
words of acceptance. There were two colors presented,
painted on silk cloth; the national color, an eagle painted
on a dark blue background with an inscription on a scroll
beneath the eagle "From the Inhabitants of Boston, "^^ and a
battalion color showing Minerva presenting a wreath to Mars,
with the Goddess of Liberty in the center, and the Corps of
12Engineers motto "Essayon" at the bottom. Josiah 4uincy
9. Josiah ^uincy. Figures of the Past (Boston, 1333), 88,
10. Kirkland, op. cit ., 4; ^uincy, op. cit .. 88.
11. Until 1834 all branches of the service carried a blue
flag with an eagle painted on it as the national color.
(Kirkland, op. cit .. 5. Mr. Kirkland is the present
curator of the Museum at tne Military Academy)
.
12. Ibid . . 28. These colors are preserved in the Museum
at West Point,
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noted that "Major Worth, their commander, was a very hand-
some man, and seemed to the ladies an ideal soldier . . .
On August fourteenth the cadets marched nine miles out
to '^uincy to call on ex-President John Adams, then eighty-
seven years old. Major Worth led the corps on norsebaclt
and Josiah Q,uincy wrote in his diary "The Major combines a
polished exterior witn the severity of a rigid disciplinarian;
his men feel his slightest word has tne force of an irrevocable
14decree." Mr. Adams made a short speech, to wnicn Major
Worth replied and the cadets were then introduced individually
to the old gentleman. The corps then proceeded to Milton for
a party given by Mr. B. Smith in the old mansion of Governor
15
Hutchinson.
The return trip to West Point was made via Providence
and New London to which latter port the corps marched in six
days, arriving there on August twenty-third. Fortunately
for the weary cadets, fatigued from marching, and possibly
by their stay in tne Puritan Capua, the remainder of the
journey was made on board a steamboat wnich, after a one-
day stop at New Haven, landed them at West Point on the
evening of Saturday, August twenty-fifth. Upon being dis-
missed to their barracks, tney all cheered Major Worth to
the echo.-^^
13, ^uincy, op. cit .. 88.
14. Ibid
. . 89.
15- I Did .
. 39.
16. R. Ernest Dupuy, Where They Have Trod (New York, 1940),
172; Kirkland, op. cit .. 28.
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Life at the Military Academy must have become a rather
routine affair to the ambitious young Commandant of Cadets,
for upon two occasions he wrote to politicians asking for
their help in securing a promotion. This was the general
practice of the times and should not be Judged by present
day standards of the army. The first letter was written
February 1, 1823, to Rufus King, then United States Senator
from New York, asking for his help in obtaining the appoint-
ment to the adjutant-generalcy, which office had become
17
vacant. Unsuccessful in this attempt, on December 15, 1825,
he wrote John Taylor, the Congressman from his home district
in New York, again seeking aid for a position on the staff
(office not named), which had become vacant through the
death of Colonel Archer, and hoping that "The efforts of my
friends for which I am ever grateful will, I trust, be more
successful, than, when kindly exerted on a former occasion"
and saying further that:
My career throughout the late war, was not undis-
tinguished, the friendly opinion of the Gov't, of
that day advanced me, altnough young, to the rank
which I now hold—constant, and severe duty since
that period has not advanced me one step: and unless
I can gain promotion in the staff—Heaven knows how
much longer I may remain stationary,
and that "... there can hardly be a doubt of success, if
18
aided by the delegation in Congress of my native State."
Worth probably referred to his lineal rank in this
letter for on July 25, 1824, he had received a brevet
17. Worth Papers in the collection of the New York Historical
Society.
18. Ibid.
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promotion to the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel for "ten years
.,19
faithful service in the grade of brevet major," an auto-
matic raise which was customary. Brevet rank, since abolished,
was a constant source of friction and controversy. Simply an
honorary grade, it provided that the holder could draw the
pay and emoluments of this rank only if he exercised its
command responsibilities. The army was too small for regular
promotions in permanent lineal grade and so brevets were dis-
tributed as a sort of stop-gap or sop. Later the indefinite-
ness of this rank involved V/orth in a distressful controversy,
but while at West Point he drew the pay and emoluments of his
20
brevet rank.
The report of the annual inspection of the Military
Academy by the Board of Visitors, dated June 22, 1825, gave
high praise to Worth' s methods and efficiency. Among the
civilian members of this board were Edward Everett and
George Bancroft, the former acting as secretary, and Everett
wrote of certain tests given to the cadets before tne visit-
ing examiners, "These examinations were conducted by Major
Worth, and furnished the best proofs of his personal assi-
duity and skill, as well as of the excellence of his method
of instructor. "^^
Worth was highly thought of, on the whole, by the
cadets as well. All agreed that it was his unremitting
19. Heitraan, oo. cit .. 1061.
20. American State Papers
.
Military Affairs , Vol. 3, 94-95.
21. Ibid . . Vol. 3, 148-149.
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efforts which shaped the nigh standards for conduct and
bearing which became traditional at the Academy. At the
same time they saw his foibles with the devastating eyes of
subordinate youth and years later remembered these.
As one wrote as late as 1837,
. . . they obeyed Worth because he made them a part,
as it were, of himself. It is to Worth, in great
measure, that the cadets, even of to-day, are in-
debted, in my Judgment, for tneir soldierly charac-
teristics. And yet Worth was not a West Point man;
but he was instinctively a soldier. He was above,
rather than under, the middle height, 22 an erect,
well-built man, with dark hair and very dark eyes,
which might almost be said to be black; these and
his compressed lips gave to his face the expression
of determination tnat was peculiarly remarkable,
I have said this much of "Haughty Bill" as we used
to call him, because I have never been able to dis-
sociate West Point and my old commander in my mem-
ories of either.
It was Worth alone who left a mark upon the corps
that has never been effaced. It seems as if it were
yesterday only that I saw him stepping backward,
facing the battalion, as he marched it in line, to
and fro, before the Superintendent' s quarters, iaqJH
there was no unevenness in tne alignment . . . .^^
Others said approximately the same tning of Worth in
their West Point memories. Another officer wrote, also
years later, "He was the Commandant of the corps while I was
a cadet, and it was he, above all other men, who impressed
25
upon it the martial character it has since always borne."
Robert E. Lee served as a cadet under Worth and his
22. According to his daughter Margaret, he was 5' 10".
Hubbell, Worth Genealogy.
23. Latrobe, op. cit .. 14.
24. Ibid .. 21.
25. Erasmus D. Keyes, Fifty Years Observation of Men and
Events (New York, 1885), 153.
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foremost biographer wrote of Lee' s West Point Years;
The commandant was Major William J. Worth, whom
Lee was to know better in the years taat lay ahead.
Although only thirty-one at that time, V/orth had
behind him already a record of service in the War of
1312. Tall, handsome, and a splendid horseman, he
was physically tne ideal soldier. To the irreverent
cadets, wno admired nim but saw his weaknesses with
the clear eye of youth, he was known as "Old Hant,"
perhaps because ne "haunted" the barracks at nours
when the boys thought ne raight well have been in his
own quarters. 26
"Haughty Bill" was evidently a dynamic person and when
he took command of the Cadet Corps, "mounted on a long-
tailed sorrel which cadet tradition held was, like tne
rider, a veteran of Gnippewa field, he was a leader to be
proud of." His discipline was strict but impartial and,
above all, ne brought tne essence of snap and precision to
the drills and formations, by little touches sucn as a
slap of the hand on the butt of the musket when coming to
"present arms" from "support arms," and by whittling away
the wood under the rifle bands to give a smart rattle to the
27
manual of arras.
That he nad his moments of relaxation is shown by the
famous story of tne innocent plebe who arrived at West Point
on July 4, 1825. By tradition the strict regulations barring
liquor were suspended, twice a year, on July Fourtn and
Christmas day. Superintendent Sylvanus Thayer always made
a point of tactfully absenting himself from the post during
26. Douglas Southall Freeman, R. E. Lee. A Biography (New
York, 1935), I, 53-54,
27. Dupuy, OP. cit .. 170.
I
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these two holidays. The plebe, who was a few days ahead of
the scheduled day for the admission of tne new class,
trudged up the steep road from the river landing to the
buildings above, carrying his luggage, and arrived, thirsty
and exhausted, at the top. Meeting an upper-classman, he
respectfully inquired of that Olympian personage as to
where he might obtain a drink of water. "Water'. Water'."
was the reply in a tone of fine scorn, "Why to-day we' re
drinking nothing but champagne'."
The traditional dinner given that same night must have
been an unusually hilarious affair for when Sylvanus Thayer
returned to the post, at what ne considered a safe hour, ne
was met by a parade of the cadets, singing, cheering, and
snake-dancing, and carrying none other tnan "Haughty Bill"
on their shoulders. Thayer said nothing about it but from
tnen on tnere were no fur-tner exceptions from the rules for
29holidays.
Worth' 8 younger half-brother, by his father' s second
marriage to Susanna Swasey, was named Joseph Swasey Worth
and graduated from West Point in 1325, after four years of
training under his older brother. Joseph later served as a
Junior officer in the 3th Infantry, of which Worth was the
Colonel, until his death in 1846.
It is difficult to draw a well-rounded picture of a
man' s cnaracter in such a routine life. Possibly the books
28. Dupuy, OP. cit .. 184,
29. Ibid,
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he read may be an index to nis plans and ambitions and, If
so, the Circulation Records of the Military Academy Library,
from October 9, 1824 (when the first written records were
started) through the year 1828, show that the following
books were issued to Major Worth: (The listing is given as
written.
)
Humes England, 3 & 4th Goldsmith's England. Vol. 2
Hist, of England, 5 Vols. Belois, Herodotus, 2
Adolphus Memoirs Josephus Vols. 1, 2 «& 3
Gibbons Rome. 1st Vol. Hampton's Polybius Vol. 2
Lloyd. 3rd Vol. Army Regulations
Gibbon. 2nd Vol. Saxe's Reveries
Paul Long, Coxe's Marlborough 3 Vols.
Burke's Works. 1st Vol. Brit. Army List
North American Review. No. 49 Portfolio for Nov. & July 26
Jackson's Polit. Economy Samuels Martial Law
Lyon's Mexico 1 & 2 Vol. Denham' s & Glapperton's
Hogarths Works Vols. 1 & 2 Africa
During Worth' s tour of duty at the Academy two daughters
were born to him; Mary on October 22, 1822, and Margaret
Stafford on October 5, 1824. His other two children,
Josephine and VJilliara Scott (originally named Winfield Scott)
were born in 1833 and 1340, respectively, the latter at
Albany.
On December 2, 1828, Major Worth left West Point to join
his regiment, the First Artillery, at Fortress Monroe, Virginia,
to which regiment he had been transferred in June, 1821, while
on detached service at the Academy. He was succeeded by
Captain Ethan Allen Hitchcock who had served under him as
Assistant Instructor of Infantry Tactics from February 1, 1824
to April 20, 1827. Hitchcock thought his superior officer's.
30. Hubbell, Worth Genealogy.
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. . . military bearing in the presence of troops filled the
very ideal of a gallant soldier in tne field, " but believed
that Sylvanus Thayer's deeper qualities appealed more to
graver men.
In view of the deep animosity which later developed
between Worth and his successor, it is interesting to note,
at this point, Hitchcock's literary tastes as contrasted
to Worth's. In his three years at the Academy Hitchcock
drew from the library: The Edinburgh Review (once),
Thomson's Chemistry . Voltaire (8 volumes at intervals),
32
Hampton' s Polybius . 2 vols., and Bolingbroke on History .
Also,
He made voluminous notes in speculative philosophy
and metaphysics, and arrived at this definition of
God: "The great whole is one, and all the parts
agree with all the parts." He recorded (in his
diary)—I am determined to regard myself imperson-
ally—that is, as an impartial observer. At times
I was under great excitement, although externally
as quiet as a child. I was constantly inquiring of
myself about my self.
A strange personality, this introverted mystic, for a
drill-instructorl Hitchcock keeps re-appearing in Worth'
s
later life and seldom to any good purpose—from the Worth
point-of-view.
When news of Worth' s impending departure became known
among the cadets there was considerable distress. Young
Robert E. Lee felt especially sorry and as Mr. Freeman
31. Ethan Allen Hitchcock, Fifty Years in Camp and Field ,
ed. by W. A. Croffut (New York, 1909) , 48.
32. Circulation Records, U. 3. M. A. Library.
33. Hitchcock, Fifty Years
. 51.
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writes,
Robert had been under Worth during the whole of nis
cadetship and esteemed him greatly. To him, perhaps
more than to any one else, Lee owed the military bear-
ing that was to distinguish him throughout his military
career. Other cadets felt as Lee did toward Wortn,
and they united in a petition that they might present
the departing commandant with a sword. The request
was duly forwarded to vVashington, but for reasons that
were always hidden in tne always curious logic of tne
executive mind, it was disallowed by the President .34
(John Q,. Adams.)
34. Freeman, Lee
.
I, 80-81,
Ii
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CHAPTER IV
Artillery. Ordnance, and the Patriots' War
By Order no. 58 of the War Department, Washington,
Octooer 29, 1828, the First Regular Artillery had been
ordered to Fortress Monroe, Virginia, and Brevet Major Worth
was Included In the order. ^ He had been attached to this
regiment since June, 1821 but had, of course, been on de-
tached service at the Military Academy. On December second.
Worth reported for duty to Colonel House, the commanding
officer.^
He had not received a lineal promotion In fourteen
years, and on February 8, 1829 he again wrote to his Congres
man, John W. Taylor, asking, as he had previously done In
1825, for help In securing this long delayed raise In grade.
He sounds rather down-hearted, as he wrote:
My case Is one having many features of hardship and
the cherished hopes and expectations of fifteen years
of constant & faithful service are like to be rewarded
with bitter disappointment as regards the past & utter
hopelessness In reference to tne future. My case Is
In the hands of Mr. Adams and with his retirement from
office, I shall cease to hope for success.^
But President John Ciulncy Adams evidently thought
otherwise. He, too, had been having his troubles with the
contumacious Scott. In April, 1828, he had promoted
1. American State Papers. Military Affairs
.
Vol. 4, 11.
2. Scarborough, "Worth, " 230
.
3. Worth Papers, New York Historical Society. (Andrew
Jackson was to be Inaugurated as president In March. He
and Wlnfleld Scott were on bad terms; Worth was Scott's
friend and protege, and so probably feared the worst.)
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Alexander Macomb, who held the lineal rank of Colonel, to
be Major General in command of the army, over the heads of
Brigadier Generals Winfield Scott and Edmund Pendleton
Gaines, for, he declared, "Their controversy for ranit and
precedence has been carried on by both, not only with
4
rancour, but with Indecency."
Scott nad flown into a fury and actually refused to
obey orders from Macomb and had put on an exhibition of
sulky insubordination whicn is almost unbelievable today,
and which well warranted a court martial and dismissal from
the service. So that "Haughty Bill's" intimacy with his
old commanding officer probably did not stand him in good
stead, for no promotion was forthcoming for over three
years.
The humdrum monotony of a coast artillery post plus
the feeling of frustration over promotion must have weighed
heavily upon the impetuous Worth but, if so, he probably
stood his chagrin and boredom in silence for there is no
evidence to the contrary, A snort break in tne routine
came when tne snort-lived slave rebellion, led by Nat Turner,
broke out in Soutnampton County, Virginia, in August, 1331
•
Turner was a nomicidal maniac with religious delusions, and,
with a small band of slave followers, murdered his owner and
4. John Quincy Adams, Diary of John ^uincy Adams. 1794-1945 .
ed. Allan Nevins (New York, 1929), entry of Aoril 14, 1823,
Vol. VII, 506.
5. For full details of tnis incredible affair, see
Elliott' s Winfield Scott . 244-253.
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family and, then, within twenty-four hours, murdered fifty-
one other wnites in the neighborhood, including eighteen
women and twenty-four children. The rebellion was quiCKly
suppressed and Turner and others hung, but the countryside,
for a while, was in a state of terror. Colonel House, com-
manding at Fort Monroe, sent three companies of nis men and
a piece of artillery to nelp but tne danger was over before
tney arrived on the scene. Worth was sent on a nurried trip
to the Bellona Arsenal on the south bank of tne James River,
above Richmond, to see that the arms stored tnere were safe
from capture by any wandering band of rebellious slaves.''
In April, 1832 an Act of Congress separated the Ordnance
Department from the Artillery and set up a new organization
wnich called for one colonel, two lieutenant-colonels, and
two majors. In May, Worth received nis long-awaited promo-
tion to tne lineal grade of Major and was assigned to this
7
new corps, and stationed at tne arsenal at Fortress Monroe.
In June, 1332, Worth was assigned as Inspector General
to tne expedition led by Brevet Major-General Winfield Scott
Q
against -Blacit Hawk and his warring braves <iin Illinois.
Scott collected nine companies of regulars at Fortress
Monroe and proceeded up the Hudson River to Albany, and
tnence to Buffalo. From there tne command embarked by
steamboats for Chicago. At Detroit, catastrophe struck tne
6. Freeman, R. E. Lee . I, 112; "The Slave Insurrection in
Virginia," Magazine of American History
.
June, 1391.
7. William L. Haskin, Tne History of the First Artillery
(Portland, Maine, 1879), 42.
3. Old Records Section. War Dec>artnient . National Archives,
Wasnington.
i
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troops In tne form of tne Asiatic cholera, which had reached
America from Europe, in the spring, by way of tne St.
Lawrence River. Tiie soldiers literally died like flies and
Scott finally arrived at Chicago with but four full companies
of tne nine wnich had set out from Fortress Monroe. VJorth
nad been made an aide to General Scott, by an order issued
at Detroit on July third, but evidently was a victim of this
dread epidemic for on July fourteenth he was ordered back
9
east as "being too much debilitated for public service."
The next year Worth was ordered to the arsenal at
Frankford, Pennsylvania, where he was evidently in command
at tne end of 1833, with the brevet rank of Lieutenant-
Colonel.'^^ He was then transferred to the arsenal at
Watervliet, New York,"^^ which, being near nis, and his wife's
home and earlier associations, was probably a welcome change.
The duties of an ordnance officer stationed at an
arsenal in times of peace are so regular and of such routine
that they are similar to those of an executive in a factory.
Lieut .-Colonel Worth must have gained, however, an experience
which was valuable in the field later on. There was only one
incident in these nine quiet years wnich gained any public
notice.
.
On July 13, 1333, Worth reported to Colonel George
Bomford, Chief of tne Ordnance Corps, that of seventy-two
9. Elliott, Winfield Scott
. 260-273; Frank E. Stevens,
The Black Hawk War (Caicago. 1903), 242-243; Winfield
Scott, Memoirs of Lieut .-General Scott. LL.D . (New York,
1864), Vol. I, 213; Niles Weekly Register . June 30,
August 4, 1332.
10. American State Papers . Military Affairs . Vol. 5, 436.
11- Ibid . . Vol. 6, 917.
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32 pounder cannons, manufactured by John Clarite at the
Bellona Foundery at Richmond, Virginia, seven had burst
upon test firing. Clarlte, wiio nad been a major in the army,
put in a claim for the costs of these guns on the grounds
that the inspecting officers were newly appointed and, by
implication, did not know their Jobs insomuch as they had
erred in tne amount of tne powder charges used. This
trivial controversy continued, with affidavits and state-
ments galore from both sides, until the spring of 1836. So
far as tne available records go it was concluded by a letter
from Senator Thomas Hart Benton, senator from Missouri, and
Chairman of tne Senate Military Committee, which favored
tne claim;-^^ so that possibly Worth did make a mistake on
one of his earlier inspection tours.
This commonplace life of flat, administrative routine
must have galled the fiery Worth but it was broken in
December, 1837 by the outbreak of the Patriots' War in
Canada; and never afterwards was ne forced to return to it.
There had been rumblings of dissatisfaction in Canada and
these finally crystallized into open rebellion in both the
lower (Quebec) and upper (Ontario) provinces. The causes
were approximately tne same—too much control by a conserva-
tive government cabal; the old story of an appointed governor
and council clashing witn the elected assembly. In Upper
Canada, which, by its proximity, affected tne United States
most, the trouble lay in the government control by a few
12. American State Papers
.
Military Affairs . Vol. 7,
449-550.
Ii
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powerful conservatives, called the "Family Compact" and by
the "Clergy Reserve" which was a law allocating one- seventh
of all the crown lands to the support of the "Protestant"
clergy, whicn was interpreted hy the governing clicque to
13
mean the Church of England only.
Early in December, following the lead of Papineau in
Lower Canada, the dissatisfied elements in the upper province
rebelled under William Lyon Mackenzie, leader of the so-
called Patriots' Party. There was great sympathy for the
rebels on the American side of the border, where the
frustrated dreams of 1812 still existed, and arms, money,
and recruits were raised amidst scenes of wild enthusiasm
to help their cause. To complicate matters the royal
authorities seized an insurgent vessel, the Caroline , in
American waters, killed an American citizen on board, and,
after setting it on fire, let it drift to destruction on
the Niagara River. Ciuite naturally the situation was
dynamite, and President Van Buren at once took every means
14
to avert hostilities with Great Britain.
General Winfield Scott was immediately ordered to the
New York border to maintain order, enforce our neutrality
laws, and to prevent outbreaks of counter-violence which
15
would inevitably lead to war.
13. Justin Winsor, A Narrative and Critical History of
America (Boston and New York, 1989), Vol. VIII, 151-162;
Justin McCarthy, A History of Our Own Times (London,
1880), Vol. I, 48-52.
14. Ibid .
15. Scott was quite sympathetic to the rebels at first. He
wrote to Worth "The news has Just reached me that the
Patriots of Upper Canada are in the possession of
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Scott started Imiiiedlately for Buffalo, sending word
to Colonel Worth to Join him there. On January 13, 1838,
Scott, Governor Marcy, and Worth visited the scene of the
Caroline incident at Fort Scnlosser, a short distance above
the great falls, and Worth went over to Navy Island in
Canadian waters, where ne persuaded Rensselaer Van Rensselaer,
a son of Solomon Van Rensselaer of 1812 fame, one of the
Patriot leaders, to come over to the mainland for a talk
with Scott. Scott read tnis young firebrand the riot-act
and succeeded in making him evacuate his followers from
the island to the vicinity of Buffalo.-^^
After more or less squelching the activities of the
Patriots along the Niagara River, Scott sent Worth, with a
detachment of regulars, to aid Colonel Hugh Brady in Detroit,
17
where more trouble was expected. Scott then returned to
New York City via Albany, where he wrote V/orth thanking nim
for the "promptitude and zeal displayed" on the Niagara
border."''®
Unfortunately this crossed a dispatch from Worth, who
had returned to Buffalo, informing Scott that an invasion of
19
Canada was now planned by the rebels from northern Ohio.
Toronto, the lieutenant governor & his council. God
grant them successl My heart is with the oppressed of
both Canadas. You understand me." Scott to Worth,
Elizabethtown (New Jersey), December 12, 1837. Washburn
Papers, XXIII, Massachusetts Historical Society.
16. Elliott, Winfield Scott
. 338-339.
17. Ibid .. 342.
18. Scott to Worth, Albany, February 12, 1838. Winfield
Scott Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
19. Worth to Scott, Buffalo, February 9, 1338. Niles
Weekly Register . LIII, 406.
i
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Scott rashed to the threatened scene of action and, with
the energetic cooperation of his subordinates, this threat
20
was finally scotched as well.
Lieut .-Colonel Worth then returned to Buffalo and
offered his full cooperation, in enforcing our neutrality,
to Colonel K. Cameron, commanding the British forces In
Upper Canada, with headquarters at Chippewa. Worth sent two
Junior officers to discuss the situation. He also wrote
that he would be glad to receive any officer tne British
might wish to send to confer with him and that he would
send a warning of all rebel plots which he was unable to
21
suppress on the United States side of the border. Several
days later he sent word about a patriot band wnlch had been
dispersed on United otates territory and suggested that
certain travel restrictions on the ferries running between
Buffalo and Canada be eased for tne mutual benefit of both
22
countries.
Colonel Cameron politely thanked Worth for his help
23
and promised to send one of his officers as suggested.
Also he later gratefully acknowledged a tip-off wnlch had
been brought to him by Lt. Ottinger, United States Navy,
20. Elliott, Winfield Scott
.
342-343.
21. Worth to Cameron, Buffalo, February 24, 1838. iiouse
Executive Documents
. 25 Con., 3d Sess., No. 131, 18-19.
22. Worth to Cameron, Buffalo, March 5, 1838. Ibid . . 19.
(A strange contrast, all this must have seemed to
Worth, to nis memories of twenty-four years previous,
in 1814, when he had served against the British, Just
across the river, at (<iueenstown, Chippewa, and Lundy'
s
Lane—from which later battle he still bore scars and
a limp.)
23. Cameron to Worth, Chippewa, February 24, 1838. Ibid . . 31.
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about a gatnering of the Patriots near Buffalo and repeated
24his promise to send a subordinate officer for a conference.
The crisis seemed about over in March, a false assump-
tion, for tne Patriot activities flared up again later in
that year (1838) and simmered ominously until 1842. Worth
was to be ordered bacis. to this frontier for further strenu-
ous duties later on.
At this point the Lieutenant-Governor of Upper Canada,
Sir Francis Bond Head, nearly brought on a minor explosion
from Wlnfield Scott, by writing a long letter to the British
Minister Henry Fox, in Washington in which he praised Worth'
s
25
actions during this crisis and censured those of Scott.
Tnls uncomplimentary comparison was remarked upon by Colonel
Watson Webb in the New York Courier and Inquirer : but Worth
hastened to send an open letter to Webb in wnicn ne stated
that all his actions had simply been tne performance of
precise orders from Major-General Scott, to wnom full credit
26
snould be given in warding off a critical situation.
This loyalty evidently pleased General Scott for In
April, 1838, he especially requested Alexander Macomb,
Commanding General of the Army, to detail tne brilliant
Worth as his cnlef of staff In the task of removing the
Cherokee Nation from their ancient lands, in tne states of
24. Cameron to V/orth, Ft. Erie, February 26, 1338. House
Executive Documents . 25 Con., 3d Sess., No. 181, 32.
25. Elliott, Wlnfield Scott
. 342-343, from Toronto
Patriot
. March 23, 1838.
26. Ibid . . 344, from New York Courier and Inquirer,
March 29, 1838,
(i
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Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee, and North Carolina, to lands
which had been allotted to them in the Arkansas territory.
This was a distinctly dirty Job and there was much general
sympathy for the reluctant Cherokee s, who were being forced
out by tae greed of land-grabbers and gold- seekers; and were
being used as a football by local politicians currying to
those elements. The fear of violence and excesses by all
concerned was considerable, but, largely due to the tact and
efficiency of Scott and his staff, all went well and tne
tragic mass eviction was effected peacefully; although the
forcible uprooting of families from their hereditary homes
was most repugnant to all the regular soldiers and officers
27
involved.
In the meantime the Patriots were out again, and
thousands of Americans were enrolling along the border in a
secret society called the "Hunters' Lodge," whose object was
to aid the Canadian rebels. President Van Buren courageously
opposed the violations of neutrality planned by these ex-
tremists, for whicn he paid a heavy price in the election of
1340, for his own state, New York, was believed to be strongly
favorable to the Patriots.
Congress by an act of July 5, 1838 authorized the
activation of a new regular infantry regiment to be stationed
along the northern border from Detroit to Swanton, Vermont.
Tnis became the Eighth United States Infantry, and by General
Order No. 23 of July 12, 1838, Washington, Worth was promoted
27. Elliott, Winfield Scott
.
345-355.
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to the lineal rank of full colonel and placed in command,
with his commission dated as of July 7, 1338. This, of
course, was a Jump over the rank of lieutenant-colonel and
must have compensated for tne long years of stagnation in
grade. Other officers of interest assigned to tne new regi-
ment were; Colonel Worth' s half-brother, Joseph Swasey Worth,
who was promoted to captain and placed in command of
Company G, Ethan Allen Hitchcock who was promoted to a
majority over the heads of many seniors in grade, and
Second Lieutenant John T, Sprague who afterwards married
28
Worth' s daughter, Mary.
The activation of a new regiment is always a difficult
and irksome Job, and the amount of detail and paper-work is
staggering, but Colonel Worth was the very man for the
task. Fourteen graduates of the class of 1833 at the
Military Academy, all of them artillery officers incidentally,
were temporarily assigned to whip this new regiment into
shape, as the enlisted men were all raw recruits without
benefit of a cadre of veterans, and many of the officers
were delayed in reporting. Headquarters were established
in West Troy, New York but in August removed first to
Buffalo and then to Sackett' s Harbor, near Watertown,
28. Thomas Wilhelm, History of the Eighth U. S. Infantry
From Its Organization in 1333 . 2 volsl (Headquarters
Eighth Infantry, 1373), I, 9-12. (Hitchcock did not
report for duty until May, 1840, having been on detached
service in the West. This delay displeased Worth, and
may have marked the beginning of the enmity which later
flared into the open.)
(
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where Madison Barracks was established as a permanent post
and all the 10 companies of nominally 100 men each were
29
concentrated here by October thirty-first.
Colonel Worth shaped up his recruits in record time
mostly due to his genius and experience as a drillmaster.
One of tne temporary, assisting officers from the graduating
class at West Point wrote later, "He was a grand soldier
physically and in tactics, altnough ne had no high intel-
lectual capacity or attainments. But in immediate command
he had no superior." The writer went on to describe how nis
"clear, crisp, full voice and eagle eye and martial presence
sent a thrill through tne regiment. Such precision I have
never seen surpassed," There was electricity in Worth's
voice and a quickness to see errors which was followed by
a clear and concise explanation so that drilling under
VJorth was a pleasure. "There was sometning in Worth that
inspired those under his personal order with nis own
30Chivalry and gallant bearing."
As soon as the regiment had acquired a reasonable amount
of discipline and precision it was split up into detachments
strung along the danger-line of the border and details were
also placed on all the passenger steamers on the St.
Lawrence River for their protection. Two steamers, the
29. Wilhelm, op. cit ., 17; Henry C. Wayne, "From July 1338
to December 1941" in Haskin, op. cit .. 284.
30. Wayne, op. cit .. 284. (These unanimous tributes to
Worth' s superlative ability as an organizer and drill-
master should be born in mind when reading Hitchcock'
s
later sneering comments to his diary.)
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Telegraph and the Oneida , were requisitioned for patrol
duty and upon these Colonel Worth spent mucn time.
Worth continued his cooperation with tne British offi-
cials and in a letter of November 1, 1833 to Captain Sandon
of the Royal Navy assured him of his fullest efforts to
enforce the neutrality laws. Sandon replied to this on
the eleventh, warning Worth that two schooners loaded with
"250 miscreants and marauders" were in Miller's Bay, plan-
31
ning an attack upon Toronto. Worth nipped this attempt,
on the same day, by seizing the steamer United States , which
was towing the two schooners, and taking them all to Sackett'
32
Harbor. On November thirteenth, he reported to Brigadier
General Eustis, who was commanding the operations, at
Plattsburgh that the Patriots were still active under the
leadership of a Pole named Schulz and that further disorders
33
might be expected.'
The Eighth passed a miserable and gloomy winter on the
qui Vive along the fog-ridden, dreary, and bitter cold
reaches of the St. Lawrence River. The notorious Bill
Johnson, a Patriot leader who had burned the British steamer
Robert Peel , was captured by a detachment in the fall of
1338, Jailed in Utica whence he escaped, and, after an
31. House Executive Documents . 25 Con., 3d Sess., No. 181,
31-32, 40-41.
32. James Morton Callahan, The Neutrality of the American
Lakes (Baltimore, 1398), 99; Worth to General Eustis,
Headquarters, U. S. Steamer Telegraph off Ogdensburgh,
November 13, 1338. Worth Papers, New York Historical
Society.
33. Worth to General Eustis, Headquarters, U. S. Steamer
Telegraph off Ogdensburgh, November 13, 1838. Worth
Papers, New York Historical Society.
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aggravating chase, was recaptured and loclted up for keeps,
Tne Patriots, under the leadership of Schulz, or Von Snultz,
were decisively defeated at the battle of Windmill Point at
Prescott, Upper Canada, and of those captured, many were
exiled for years to Van Diemens Land, south of Australia,
34 „
a few executed, and others eventually pardoned. This
broke the back of the rebellion, although there were
spasmodic threats of further violence for nearly three
years.
The only further incident of importance was tne un-
provoked seizure of the American scnooner G« I. Weeks in
May, 1839, by the loyalist militia off Brockville, Upper
Canada. This became an international affair and, like the
Caroline incident, might have had serious consequences.
These were prevented by the prompt and decisive actions of
Colonel Worth. He immediately demanded the release of the
schooner and sent Captain G. Wright into Brockville to
present a verbal ultimatum to the authorities. Wright was
threatened by a mob, and his ultimatum refused. Worth then
ran the steamer Oneida into the harbor and levelled its
loaded guns on tne town. The Canadians gave way and the
schooner was released at once. Secretary of State Forsyth
considered it serious enougn to forward the documents to
Minister Andrew Stevenson in London, with a demand for an
34. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 74-80; Robert B. Ross, "The Patriot
War, " Michigan Pioneer and Historical Society Publica-
tions
.
XXI, 509-612.
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explanation from the British government.
For the balance of 1839 the regiment was mostly engaged
in routine patrol. Colonel Worth moved his headquarters to
Albany in December and spent a comparatively quiet winter
with his family, after his hectic endeavors of over two
years. In April of the next year the regiment, which had
made a fine record, was again ordered on the move to restrain
the Winnebago Indians who had gone off their reservation in
Wisconsin Territory and were committing depredations against
the white settlers. '^^
35. Andrew Stevenson Papers, Letter Book May 19, 1836-
July 28, 1841. John Forsyth's Correspondence with
Stevenson, 155-177. Library of Congress.
36. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 30-83.
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CHAPTER V
Wlnnebagos and Semlnoles
On April 13, 1840, Colonel Worth v?as ordered to report
with his regiment to the Commanding General, Department of
the North, at Fort Winnebago, Wisconsin Territory. The
Winnebago Inaians were off their reservation and the worst
was expected, for this tribe had a reputation of hostility.
They had taken part in Pontiac' s War in 1763 and later, in
1794, Mad Anthony Wayne had entered their country and de-
feated them. In the War of 1312 they had chosen the
British side and in 1827 General Atkinson had led a punitive
expedition against them, but, three years later, in 1831,
they had broken out again during the Black Hawk War« A
troublesome and dangerous tribe, especially witn tneir
affiliations with the Sacs and Foxes along the Mississippi
River."'"
On May second, the regiment embarked at Madison Bar-
racks and went by water to Lewiston, thence to Buffalo, a
great novelty to many of the men, stopping en route for a
viev; of Niagara Falls. They paraded through the city in a
rainstorm and embarked, the same day, on tne steamers
Buffalo and Cleveland . Going up Lake Erie, stops were made
at Cleveland and Sandusky, and at Detroit, tne officers
paid their respects to old General Hugh Brady, walking
1. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 24-25.
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through the streets on narrow planks laid on wooden blocks
to keep out of the mud. Continuing up Lake Huron they en-
Joyed magnificent weatner and a smooth trip, with a stop
at Mackinac Island. From here they steamed across the
upper end of Lake Michigan, reaching Fort Howard, on Green
Bay, on May tenth.
Colonel Worth then led six of the companies overland,
the others being detailed to work the shallow draft boats,
carrying equipment and stores, up the Fox River. The
marches by land were hard under the driving command of the
Colonel, but his thoughtfulness and experience, brought the
men through Fond-du-lac into Fort Winnebago, on May twenty-
first, in the top of condition; so much so, that he was
commended by General Atkinson for their fine appearance
and for arriving with a full strength of 550 men with "not
one off duty or on the sick list,** except for a "few slight
cases of ophthalmia and lameness."
Luckily the Winnebagos proved to be unusually tractable
and were easily herded back into their reservation witnout
violence. On June twenty-second the regiment left Fort
Winnebago for Fort Crawford (Prairle-du-Chien) on the
Mississippi, where it arrived June twenty-eighth. Here a
treaty was signed with the Winnebagos, Sacs, and Foxes,
whereby these tribes agreed to move all txieir remaining
peoples to the west side of tne river. While waiting at this
2. Wilhelm, op. clt .. 26, 96-106.
3. Ibid .. 26-23, 104-105,
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post, Colonel Worth took two companies and went upstream a
short distance to tne Minnesota line, where, by this show
of strength, he averted an impending clash between two war-
ring tribes. At tne same time, ne ordered two lucky young
lieutenants to escort the French Bishop of Nantes and two
bright young Creole ladies of St. Louis, who were under his
4
care, up the river on a steamer to Fort Snelling.
Orders had previously been received at Fort Winnebago
for tne regiment to proceed to Jefferson Barracks, near St.
Louis, and thence, after the sickly season during the summer,
in the autumn to Florida where tne Seminoles had been on the
war-path since 1855. Worth and his regiment embarked again
and arrived at their summer quarters on July eleventh. St.
Louis has always been known as a "soldiers' town," and well
lived up to its reputation during that summer. The officers
were entertained by a continual round of balls and picnics,
which they repaid by evening dress parades and band concerts
to whicn the female youth and beauty of St. Louis (well
Chaperoned) flocked in hordes. The regiment, from the
Colonel down, was very popular and all regretted the parting
on September 24, 1340 when the Eighth embarked on transports
5
for the trip down tne river to New Orleans.
4. Wilhelm, 00. cit .. 23, 120-126. (Major Ethan Allen
Hitchcock, who had been absent as dispersing officer in
the Indian Bureau and on a six months' leave of absence,
finally reported to the regiment at Fort Winnebago. He
noted "General did not draw a sober breath at Fort
Crawford after our arrival." Hitchcock, Diary . 120-121.
Atkinson was in command.)
5. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 29-30, 128-130
•
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Colonel Worth did not accompany tne bulk, of tiae regiment
for he had left on August twelfth to attend to official busi-
ness in Albany, afterwards Joining Companies E and d who nad
remained at Sackett' s Harbor, He accompanied these two com-
panies to Oswego, Syracuse, Albany, and finally Governor'
s
Island where they arrived on September thirtieth. Embarlting
from there they arrived at St. Augustine, Florida, on
October twelfth, after a passage of eight days. On October
twenty-first they set out overland for Fort King by way of
Picolata and Pilatka and arrived on October thirty-first.
Here they were Joined, about November fifth, by the other
eight companies who had gone down the river to New Orleans
6
and nad trans-shipped thence to Tampa.
The Seminole War had been festering, like an open sore,
for nearly five years. Its roots went back to Spanish
times. The Seminoles were a brancn of tne Creeks who iaad
emigrated from Georgia in 1750, and in 1303 there was a
second migration. The Spaniards held the country feebly
and the Indians did about as they pleased outside the few
white settlements. Tnis resulted in many runaway slaves
and fugitives finding a haven with them, with consequent
troubles with the American settlers across the border. In
1316 United States troops violated Spanish territory by
blowing up "Negro Fort" on tne Apalachicola River and in
1313 Andrew Jackson flagrantly invaded Florida to punish
6. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 31-32, 130-143.
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the Seminoles for retaliatory raids, and high-handedly hung
the British subjects Arbuthnot and Ambrister who were be-
7lieved to have aided them.
After the purchase of Florida from Spain in 1319, Con-
gress set up a territorial government there in 1822 and
American settlers poured in with the usual result of fric-
tion with the native Indians, and demands by the AiLericans
that these be removed. Another very sore point was that the
Seminole s had inter-married with the runaway slaves and
quite naturally protected them from their former owners.
Finally, after much persuasion and many conferences,
the Treaty of Payne' s Landing was signed with the Seminoles
in May, 1832 and a further agreement was made the next year
at Fort Gibson, Arkansas, by the terms of which a Seminole
delegation visited and approved tne new lands allotted to
them in Arkansas Territory in exchange for their Florida
holdings. But there were many dissenters in the tribe,
and all the negroes, of whom there were about a thousand,
objected strenuously, because the Americans refused to let
any black leave upon whom any white man had a claim, which
Q
of course meant the breaking up of many families.
The recalcitrants were led by Osceola who nursed a
venomous hatred for the whites. He had been imprisoned for
six days at Sort King in June, 1835 by General Wiley
Thompson of Georgia, the agent and superintendent of
7, Sidney Lanier, Florida. Its Scenery. Climate, and History
(Philadelphia, 1875), 210 ff.
3. Ibid.
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emigration, for his contumacy and insulting attitude. He
was released upon promises of future good-behavior and con-
cealed his burning desire for revenge until a propitious
occasion. In October this faction murdered a Chief who
favored the treaty, and on December twenty-eighth Osceola
and his followers murdered and scalped General Thompson
and Lieutenant Smith while they were strolling and smoking
their after-dinner cigars, in sight of Fort King. They
then trapped five other whites in the sutler' s store whom
they also killed and scalped. The balance of the garrison,
forty-six in number, prepared for a desperate defense, hop-
ing to hold out until a relief force of two companies of
troops, under Major Dade, which was known to be on the way
9from Fort Brooke, near Tampa, should arrive.
The garrison eventually survived because the main body
of the Seminoles, informed by negroes at Fort Brooke, left
Fort King and waited in ambush for the advancing column.
On the same day they surprized these troops by a sudden,
heavy fire from behind trees and finally killed all, except
two men, of the 102 approaching regulars and eight officers.
This became known as the "Dade Massacre, "^^ and, of course,
resulted in open warfare.^"^
From then on there was sporadic guerrila fighting, the
9. John T. Sprague, The Florida War (New York, 1848),
88-91.
10. There is a monument to the victims of this massacre
opposite the library at the Military Academy.
11. Sprague, op. cit .. 83-91; Lanier, op. cit .. 207.
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Semlnoles retiring, between forays, into the almost im-
penetrable swamps of the countryside. It was a ghastly
heart-breaking business and became the costliest of all
our Indian wars both in casualties and money. The final
losses of the army, from a maximum strength in the field of
4,191 officers and men, were 1,466 deaths, or nearly 35 per
cent. Beside these, the navy had 23 deaths and the marines
47, making a grand total of 1,536 lives lost against an
enemy whose total strength, including women and children,
12probably never exceeded 3,000. This total was about as
large as the combined military deaths received in all our
other Indian wars of the nineteenth century. Over 90 per
cent of these deaths were caused by diseases, largely
diarrhea and dysentery, because there was not the medical
knowledge at the time to require the boiling of all drinking
water, a tragic omission which cost all armies thousands of
lives. Other major causes listed were "yellow fever con-
tracted in Florida," and "disease unknown contracted in
13Florida." The list is a most striking and tragic example
of the real horrors of war before the advent of modern
medical science.
The final financial cost was about $19,000,000, a very
large sum at that time. Before Colonel Worth arrived, ten
12, William A. Ganoe, The History of the United States Army
(New York, 1942), 15; Sprague, op. cit .. 549-550.
13. Sprague, op. cit .. 526-550; George M. Brown, Ponce
de Leon Land and Florida War Record (St. Augustine,
Florida, 1910), 119-130.
i{
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generals had tried, for five years, ineffectively to conquer
the 3eminoles, being successively and at times collectively
by twos and threes, Generals Clinch, Gaines, Winfield Scott,
Call (Florida militia), Armstrong, Jesup, Zachary Taylor,
14
Eustls, Macomb, and Armistead—and all failed. Armistead,
Clinch, and Jesup were relieved at their own requests; and
Winfield Scott and Gaines were required to appear before a
Court of Inquiry to explain their failures. The others
welcomed relief from this hoodoo war which had become a
15graveyard for military reputations.
The war had been waged with merciless ferocity on both
sides; Colonel Harney of the Second Dragoons having hung
fourteen Seminoles without a trial in retaliation for a
costly night attack upon his men, and the Seminoles in turn
ambushed and murdered Mrs. Montgomery, the wife of a
lieutenant, and her escort of an officer and eleven men.
Also the Indians made frequent raids on the frontier settle-
ments where they indiscriminately killed and scalped women
and children, A camp of instruction, for this war, had been
especially established in 1839 at Trenton, New Jersey, and
bloodhounds were imported from Cuba to track down the
Indians, the latter proving useless as they would only
follow the scent of negroes.
14. Ranking General and Commander-in-Chief of the army.
15. Sprague, op. cit .. passim
;
Ganoe, op. cit ., 176-191;
Elliott, Scott
. 238-331; Lanier, op. cit
.^ 210 ff.
16. Theo. F. Rodenbough, From Everglade to Canon with
the Second Dragoons (New York, 1875) , 40-54,
I
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The only humorous episode In the whole brutal business
occurred in March, 1841, when a chief, imown as "Wild Cat"
appeared for a peace parley with Colonel Worth. His band
had previously actually captured Saint Augustine and
plundered a theatrical troupe. In meeting tne Colonel,
Coacoochee (Wild Cat) had donned the nodding plumes
of the Prince of Denmark. At his elbow appeared,
with an evident sense of the fitness of things,
Horatio, and close behind came another proud monarch „
of tne forest wrapped in King Richard's robes
Into this atmosphere of failure, then, came Colonel
Worth with his regiment of regulars and his success was im-
mediate. General Armistead, in nominal command, was prac-
tically in his dotage and willingly placed full responsi-
18billty for operations in the young colonel's hands. Worth
threw himself into the campaign with his usual burning
energy and announced that his headquarters would be in the
saddle—to which announcement a young lieutenant was said
to have remarked (probably sotto voce ) that he had always
19thought that was the place for hindquarters.
During the winter of 1841 Worth kept his regiment in
such a state of feverish activity in pursuit of the elusive
Seminole s that a song was written in the regiment, the
chorus of which went
—
17. Rodenbough, op. cit .. 55, *
18. One of the officers of the Eighth, upon landing at
Tampa, found the old gentleman peacefully shelling corn
on his back-porch and was asked what was the news of a
nearby post. The General had forgotten that reinforce-
ments were expected. Wilhelm, op. cit .. I, 147-148,
19. Ibid .. I, 149-150.
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When tne Colonel' s on tiie ground
The d Is to pay all around
It's blow the trumpet, beat tne drum
Don' t you see tne Colonel' s come?
Don' t stand tnere and suok your thumb
Gods', don' t you see the Colonel' s come?*^^
All this aggressiveness must have been too much for
old General Armistead for on April thirtieth he asked to be
relieved of tne command. Tnis was granted in a letter of
May 19, 1341 from the adjutant-general and on May thirty-
first, in compliance with instructions from tne Var Depart-
ment, the General turned over tne comLiand of the Florida
?1
army to Colonel Worth.
Worth then introduced another innovation into tnis
miserable conflict. He decided to fight through the summer
which had previously been considered impossible because of
the heat. "Worth is crazy" said those who had previously
fought a summer campaign on a cness board in tneir cool
quarters. Worth may have been crazy (like General Wolfe)
but if so the army needed a touch of madness. After first
cutting the costs by discharging a horde of civilian clerks,
sutlers, and camp-followers, who had been battening off the
idle soldiers in the previous summers, he led his men
straight into the great swamps, and the Everglades, where
the water averaged a depth of two feet, until he found the
Seminole settlements and crops on the various hummocks of
20. Wilhelm, op. cit ., I, 150.
21. Sprague, op. cit .. 265.
22. Wilhelm, op. cit .. I, 151.
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dry land. These ne destroyed, and harried, and pursued
the fleeing Indians ceaselessly In a temperature which
averaged 86°. There was much sickness among -the soldiers
but much success was attained. The Indians had undoubtedly
been "softened up" by the previous six years of warfare but
Worth' s relentless summer campaign broke the back of their
resistance. VJild Cat^^ was captured and induced his fol-
lowers to submit and be peacefully transported to Arkansas.
Others followed his example and the last important hostile
band was crushed by Colonel Worth on April 19, 1842, at
Palaklakaha Hammock. Other minor groups gradually gave up
the struggle and came in to surrender, so that in August,
251342, the war was officially declared ended. It was a
superb bit of soldiering by Colonel Worth and he was fit-
tingly rewarded by being breve-tted a brigadier-general by
President Tyler on August twenty-sixth "for gallantry and
highly distinguished services as Commander of the Forces in
the war against the Florida Indians, to date from
March 1, 1842."^®
There were some minor recurrences of hostilities from
a small residue of tue Indians who had been allowed, by
special agreement, to remain in tne southern extremity of the
23. On the fourth of July, a large and previously unknown
lake was discovered and named Lake Worth,
24. The Seminole chiefs had unusual names. Others were
Billy Bowlegs, Shiver and Shake, Alligator, Tiger-Tail,
and Old Man of tne Lakes.
25. Sprague, op. cit .. 266-497.
26. General Order No. 56, Adjutant-General' s Office,
Washington, August 26, 1342.
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state, so Worth was ordered back to complete the pacifica-
tion, and made his headquarters at St. Augustine until
September 26, 1845.^''^ While here. Worth's oldest daughter,
Mary, married Brevet-Captain John T. Sprague, 8tn Regiment,
U. 3. Infantry, a native of Newburyport, Massachusetts, who
had served as an aide to Colonel Worth during tne campaign,
thus following an old army custom. Sprague later wrote an
excellent and detailed account of the war, whose full title
Is The Origin. Progress, and Conclusion of the Florida War
(New York, 1848), and which Is tne only work of Its kind.
General Worth bought the bridal couple a native stone
( cog ulna ) house on Marine Street In St. Augustine, which
was built about 1795, still stands, and Is known today as
the "General Worth house." General Worth's wife died
29later In St. Augustine In 1869.
27. Sprague, op. clt .. 494-514.
28. Mrs. Alberta Johnson, Librarian, Florida Historical
Society, to writer, November 16, 1946.
29. Hubbell, Genealogy of Worth Family.
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CHAPTER VI
Repercussions and Aftermatxi of the Seminole War
At this point It seems timely to quote In Its entirety
a letter from Colonel Worth to Major-General Wlnfleld Scott
who had succeeded Alexander Macomb as Commanding General of
the Army.
Cedar Key, Florida
July 10th 1842.
General
I have received a copy of Lieut. Col. Hitch-
cock' s-^ extraordinary communication & memoranda to
the Secretary of War.
Filled with disgust and indignation I hardly
know what to say or how to express myself in terms
sufficiently decorous in speaking of tnat paper
—
My first concern is to see the Secretary ac-
quitted of entertaining sucn a communication or
being otnerwlse concerned than as the disgusted and
unwilling recipient. But what could be expected
other than that he, infidel to his God should be
infidel to his profession, wno denies (and seeks to
make proselytes) the one, naturally, as this officer
has, deserts tne duties, the high and honorable
duties, of the other. Already standing before the
service recreant to appropriate duty he snail here-
after carry the brand of falsenood, uttered and
insinuated.—As this paper comes into my hands I am
not free to use it, but will not rest until I re-
ceive it authoratively—expose him to the Army and
subject him hereafter to Its scorn as he is already
to its contempt.
2
1. Ethan Allen Hitchcock who had been Worth' s assistant at
West Point and succeeded him as Commandant of Cadets.
He was later appointed Major in txie newly activated
iiiighth Infantry.
2. The War Department is unable to locate Hitchcock'
s
letter.
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In July 1833 he was passed over t,ne neads of
veterans of the highest merit, illustrated on the
fields of battle long ere he went to txie Military
School, to tne Majority of the 3th. Regiment, wnen,
instead of seeking to vindicate tnat ill-considered
and regretted act of partiality and reconcile tae
offended Service to his unmerited advancement by fly-
ing to his Regiment, aiding in its organization, and
sharing the arduous service in wnich it was engaged,
he clung to a clerical Indian service at bt. Louis
—
which said service he was also on when that brave
Regiment, (the 1st Infantry) in wnich he was e Gap-
tain, was foremost in Florida and finally crownea
itself witn the high honor at Ocheechobee'. And this
is the man who mouths it so bravely and "screams at
the top of his voice 'give me something to do'"
—
But to resume his career on tne rolls of tne 3th
which ne now aims to slander and calumniate (privately),
in which in nine months nominal service he passed
through the grade of Major'.—It was only in the month
of June 1340, after the fatigues of the V»innebago
operation had ceased; tnat he presented his hitherto
unknown person to tne Regiment: and before he nad
been a week in camp commenced a series of intrigues
and insubordinate practices, from tne effect of which
the Corps has not yet recovered
—
From tnat period he was nominally witn the Regi-
ment until the ensuing April when he procured himself
to be ordered to a clerkship at Washington, his Regi-
ment then in presence of the enemy and he at that
moment in command of five companies most advanced
toward that enemy, and actually cnarged with delicate
and critical operation.—I have said nominally because
during tne two months sojourn of txie Regiment at
Jefferson Barracks he was absent about tnree out of
every six days attending to his private affairs at
St. Louis.
It has been stated tnat ne nas been absent from
duty with Troops since 1329 except 23 months, it
snould nave been stated tnat he has been absent with
the exception, since 1823 for such is the fact. The
records of the Adjutant General' s office will bear
testimony that so far from ever having asked the
removal of my own Regiment; much less having indi-
cated the preference of a station, I have earnestly
pleaded the cause of every other Regiment—and it was
not until the 1st. Infantry—6th Infantry—3rd
Artillery—2nd Dragoons—2nd Infantry—and finally
the 7th had been passed out ait request in tne order
named— soliciting for each agreable stations—that, in*
my official Report of the 30th May, noticing the move-
ment of tne 7th and referring to a contingency, it was

remarked "I shall then asis. for txie route of another
Reglaent, in turn I suppose tne 3th" tnis is the only
instance in which I have named the Regiment—But his
paper is filled with falsehood—It so happens that the
i5rd Infty a noble Regiment has occupied the most
healtny, and as tne officers evidently consider the
most agreable position in Florida: and it also hap-
pens, no fault of that gallant Corps that from posi-
tion it has had less, infinitely less, service tnan
any other Corps since coming to Florida—wnile it
also happens that my partiality, as this slanderer
would insinuate nas been distinguished by plunging
the 3th into every the most arduous and hasardous
service, from a sentiment which he is Incapable of
comprehending or appreciating
—
At the very period wnen he was playing clerk to
the Secretary of V/ar, for wnicn station ue deserted
tne Regiment, he had attempted to corrupt, (and on
Indian service in Arkansas, six companies of nis Regi-
ment were commanded by a captain (Major by Brevet) of
the 3d his present Regiment,) traversing the swamps
and everglades in search of tne enemy and trying "to
find something to do"—V/hen witn tne Regiment in
Florida so far from ever seeking any service—not ne
—
no effort of nis was omitted to chill the spirit of
enterprise in young officers—always perfectly recon-
ciled to remain quiet and see his Colonel nead every
detachment, from a grand division up. I send a copy
of a letter he wrote me after I placed him in command
of five companies (one of Cavalry & four of Infantry)
advanced toward the Kissimee and in actual vicinity
of tne enemy ( Deing myself called for tne movement at
Tampa Bay by General Armi stead) and my reply:
—
These refer to his eager search after tne clerk-
ship to go to Vt/'ashington, where he says, ne thinks he
could be of more service than in Florida'. Mark', at
that moment nis command, or that which I had temporarily
entrusted to him, was tne only portion of tne wnole
Florida Army then in the field '. Thus deserting he dares
to exclaim "I wish to feel that I am doing or live in
the prospect of doing something. I have a perfect hor-
ror of stagnation—of idleness—of mere existence
—
hence the formal duties of a confined garrison life
are beyond description irksome and despicable. The
thought of sucn a life on a small scale puts me almost
into a fever of desperation, and throws a pall over
nature, and I am reaay to scream at the top of my
voice 'give me something to do.'"
3end the gentleman to his Regiment, now commanded
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by a Captain and In the presence of the enemy, and If
the heroic fit holds we will find him "something to do"
—
I am Sir etc. etc.
(Signed) (W. J. Worth)
^
To Major Gen. Scott
Commanding etc. etc.
Hd. Quarters
Washington
Harsh and hot-headed words indeed'. It is not often
that the commanding officer of a regiment calls or intimates
4
strongly that his second ranking field officer is a liar,
a skulker, a coward, and a subversive sneakl But as a mat-
ter of fact the military feuds in the tiny army of the time
often reached a peak of vitriolic abuse wnich is almost un-
believable today. V/infield Scott suid Edmund Pendleton
Gaines had carried on a mutual exchange of villification
which reached an all time high of purple prose and makes
the above letter seem almost insipid; but Mrs. Gaines
walked off with all the top-honors by her classic remark
about Scott, "that no man could possibly amount to much
whose 'mouth could be covered with a buttonl'"
This letter is the first definite evidence of bad
feeling between Worth and Hitchcock, an enmity which was to
3. Worth Letters, United States Military Academy Library,
4. The Table of Organization of the time only called for one
lieutenant-colonel and one major to an infantry regiment.
There were 10 companies of 100 men each.
5. See Elliott, Winfield Scott . 227-223, 233-239, 243, 329.
385, 400, 422.
6. Ibid., 384.
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grow and reach its climax later in Mexico City; and was
probably one of the causes for the faint cloud which has
lain over Worth' 6 name since. Hitchcocit claimed he received
his West Point appointment at Worth' s request, and spoke
7
rather highly of him at that time. Later he wrote in his
diary in April, 1841 (see Worth's letter),
Here, then, General Armisteac and Colonel Worth are
botn disappointed in the miscarriage of tne plan to
force me to resign by refusing the leave to go to
V/asiilngton wnich I asked for a montn ago. Worth is
as arrogant and domineering as pride can make a man.
On the whole, my leave-taking is decidedly gratify-
ing ... I shall be able to give some useful hints
to the authorities in Wasnington.8
John Bell of Tennessee was Secretary of War from
March 5 to September 13, 1841. His wife was a sister of
Hitchcock's brother's wife. This brother, Henry Hitchcock,
had moved to Mobile, Alabama, from Vermont in 1816 and nad
become Secretary of State and Chief Justice of Alabama
9before nis death in 1839. Ethan was on Intimate terms
with the Bell family and unquestionably dropped some "use-
ful hints" in the Secretary' s ear.
But Hitchcock' s entry in his diary for May 16, 1341
seems rather contradictory. He wrote:
Washington May 16th. Remarkable interview with
Secretary of War. Spent the wnole evening with him,
by invitation, and again urged upon him the measures
I deem expedient in Florida, He finally authorized
me to draft two letters for him to sign, one reliev-
ing General Arralstead and tne other appointing Colonel
Worth, just as I advised yesterday . . . Mr. Bell told
7. Hitchcock, Fifty Years in Camp and Field . 43-49.
8- Ibid.. 130.
9. Ibid . . 118-119.
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Scott that if Worth put an end to the difficulties
he would recommend nim for a brevet, and Scott said:
"He'll break his neck, Sir'. He'll break nis neck.
Sir'. "10
Anyway, whether or not because of Worth' s furious
letter, Hitchcock was ordered back to his regiment post-
haste in August, 1842. He left Hew York on September tenth
and arrived in Florida about October tenth, having proceeded
overland. This extraordinary man deserves much attention
for ne gradually becomes the villain of the piece, a sinister
and inimical force, from the Worth point of view.
The balance of Colonel Worth' s stay in Florida was
ratner routine. Life in St. Augustine was a pleasant affair
with frequent balls graced by the Minorcan beauties of the
town, picnics and bathing on the beach, and a general relaxa-
tion for officers and men, all amidst an atmosphere of dolce
for niente . Before these halcyon days arrived, nowever, the
bodies of tne victims of the Dade massacre, and those of
other officers and men were given a military funeral and
buried in the cemetery of St. Francis barracks, at St.
Augustine, on August 15, 1842. Tne next year a memorial
shaft was erected over their mass grave, which exists today.
In May, 1844 Colonel Worth embarked on the U. S. Revenue
Cutter Crawford for a tour of inspection of the both coasts,
with stops at Key West and Tampa. He was accompanied by
his staff and all enjoyed the lovely views as they skirted
10. Hitchcock, Fifty Years in Camp and Field . 132.
11. Sprague, oo. cit .. 522; Wilhelm, op. cit .. 209.
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the shore with its luxuriant palms and exotic flowers,
against which, as a background, thousands of gorgeous
tropical birds gyrated and swooped. From Key West they put
in at Havana, Cuba. Previous American officers calling at
this port had, with democratic brusqueness, neglected the
official courtesies, but Colonel Worth sent word to the
American consul. General Campbell, that he should like to
12pay his respects to the Spanish Captain General O'Donnell.
An interview was immediately arranged and a most agreeable
mutual impression was made. Worth, in full regimentals
was the perfect beau ideal of a soldier and O'Donnell,
standing over six feet, a veteran of tiie Carlist War, was
a strikingly handsome and attractive personality. O'Donnell
later became a Marshall and an uncle by marriage to Q,ueen
Isabella, and, after her abdication, one of the regents of
13the government.
This favorable impression opened a perfect floodgate
of hospitalities for the American officers during tneir
week' s stay. They attended the opera, sitting in the
Captain General' s box, they visited Moro Castle, and they
were guests of honor at a formal revie^^; and guard mount of
the Spanish garrison. Leaving W^est' s American Hotel early
in the afternoon, they witnessed a guard mount of 300 men
in fall dress uniforms, which must have made the miniature
12, A great many of tne Spanish officials and officers
were of Irish descent.
13. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 223-234.
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affairs of American army posts seem r&ther puny and patJietic
After tne ceremonies they attended a banquet at which
Senora O'Donnell and her ravishingly pretty niece made an
indelible impression upon txie susceptible American officers.
Upon leaving Havana, tne Crawford had barely cleared
Moro Castle, when it ran into an easterly gale which blew
it back dangerously close to that neadland. Luckily an
offsnore breeze sprang up in time to save the party from
a really dangerous situation. The rest of tne trip was made
in safety and all on board agreed that it was tne most
pleasant interlude they had enjoyed during tneir stay in
Florida.
In August, 1845, orders were received for Company A to
proceed to Baton Rouge, Louisiana, to Join Major General
Zachary Taylor' s command which was preparing to advance to
the Texas frontier. The company stores and supplies were
loaded on the General Worth , a new vessel Just built in
Baltimore, and a farewell breakfast was given to the offi-
cers of tne departing regiment. In the middle of this meal
orders were received for the wnole regiment to proceed in a
^
body to Corpus Christi, Texas, and effect a Junction there
with General Taylor' s main body of troops. The regiment
embarked at Tampa on board the Kalamazoo except for two com-
panies, which remained at, Key West, and for Lieutenant James
Longstreet who was on court martial duty at Pensacola and
14. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 234-235.
15. Ibid
. . 233-241,
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later rejoined tne regiment at Corpus Gnristi.
General Worth' s record to this point in his career was
uniformly superior. In everything he had undertaken, ne
showed great capability and had carried out all his assign-
ments with vigor, intelligence, and an avoidance of contro-
versy (barring tne budding mutual animosity with Hitchcock)
which was quite unusual in the touchy and Jealous atmosphere
of that miniature army. He possessed extraordinary personal
magnetism, as well, and was generally considered the most
strikingly handsome man in the service and its most accom-
17plished horseman, two assets of great value to any mili-
tary leader. His friendship with General W infield Scott
was warm, close, and of long duration, and Worth had named
his only son, born in 1840, Winfield Scott \\'orth after nis
old friend. As Scott had been appointed General-in-Chief
of the army in July, 1841, this close relationship was
another valuable asset to the man who was considered by
many to be the most brilliant and finest soldier in the
army.
In the Mexican War which now broke out in the following
spring of 1846, he was to reach his peak of military achieve-
ment, only to spoil it, to a certain degree, by a petulance
and contumaciousness off the battlefield which seems strangely
alien to his previous character. On the battlefield he was
superb, the ideal spearhead, the cutting-edge, always seeking
16. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 244-250,
17. Scarborough, "Worth," 276-277,
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the van and forefront of tiie fignting, and the title of
"Murat of tne American army," given him "by his contemporaries,
seems peculiarly fitting as Murat also had his difficulties
when removed from tne heat of battle. To the present day
student of military history there also seems to be an
analogy of sorts with the personality of General George S.
Patton. Host historians have dismissed Worth as a sort of
prima donna but tne writer is strongly inclined to believe
that he has never received nis Just deserts for a variety
of reasons, the most important one being that his enemies
Hitchcock and Scott outlived him by some twenty years and
wrote vindictively, and probably untruthfully, about him.
Worth was a soldier and not a writer and, besides, never nad
the time to present his side of the later, bitter dispute.
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CHAPTER VII
Corpus Chrlstl and the March to the Rio Grande
A Joint resolution to annex Texas had passed both nouses
of Congress in tne last days of the Tyler administration, in
March, 1345. As soon as this was accepted "by a Texas conven-
tion, the following July, President James Polk ordered
Brevet Brigadier-General Zachary Taylor, in command of the
Southwest Department at Fort Jesup, Louisiana, to take a
position, with the forces assigned to him, which would be
"best adapted to repel invasion" in case the Mexicans made
good their threats to consider the annexation of Texas as
tantamount to a declaration of war. Taylor at once embarked
at New Orleans and established a camp at Corpus Christi, a
small settlement, also known as Kinney' s Ranch, on the
south bank of the Nueces River. Here by October thirteenth,
he was Joined by General Worth, and the Eighth Infantry
which was consolidated with twelve companies of artillery
acting as an infantry battalion to form the First Brigade,
with Worth in command.*
Zachary Taylor was a queer mixture of qualities and his
nickname "Old Rough and Ready" succinctly expressed most of
them. Of great personal indifference to danger which was
1. Justin H. Smith, The Var Witn Mexico (New York, 1919),
I, 141-143; Nathaniel Stevenson, Texas and tne Mexican
War (New Haven, 1921), 184-187; General Cadmus M. Wilcox,
History of the Mexican War (Wasnington, 1392), 15-SO.
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shown by an imperturbable calm under fire, and with an
easy democratic manner which appealed to the enlisted men,
ne had not tne vaguest conception of military discipline,
hygiene, or the health of his command, and, with a frontier
Indian fighter* s contempt for such West Point niceties, the
camp which he established at Corpus Christi was typical of
such a commanding officer.
The encampment wnich straggled for nearly two miles
along the river on a bleak sandy plain, witn an occasional
dwarf mesquite or scrub live-oak intensifying the dreari-
ness, was naturally depressing. The hamlet of Corpus
Cnristi, wnich lay on Colonel Kinney' s ranch, next to tne
camp, was a nest of border smugglers described by an offi-
cer of tne Eighth as "the most murderous, thieving, gambling,
2
cut-throat, God-forsaken hole in tne 'Lone Star State.'"
About 5,000 men were gatnered nere without adequate supplies
or shelter and, at times, the water stood two or three feet
deep in the area, and the howling northers blew rain clear
through the muslin tents. Wood was difficult enough to
obtain for cooking, so that there was never enougn for
camp-fires or heating; and the only drinking water was
brackish. The consequence was that the men were all more
or less ill and the sick-list averaged about twenty per
cent. Drills were soon given up and the soldiers sought
escape in the numerous grog-shops, gambling nails, and
2. Wilhelm, op. cit .. I, 255.
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brothels which sprang up; tne camp-followers being estiniated
at about 2,000 in number. Tne reaction of disgust on so
smart a soldier as Worth can be imagined and he wrote to
his son-in-law "Whether an idea strategic or of any other
description, had had the rudeness to invade the mind or
imagination of our chief is a matter of doubt. VJe are
4literally a huge body without a head."
But all was not gloom and dreariness. Hart' s Theatrical
Company arrived from Savannah and a theatre was quickly
erected, partly by volunteer soldier labor. Later tne
Tyrolean Minstrel Gals shared tnis stage, and the owners
would loan it on Sundays to a minister for his services,
the congregation being able to watch the silhouettes of
gamblers, playing faro in the next room, upon a dividing
curtain behind the impromptu pulpit. After the sermon these
gamblers were kind enough to stop tneir game and help take
up a collection in their ten-gallon hats. Tnen the actors
would appear for a rehearsal for the evening show, "The
Lady and the Devil," which enjoyed a phenomenal run. Later
the soldiers built another theatre for their own use and
produced some extraordinarily capable amateur plays. As
always the younger officers and men adapted themselves to
the discomforts and, by sports, music, horse-racing, and
these theatricals, maintained an atmosphere of harmony and
3. Suiith, op. Pit .. I, 143-144; Hitchcock, op. cit .. 193-
215.
4. Smith, op. cit .. I, 144,
i
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good-fellowship.
Among the senior officers it was different. Lieut.
-
Colonel Hitchcock, now commanding the Third Infantry, sat
mleanthropically in his tent copying 616 pages of Spinoza'
s
Ethics , or, as he self-righteously entered in nis diary
on New Year' s Day, 1846, "The day will go as other days
—
drinking, norse-racing, gambling, theatrical amusements . .
I take part in no one of the amusements or dissipations of
the place, but remain quiet in my tent or walk leisurely
7
through the town to see what is going on."
And Worth was having his troubles—along a different
line. Soon after nis arrival he became involved in a dis-
pute over rank with Colonel David E. Twiggs, "Old Davy, the
Bengal Tiger" as the men of his regiment, the Second
Dragoons, admiringly called him and who delightedly claimed
he could "curse tnem right out of tneir boots." Old Davy
had had considerable experience at frontier posts and was
reputed to be able to get more work out of nis men tnan
any other colonel in the service but he also was considered
by some to be a blusterer and blow-hard with a penchant for
avoiding a fight in a show-down. A man who had known him
years before in Wisconsin Territory, where Twiggs located
Fort Winnebago in 1823, later described him,
He was a large, portly, pompous man and nad the
reputation of being an arbitrary, overbearing
5. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 1, 257-274.
6. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 207,
Ibid
. .
206-207.
3. Elliott, Winfield Scott
. 452-453.
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officer ... "A little god who could do as ne pleased,
In his own estimation," Many acts of his were told in
the army, such as horse-whipping the surgeon, having a
soldier tied up to a tree and whipped every day for
some time.^
For once Hitchcock and V^orth were in accord in their
opinions of Twiggs' regiment. Hitchcock wrote in his diary
on October tnird,
It is noteworthy that since the arrival of the 2d
Dragoons there have been several disgraceful brawls
and quarrels, to say notning of drunken frolics.
The dragoons nave made themselves a public scandal.
One captain has resigned to avoid trial, and two
others have had a dirty brawl. Two others still
are on trial for fighting over a low woman,
Worth in his turn wrote to nis son-in-law, Captain John T,
Sprague wno had remained on garrison duty in Florida, "On
my left are the Second Dragoons, an Augean stable', but I
fear no Hercules to cleanse it."
The controversy between Worth and Twiggs raged over
tne matter of brevet rank and about wno should command the
army in the absence or death of Taylor. It was a technical
question which continually made trouble and sharply divided
the officers' opinions on a basis of self-interest. Twiggs
was Worth' s senior as a colonel, the permanent lineal rank
9. Hon. Henry Merrell, "Pioneer Life in Wisconsin,"
Wisconsin Historical Society Collections , VII, 375.
10. Hitchcock. OP. cit .. 205. (As there were 10 companies,
to have 5 captains, or 50^, in trouble was a considerable
percentage
.)
11. "Never Before Published Letters of famous General Worth,
Written During Mexican War, " Tne New York Times Sunday
Magazine . July 16, 1916, (Some allowance should be
made for the traditional turbulence of the cavalry,
and for the infantryman' s dislike for their arrogance.)
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of both, and based his claim on this seniority, but Worth
believed that his honorary rank of brevet brigadier-general
gave him precedence, and declared tnat he would maintain
the matter to any extreme. Zachary Taylor, himself still
a brevet brigadier-general, unmanfully ducked the issue
and referred it to Wasnington, wnere Winfield Scott, acting
for Secretary of War Marcy, decided in favor of brevet
12
rank. Taylor, however, then tactlessly ordered a general
review of the troops and assigned tiie controversial command
to Twiggs; and then, realizing that serious trouble would
13
ensue, weakly cancelled the whole affair.
At this point Lieut .-Colonel Etnan Allen Hitchcock
laid down his books of Spinoza, Swedenborg, Kant, and
Socinus, with wnich he had been earnestly struggling after
what he "reverently called Truth," and came out of nis
tent. The lieutenant-colonel had been suffering from
diarrnea as well and wanted to leave the camp and go nome,
but memories of Worth' s fine scorn for his previous habit
of escaping field duty was probably a strong deterrent from
his making another such attempt. But tnis situation was
made to order for him. A guardnouse lawyer, if ever there
was one, here was obviously his chance to kill two birds with
12. Scott wrote later, on March 3, 1846, to the Secretary
of V/ar ". . . in my opinion. Col. Twiggs is not competent
to command an army either in tne presence, or the absence
of an enemy." Records of the War Department . National
Archives.
13. Smith, op. cit .. I, 144; Ganoe, op. cit ., 200-201;
Scarborough, "Worth," 284.
i
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one stone, and to make trouble for both Wortn and Winfleld
Scott; a combination wJiom he probably blamed for his dis-
comforts— far from the comfortable desk Job which he nad
usually been able to wangle. On two previous occasions he
had made an issue out of a trivial technicality; the first
in 1827 when he locked horns with Sylvanus Thayer over the
14
procedure of ordering a Court of Inquiry for the cadets,
and, on the second occasion, he had defied Major General
Commanding Winfield Scott about the finding of a court
15
martial for Lieutenant Don Carlos Buell for striking an
16
enlisted man in 1343. That Hitchcock was probably right
in both cases, in the most narrow, legalistic sense, although
his stubbornness caused considerable nuisance, seemed to
have whet nis appetite for more pettifogging of this sort.
That Worth was infinitely a more capable officer than
Twiggs and tnat it was truly a patriotic duty to support him
in case of an emergency or accident to Taylor, probably
entered Hitchcock' s nead but was quickly dismissed, as he now
had reached the point where he was rationalizing his dislike
for his hardships and the lack of culture among his associ-
ates, on tne grounds that the proposed advance to tne Rio
17Grande was an immoral and wicked act; and he probably wel-
comed the opportunity to create a dissension wnich agreed
with his principles and personal dislikes. In other words
14. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 52-58.
15. Afterwards Major General in tne Union Army.
16. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 183-184.
17. Ibid .. 200, 207.
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he became the champion for the principle of seniority
(regardless of ability) over selection; a matter of disa-
greement in tne army for years until selection finally
triumphed comparatively recently. As a matter of fact,
Hitchcock' s stand in this particular case was highly ques-
tionable and the whole matter most complicated and contro-
versial. What does seem clear is that he chose to back an
officer of inferior ability against another of obviously
superior talents, but against whom he must have borne a
grudge; and this at a crisis and time of emergency.
According to Hitchcock' s diary, on December 19, 1848,
he forwarded a memorial to the "President of the U. S.
Senate" which he had drawn up in opposition to Scott' s rul-
ing on brevet rank. The memorial ran to ten printed
octavo pages and seems to show the influence of Hitchcock'
s
esoteric studies
—
possibly Emanuel Swedenborg had appeared
in a vision to him. He appeals against
A principle tnat has been warred against by the
intelligence and liberty of nations since the dawn
of modern history; a principle by which King Jonn
was brought into conflict wltn nis nobles, who com-
pelled him so far to relinquish it as to sign the
great charter regarded as the foundation of English
liberty; a principle in tne struggle to support which
Charles I was brought to the block; a principle
the partial destruction of which deluged France
with the blood of her people—the principle of the
despot, claiming to rule by divine right . . . . °
18. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 204-205. (Hitchcock was called
by some "The Pen of the Army." Poor Worth couldn'
t
compete with this. Only Winfield Scott could enter
the lists with such bombast.)
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This memorial was duly signed by 153 officers, from
19Colonels Twiggs (I) and Whistler down to the 2nd
lieutenants, which was roughly almost a half of the com-
missioned officers in the camp and showed how evenly divided
the sentiment was. V^hen received in Washington it created
quite a stir and ultimately resulted in President Polk
overruling Scott, an act which probably gave the President
satisfaction, as the feeling between these two was rarely
friendly and Scott had referred to the President in the
previous election campaign as "Little Jimmy Polk of Duck
20River." Word of the President' s decision, however, did
not come to the army until it had reached the Rio Grande,
in April, 1846.
While all this controversy raged. General Taylor re-
ceived orders from V/ashington, on February 3, 1846, to
move nis small army southward to whatever point on the Rio
Grande he should consider most advantageous. This order
resulted from the refusal of the Mexican government to
treat with commissioners sent from Washington in the hope
of negotiating a settlement of the Texas question. The
right of our government to occupy territory below the
Nueces River was exceedingly questionable but Zachary Taylor
obeyed orders as a soldier, although Lieut. -Colonel Hitchcock
considered it an act of arrogance and presumption that
21deserved punishment.
19. Uncle of James McNeill Whistler, the artist.
20. Alfred Hoyt Bill, Rehearsal For Conflict (New York,
1947) , 114.
21. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 212.
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Zachary Taylor, nowever, was by no means prepared to
obey such an order promptly. Although he had been in tne
country for six months, he had neglected to send out scouts
to discover the most feasible way to the great river, to
the south, and the army was held in camp, while such informa-
tion was being gathered, until March eighth, when the cavalry
van moved out under Twiggs. General Worth led forward the
First Brigade and Duncan' s artillery tne next day, and the
22
other two brigades followed at the interval of a day each.
The march in the full glory of spring was a wholesome
antidote of action to the listless demoralization of Corpus
Christi, and the morale of the army rose as it marched. Tne
weather was lovely and on every side the famous wild-flowers
of Texas colored the ground to the horizon, with bluebonnets,
lupine, wild pea, verbena, and marigolds predominating to
form a pattern of patches of orange and yellow against an
overwhelming background of various snades of blue. Deer and
rabbits darted away at tne approach of the columns, and wild
mustangs would approach to gaze at their domesticated brothers
and stampede if approached too closely. An interesting but
22. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 210; Justin H, Smith, op. cit .. I,
145-146; Ulysses 3. Grant, Memoirs (New York, 1882), I,
87-33. (On March eighth. Worth wrote Taylor a letter
in which he restated his determination to assume command
of the army in case of any accident to Taylor. He
wrote "on duty as a Brigadier General of your Army,
... I shall maintain that position and the integrity
of that grade against one or all your Colonels singly
or combined. I shall not condescend to set or follow
tne unhappy example of making partisans, but hold my-
self in readiness, by myself, to meet the crisis."
Records of tne War Department . National Archives.
i
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repulsive sight along the way was the large number of huge
rattlesnakes seen slithering away, who were rumored to enjoy
sharing the warmth of a soldier' s blankets at night.
On March twentieth, the Mexican general Mejia, commander
at Matamoras, attempted to halt the march on the banks of
the Arroyo Colorado, a body of salt water, about a hundred
yards wide, and three or four feet deep. Planting a skeleton
force in the dense shrubbery and underbrush on the south
bank of this lagoon, he attempted to bluff the Americans, by
the frequent appearance of his men and many bugle-calls up
and down his line, that a crossing would result in strong
resistance. But Worth, in the van, dashed througn tne water
with his men and was rewarded by the signt of several trail-
ing clouds of dust in the distance as the Mexicans fled at
24
a gallop.
On the twenty-eighth of March, Taylor reached nis objec-
tive, the Rio Grande, or, as the Mexicans called its lower
reaches, the Rio Bravo, the Bold River, and encamped on the
north bank opposite the town of Matamoras. General Worth,
in the van as usual, claimed tne honor of being tne first
man to raise the American flag on wnat is now our southern
25boundary. At Taylor' s orders, he then crossed to the
Mexican side of the river, accompanied by several of iiis
23. Wilhelm, op. cit .. 401; Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. 146-
147.
24. Grant, op. cit .. I, 37-88; Justin K. Smith, op. cit ..
147; Hitchcock, op. cit .. 211.
25. "V/orth Letters," New York Times . Letter of April 2, 1846
to his daughter Mary.
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staff, to present a message to General Mejia whicn was a
request for an armistice until their respective governments
decided on a course of action. An interview with Mejla was
denied to Worth in a cavalier fashion by a subordinate of-
ficer who announced that MeJia would receive no messages
from any officer except General Taylor in person. Worth
replied hotly in kind, turned abruptly on his heel, and re-
26 „turned to the north bank of the river. But he had made a
strong personal impression upon tne Mexican officers by nls
martial bearing, and by comparison they considered Zachary
Taylor "more contemptible tnan the lowest of Mexican tailors"
27
and "an absolute nullity."
This was Worth' s last noteworthy act before submitting
his resignation on April second, when word was received from
Washington that President Polk had decided against him on
the question of brevet rank. At the same time he distinctly
stated that he did not wish this resignation accepted if
there was any belief in higher quarters that hostilities
29
might result from the border situation; a contingency
which he doubted along with Generals Taylor, Scott, and
others in high position. He rather poignantly wrote his
eldest daughter, Mrs. John T. Sprague, on the same day that
26, Wilcox, OP. clt .. 40-41.
27. Justin H. Smith, op. clt .. I, 158.
23. Worth to Secretary of War, Rio Grande opposite Matamoras
April 2, 1346; Notation on same letter by Winfleld Scott
May 7, 1946. Records of the War Department . National
Archives, Washington, D. G.
29. Ibid., Scott's notation; "Worth Letters," New York Times
April 2, 1846, to his daughter Mary.
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he had resigned and in six weeks would "cease to belong to
that beloved service and profession wnich I have idolized
for thirty-three years. I can no longer remain in it wltn
30honor or self-respect."
The Eighth Infantry was drawn up in line for a fare-
well to its first, only, and oldest colonel. Lieut. Colonel
Belknap unabashedly embraced Worth and hung on his neck with
tears running down his cheeks. Worth gave hini a final hand-
shake, mounted his horse, and rode down between the lines
of his men uncovered. He then traveled to Point Isabel,
accompanied by his aide Lieutenant Larkln Smith and Captain
McLaughlin of tne U. 3. Navy, from where he embarked to pro-
ceed to Washington.
This resignation was received at the War Department on
May seventh. General Winfleld Scott, Commanding General,
noted upon it, before submitting it to Secretary of War
W. L. Marcy, his deepest emotion "arising out of ancient
friendship & companionship in battle" and noped that It
might be held under advisement until Worth arrived in person.
He also stated in his humble opinion that "the U. States
have not had, in my time, an army officer superior, in
general merit, according to nis respective grades, to
Genl. Worth, & certainly but very few who are his equals.
Hie loss to the service now, when in his highest usefulness,
30. "Worth Letters," New York Times
.
April 2, 1846, to his
daughter Mary.
31. Wllhelm, op. clt .. 411.
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would be seriously great—nay, Irreparable."
On May ninth, Worth requested permission in a hurried
letter headed "Washt'n. City, 6 o' elk p.m.," to recall his
resignation and to be ordered "to return to & take command
of the troops from which I was separated on the 7th of Apl."
because of reliable information which he had "this moment
rec' d from the Hd, Qrtrs. of the army in front of
Matamoras" —presumably word of the attack by tne Mexicans
on Captain Thornton and his dragoons on April twenty-fifth.
This letter was received and fully approved that same evening
by Secretary Marcy, and General Worth at once returned to
join the Army of Occupation, the name given to the force
under Taylor.
It is interesting to note that Lieut .-Colonel Ethan
Allen Hitchcock, who, because of his illness, had ridden most
of the way in an ox-cart from Corpus Christ i to the Rio Grande,
wrote in his diary on the twenty-seventh of March "At the
hazard of my life I have cut off nis [Worth' j| chance of taking
34
exception to my staying behind." Wnen he heard of Worth's
resignation he wrote in his diary on April seventh, "I can-
not help asking myself what would have been tnought of the
patriotism of a revolutionary officer wno had abandoned nis
post in the presence of the enemy on an alleged grievance
which, in the opinion of almost everybody, is without any
35proper or defensible foundation.
32. Records of the War Department
. National Archives,
33. Ibid .
34. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 215,
35. Ibid .. 221.
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And yet on April tenth, two days after Worth had left
for Washington, Hitchcock applied for two months' sick leave
which was approved and granted by Taylor on the same day.
Later that summer he obtained an extension of this leave
and did not report back for duty until the following
Christmas. During the summer iie visited New England, read
much of Goethe and Spinoza, "and speculated on the whence,
why, and whither at Boston." Of course he missed the
battles of Palo Alto, Resarca de la Palma, and the heavy
fighting at Monterey.
36. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 222-231. (It appears tnat Hitchcock
has been too uncritically accepted at his own evaluation
in nis personal diary by many historians and writers.
The diary, as published, seems to have been one of those
family affairs and is edited by W. A. Croffut, Ph.D.
Dr. Croffut' s capacity as a historian is perhaps illus-
trated by the following extract which he wrote, "In the
first place. President Polk had purchased the friendship
of Great Britain by hauling down our flag in British
Columbia where it nad floated for fifty years, and sur-
rendering some 400,000 square miles of fertile land which,
until we had crossed the Rio Grande, she had never claimed
to own," fn., p. 212.—It is to be hoped that most school
boys know that there were no American settlements north
of the Columbia River, and that the able Dr. John
McLoughlin, representing the Hudson Bay Co., ruled this
area as a benevolent despot.)
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CHAPTER VIII
Return to Duty and On To Monterey
Worth must have bitterly reproached himself for his
ill-considered resignation which, because of the outbreak
of hostilities, naturally put him in a bad light with those
who did not know the circumstances or nis personality. Even
his good friend Philip Hone noted in his diary for Saturday,
May 9, 1846, "Worth is ordered back to Mexico. It is dif-
ficult to Judge of these matters, but it seems to me he
ought not to have come away just at this time.""''
On May 29, 1346, Worth, in Mataraoras, resumed his cora-
2
mand of the Second Brigade. Taylor seemed by no means
favorably disposed toward him and wrote, on June third, to
his son-in-law, an army surgeon at the port of debarkation
at Point Isabel, about a visit and remarks made to the
wounded in the hospital tnere by Worth upon his return;
I regret on his W own acct. his course at
the Point vjhich was caused I have no doubt by ex-
citement from the effects of wine. It seems to me
under the circumstances in which he was placed, &
that by his own willfulness, his course and bearing
should have been on all occasions marked by great
modesty; and which has been the case since he got
here; but the fact is between ourselves, he has been
pampered and bloated for things he never done, or
acts he never performed, but from assumption, & get-
ting others to state occurrencies the truth of
which may be very well called in question, if
stronger language could not be properly applied.
1. Philip Hone, The Diary of Philip Hone, 1323-1351
. ed
Allan Nevins, 2 vols. (New York, 1927), II, 762.
2. Wilhelm, op. cit .. I, 273,
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and Jiis flourisn among the wounded was in keeping
with many other of his acts, all for effect; his
situation at tne time causing him to forget or over-
look other important considerations. There are few
if any officer or officers in service, who require
more to make from tne private soldier to make him-
self comfortable, or wno would put nimself to less
inconvenience for their benefit in sickness or
health, wounded or otherwise than Genl. W.—flies
or no flies
—
yet you ought not to have taken any
notice of the matter, unless he nad called your
official conduct directly in question—He has not
alluded to the subject directly or indirectly since
his return to tnis place; at any rate so as to come
to my knowledge. '5
Worth' s heaviness of heart was shown in two letters,
written in June, to Captain Sprague. In tne first, he
said: "Amid all my anguisn and wreck of heart I find some
consolation in what I hear around me, 'that if ne were not
here in person, he was in spirit. His discipline and in-
culcations were everywhere manifest.'""^
In another letter, of June thirteenth, he wrote of the
jealousies and recriminations which nad followed the battles
of Palo Alto and Resarca de la Palma, saying tnat "... those
least active and really conspicuous in tne presence of the
enemy are loudest in talk and most covetous to appropriate
all the credits and rewards.
Later on he complained of the inefficiency of the Ci. M,
3. Letters of Zaohary Taylor from the Battle-Fields of
Mexico (Rochester. 1908) . 6. A palpable libel consider-
ing Worth' s previous record. But ne was in good company.
Taylor attacked as bitterly practically all tne other
generals, and many junior officers, rising in a crescendo
of fury to Scott—and his remarks about President Polk and
Secretary of War W. L. Marcy verge on paranoia. One is
about equally impressed by his illiteracy and his venom.
4. "Letters of General Worth," New York Times
.
July 15, 1916.
5. Ibid.
i
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(Quartermaster' s) Department wnicn iae said nad become "a
proverb," and his opinion of tne volunteer regiments, wiaich
were pouring into Matamoras, was decidedly uncomplimentary—
wnich point of view was neld by practically all tne regular
officers. He wrote of them:
Every regiment of volunteers costs equal to
three of regulars, plus loss of arras, accoutrements,
and equipage. Thirty- three per cent, are sick, and
the remaining 66 not worth a straw, but they offer
a beautiful commentary upon executive action, to
g
wit—wnile the President is officering new regiments
with the scum of civil life, hardly one of these vol-
unteer regiments nas failed to elect, and Governors
to appoint, retired regular officers.
General Taylor was forced to wait in Matamoras for
about two months, for additional supplies, particularly
light draught boats to transport his army some 400 miles up
the Rio Grande to Gamargo, a small city of about 5,000, on
the right banK of that river, wnere the San Juan River
flowed in from the south. The city of Monterey, the key
to northeastern Mexico, lay some 160 miles to the southwest
of Gamargo and reports nad been coming in for weeks tnat
the Mexicans were concentrating tneir forces tnere, and
Taylor had decided to make tnis city nis objective in the
forthcoming campaign.
Worth was ordered up to Gamargo to prepare it as a
base of operations and Taylor wrote his son-in-law on
July twenty-fifth, "Most of tne first Brlggade with Genl.
V/orth has left for Gamargo— they went up by water." It
6. These were ten regiments of regulars authorized by
Gongress
.
7. "Worth Letters," New York Times .
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seems that Taylor' s feelings toward Wortn were mollified for
a time for he went on to say in the same letter "I can truly
say since the promotions of T. & K. I feel very much for
Worth he look completely broken down."
Camargo was another God-forsaken spot which had just
previously been inundated by a freshet which left benind a
foot or so of mud over the entire area. But the active
Worth kept his veterans and raw recruits so busy by inces-
sant drills and by cleaning up the camp sites for the in-
coming troops that there was no time for tne demoralizing
"griping" of Zachary Taylor' s camps at Corpus Gnristi and
Matamoras; and all smugglers of liquor into the bivouac
9
area were summarily flogged. But despite this antidote of
activity, the town was naturally unhealthy and there was
mucn sickness. One unusual incident occurred nere when a
party of Mexicans rode into the American camp and asked for
8. Taylor, op. cit .. 31. (T. & K. were undoubtedly Twiggs
and Kearney. When the dispute over rank between Twiggs
and Worth is considered, and that Worth' s rash resigna-
tion probably cost him a similar promotion, this despon-
dency can be easily understood.)
9. Justin H. iamith, oo. cit .. I, 211; George Wilkins
Kendall, The Mexican War
.
173-179—Typescript of unpub-
lished 1,000 page manuscript. (Kendall was one of the
owners of the New Orleans Picayune and served through
the war as its correspondent. He attached nimself to
Worth and was an eye-witness to all the latter' s battles
from Monterey on, serving as a volunteer aide on his
staff during the siege of Vera Cruz, and afterwards to
the occupation of Mexico City, This is one of tne few
sources whicn was not unearthed by Justin H. Smith for
his monumental work. The VJar With Mexico . It was made
available to the writer tnrough tne kindness of
Professor Fayette Copeland of tne University of
Oklahoma.)
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assistance to repel an anticipated attack from the
Comanche Indians, who had been savagely raiding the river
towns.
Taylor left Matamoras, by water, on August fourth and
arrived at Camargo about a week later. In the meantime
Worth had been making an intelligent and thorough recon-
naissance of the routes to Monterey. On August fifth, he
ordered Captain James Duncan of the light artillery to
report on the road which went through Mier, about 25 miles
further up the river;^ and on August twelfth he again sent
out the able Duncan, with a small escort of mounted Texans
and one section of his light battery, to reconnoiter as far
as the town of Cerralvo which was about a naif-way to
Monterey. Duncan returned in five days, after temporarily
occupying Cerralvo, and reported favorably upon this route,
12
which afforded good water and forage.
On August seventeenth General Taylor reviewed the
regular troops under Worth' s command, which were seven regi-
ments of infantry (none up to full strength) and the artillery
battalion, acting as infantry. These men were in fine condi-
tion and discipline, thanks to Worth' s incessant efforts,
and called forth the warmest praise from every officer
10. Kendall, op. cit .. 178.
11. Hq. 1st. Brigade, Camargo, August 5, 1846,—Duncan
Papers, United States Military Academy Library. (Duncan
was a native of Cornwall, New York, and a graduate of
West Point. He was an intimate friend of Worth and
their fortunes became inextricably entwined in tne less
than three years of life remaining to them both.)
12. Kendall, op. cit .. 179.
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present. Tne next day Taylor issued an order dividing nis
regular force into two divisions, tne First under Twiggs,
and the Second, under Worth, consisted of the 5th, 7th, and
3th foot regiments. Child' s artillery battalion acting as
infantry, C. F. Smith' s light troops, Duncan' s and Mackall'
s
batteries, all regulars, and of tne volunteers, Blanchard'
s
Louisiana company, and McCulloch' s mounted Texans, in all
13
about 1300 men.
On August twentieth Worth led off with his Second Divi-
sion to establish a depot at Cerralvo, some sixty miles
away; followed by Twiggs' division, and a division of vol-
unteers under Major General W. 0. Butler. An attempt was
made to move two heavy 13-pounders, suitable for use against
fortifications, but because of tne lack of draugnt animals,
these were left behind, and the heaviest artillery taken
along was tne 12- pounders of the field batteries; which
later proved of little use against tne walled redoubts of
Monterey
.
Nine days later, and without navlng met any opposition,
Worth entered Cerralvo, a clean, healthy, and attractive
town, with an abundance of cool and delicious water, which
naturally seemed a paradise compared witn the earlier camps.
Worth, with his usual energy, continued the incessant drilling
of nis command, collected corn, beef, and forage from the
surrounding countryside, and sent out scouting parties of
13. Kendall, op. cit .. 195,
14. Ibid .. 195-196.
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mounted Texans, accompanied by Lieutenant George Gordon
15Meade of the Topographical Engineers to explore the roads
to Monterey and to gain further information about the enemy'
activities In that olty."^^
The Information which Worth' s scouts and spies brought
back about Monterey was not encouraging. The Mexicans,
under General Ampudla, were reported to be malting super-
human efforts to fortify every approach to the city, and to
construct new works at the weaker points. Also reinforce-
ments of regulars were arriving from San Luis Potosl to the
south, and large bands of rancheros were dally flocking In
to the colors from the surrounding areas. These reports
were forwarded at once to General Taylor but he seemed to
discount their veracity and even after his arrival In
Cerralvo on September ninth, was not convinced that he would
meet with serious opposition at Monterey
On September twelfth the pioneers of the army moved
16. Later Union commander at Gettysburg, Meade had disap-
proved of Worth's resignation in April and had written
him from Matamoras, May 24, 1846 "... General Worth
has the great misfortune of being most rash and impetu-
ous, and of constantly doing things which cooler reflec
tion causes him to repent , . . but on the field of
battle, under another, his gallantry and bravery are
well known and most conspicuous." (George Meade,
Life and Letters of George Gordon Meade . 2 vols.
New York, 1913, I, 87-88) . On August 18, 1846, from
Camargo, Meade wrote that he was a "bit sorry to
leave Taylor' s [stafJ for Worth." ( Ibid .. 123). But
ten days later from " Seraivo" he wrote, "I have been
.
agreeably disappointed in my service with General
Worth, having been treated with all possible courtesy
and kindness, and I hope I shall remain with him so
long as he is in advance." ( Ibid . . 125).
16. Kendall, op. cit .. 196-197; Justin H. Smith, op. cit ,.
229-230
.
17. Justin H. Smith, op. cit ., 228-238; Kendall, op. cit ..
200-201, 204.
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out from Cerralvo to prepare the road to Monterey for the
heavy vehicles, and the main body followed them during the
18
next three days, with Worth's division in second place.
Guarding the pioneers were McCulloch' s Texas rangers who
were described by an officer of the 7th Infantry as the
cossacks of the army wno looted everything worth stealing
19
from the deserted ranches along the line of march.
Worth, probably realizing more fully than did Taylor
the bloody fighting whicn lay ahead, had written his
daughter on September eleventh, "We must be victorious for
our failure would be most disastrous. We are working for
Mr. Polk, Marcy & Co., and playing a bold and hazardous
20
game in which the country at large has little interest."
On September sixteenth, almost within sight of Monterey, he
again showed his concern for what lay just ahead by writing
further:
We snail not exceed 5,000, if reaching that point,
which I doubt. Two-fifths volunteers, leaving
3,000 of the latter and 700 or 800 regulars some
ten marches in the rear. We have but ten days'
subsistence. No prospect of getting any from our
distant dep3t or other supplies than we can forage
from the count ry.^-*-
But the rank and file of the army thoroughly enjoyed
the lovely country they were now entering. In the distance
the view was framed by lilac and purple mountains and "the
18. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. 236-238; Kendall, op. cit ..
202.
19. Major John C. Henshaw, Henshaw Narrative, 17, (Manu-
script)
, Massachusetts Historical Society.
20. "Worth Letters," New York Times . July 16, 1916.
21. Ibid.
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air was heavy with the sigh of orange groves." Their
confidence In victory and their llght-heartedness mounted
as they "neared the cannons' roar at Monterey" and "all was
gaiety and laughter mingled with Jokes and an occasional
23
refrain." The threat of danger added zest to the march
for a force of about a thousand Mexican cavalry hovered
constantly on the horizon and occasionally came near enough
to exchange shots with tne Texas rangers. General Taylor
seemed to share the unconcern of the men and refused to
believe the reports wnich Worth had collected for him, and
even wrote the Secretary of War that he doubted if his
25
entrance into Monterey would be disputed.
On the morning of September nineteenth, the army ap-
proached on Monterey in order of battle so that, had
Ampudla offered to fight outside the city, the two divisions
of regulars would have been thrown on the flanks with the
volunteers in the center. A heavy canopy of cloudy mist
hung low over the rugged mountains, concealing parts of the
city. The .lacalea . or huts, of the poorer peones . lining
the road were largely deserted, except for a few frightened
old men, women, and children who had been told by tneir
priests and military rulers that tne barbarians of the north
would practice all manners of atrocities upon them, A sharp
22. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 237.
23. Henshaw Narrative, 18.
24. Kendall, op. cit .. 201-204; Justin H. Smith, op. cit ..
I, 236-238.
25. Kendall, op. cit .. 204.
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rattle of musicetry fire from the advance guard announced
tJiat they had fallen in with the Mexican pickets—when sud-
denly the morning sun lifted the fleecy mantle of cloud
which overhung the city, and as if by magic its domes and
turrets, the frowning battlements of the Obispado or
Bishop' s Palace overlooking it from a hill to the west, and
the bastions of the Giudadela or Black. Fort, lying to the
northeast nearest tne oncoming Americans, were revealed and
brought out in sharp relief against the dark background of
mountains to tne rear.^^
General Taylor, with the advance, had reacned a point
about 1,200 yards from the Black Fort when a black cloud of
smoke belched forth from one of its bastions, followed
almost simultaneously by the roar of the cannon' s discnarge
and the heavy crash of the ball as it struck the ground
near the head of the column. It was startlingly apparent
that the Mexicans were on the alert and prepared for a
strong defense, and this opening snot, followed by others
in rapid succession, quickly convinced Taylor tnat he ihad a
real fight on his hands. A thunder of cheers and exultant
yells rose from the American column and rolled down its
length till even the stragglers, miles behind in the rear,
Joined in the exciting outcry. It is doubtful if ever an
army received assurance of fighting ahead with more enthusi-
asm and confidence. Taylor turned back the column to a
26. Kendall, op. cit .. 207-203; Justin H. Smith, op. cit ..
I, 236-237.
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sheltered and well-watered grove about tnree miles north-
east of trie city which had been a favorite spot for picnics
of the well-to-do in tne city and was called by them the
27
Bosque de San Domingo, and by the Americans Walnut Grove.
Monterey was and is the capital of tne state of Nuevo
Leon. Today it is probably the most Americanized of all
the Mexican cities and is called the Pittsburgh of Mexico,
witn its large smelters and steel mills, but in 1846 it was
an attractive provincial town of about 3,000 which stretcned,
east and west, for about a mile along the north bank of tne
Santa Gatarina River, and ran bac.^ to an average depth of
about nine blocks. The streets were laid off in the con-
ventional Spanish rectangles with the main plaza and its
cathedral roughly about in the center of tne town.
General Arapudla, tne Mexican commander, nad thrown up
formidable barricades across the streets and nad erected
sandbag parapets along tiie roofs of tne stone xiouses of
whicn the city was entirely built, thus creating a formidable
system of interior defenses. Besides these intra-city forti-
fications there were several very strong and well-placed
redoubts lyin^ in the eastern and western outskirts and a
seemingly impregnable citadel (the Black Fort) about 700
yards to the northeast. The only road open, after tne
advance of the Americans, for supplies or for a retreat,
was the highway to Saltillo, wnicii led out of tne western
27. Kendall, op. cit .. 203-209; Justin H. Smitn, op. cit ..
I, 237-233.
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end of tne city and up a climbing ascent to tne only pass
in tne encircling mountains. Tne numbers of the two armies
v?ere about equal, each having some six to seven thousand
effectives.^®
After encamping the army in the well-favored Walnut
Grove, Taylor sent out iiis topographical engineer officers,
protected by mounted Texas scouts, for as thorough a recon-
naissance of the city as possible during the balance of
daylight. V/hen their reports were received, a conference
of staff and general officers was called to decide upon a
course of action. It was decided to attempt a daring flank-
ing movement around the north of the city which would then
cut in to the southwest and occupy the main nighway to
Saltillo. Worth was chosen to lead tnis hazardous raid and
it can hardly be doubted that the plan originated with him
for Taylor' s idea of warfare, based on a fine scorn for
V/est Point "book-learning" and tactics in general, was a
frontal attack with cold steel.
28. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 225-238; Kendall, op. cit
204-220, passim .
29. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 497; New York Sun .
August 14, 1347.
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CHAPTER IX
The Battle of Monterey
Before two o'clock In the afternoon of Sunday, September
twentieth, Colonel Jack Hays and some 400 mounted Vest Texas
Rangers rode out from the American camp. These were a wild
and motley looking crew witn an inveterate hatred for all
Mexicans, who, in turn, looked on them, witn considerable
cause, as the legions of the very devil himself. Bearded
to the eyes, dressed in rough homespun and slouch hats,
without any tents and little baggage, with a small sack of
parched corn supplemented by wild game for rations; with
no forage for their wiry mustangs except the grass under-
foot, they were individually armed to the teeth with an
assortment of rifles, bowie knives, and, most important of
all, the Colt repeating revolver which had made a name for
2itself on the great plains of Texas. They had no disci-
pline, no scientific tactics; and it was tne practice of
Jack Hays to point nis finger at the enemy and shout "Give
1. To avoid confusion and repetition, the narrative of tne
capture of Monterey is not footnoted except for direct
quotations and special incidents. A list of sources
covering tne battle is given at the end of tne chapter,
Kendall' s manuscript and tne Henshaw Narrative have been
largely used, as these two men accompanied Worth. Also
Kendall was a trained Journalist and supplied many
personal details, and his manuscript was not known to
Justin H. Smith wnose account is a masterly condensation
of all others. Tne city is spelt two ways, Monterey and
Monterrey, and tne shorter form is used.
2. Kendall, op. cit .. 169.
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'em hell, boys'." As lignt cavalry for scouting or bush-
whacking, the world could probably not find tnelr equals at
the time.
Behind the rangers came tiie sk.y-blue infantry in their
snort, tight Jackets, somewhat similar to the present-day
battle, or Eisenhower jacket, with their floppy-brimmed caps,
very much like the groraraetless ones of today' s Air Force,
cocked at an angle. Worth' b old regiment, tne 3th, was
among them. Behind tnese came Lieutenant Colonel Child'
s
Artillery Battalion in dark-blue uniforms with a red stripe
down the trouser-leg—red-legged infantry as they were
dubbed—and Blanchard' s company of Louisiana volunteers,
called the Phoenix Company because they were all that had
re-enlisted from a regiment whose three months' term had
expired. Then came two crack batteries of light artillery
under the West Pointers, Duncan and Mackall, with every
button and piece of harness shining and exactly in place.
In all, about 2,000 men,—but the pick of the American army.
But, tne cynosure of all eyes was General Worth, riding
at the head of the light-blue infantry; followed immediately
by his old regiment. Generally considered one of the finest
horseman in the army, he was splendidly mounted. Called
the handsomest and best dressed officer in the army, he was
the very picture of the Beau Sabreur, handling his horse
with consummate skill. All knew, with all nls faults, that
5. Otto Zirckel, Tagebuch der Campagne (Halle, Germany,
1849), 9-11.
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war was nis element and tnat ne was probably the finest
soldier in action of them all. And here was the prayed-for
chance to redeem himself for his Ill-considered resignation
in April. He had said that he would find "a grade or a
grave" on this hazardous mission and nobody doubted that he
would play this chance to the hilt.
Worth pushed on that afternoon, in an arc to the west,
for about seven miles of heavy going in brusn and chaparral,
through which paths had to be cut for the artillery. At six
o' clock the column halted at a small cluster of .lacales near
a supply of good water to fill their canteens; and ViJorth,
with some of his principal officers, clambered up a rough
hill to tne right of the line of march to observe more
clearly the defenses of the Bishop' s Palace and the redoubt
above it, to the west, on Independence Hill, That his move-
ment had been discovered was obvious from tne sight of tne
Mexican reinforcements which had climbed up the hill during
the afternoon. At this point some of the Texas Rangers,
who were scouting ahead, sent back word that the enemy were
forming to dispute the further passage of the column. Worth
despatched another small party of rangers and a detachment
of Infantry in support to reconnoitre more closely, and rode
forward himself for a personal examination. The Mexicans
then opened a musketry fire on the leading Texans, which was
Joined by two heavy guns from tne higher redoubt on Inde-
pendence Hill, As no response could be given from the
light American pieces, and as night was setting in, the
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Texans were ordered to camp amidst the .lacales . while the
main body prepared to bivouac in tne chaparral.
The night was a miserable one. A heavy rain set in
and, as no fires were allowed in tne camp, the men suffered
from the cold and lack of hot food or drink. Luckily the
enemy left them unmolested except for a brief skirmish,
early in the evening, between tne Texans and a wandering
body of Mexican lancers who had stumbled on their bivouac
among the native huts, or .lacales . General Wortn sent back
a note to Taylor saying:
I have not been able to get a light to read your
note until tnis moment. Enemy early discovered move-
ment & they massing force in direction Bishop'
s
Palace. Much impeded in helping artillery along.
Bad storm. Had determined to storm hill daylight
but state of arms may prevent.^
After a soaking and disagreeable night, the men fell
in, many of them without food, early in the overcast and
dark morning (Monday, September twenty-first) and were on
their way again by six o' clock. The trail they were follow-
ing ran along the base of the nills and mountains skirting
the valley opposite and about 700 yards to the north of •
Independence Hill. The Mexicans quickly observed the move-
ment and opened a plunging fire from their batteries on the
top of the hill but the range was too far for effective re-
sults. Luckily the enemy had stupidly neglected to post
any riflemen in the hills on the right, who could nave been
exceedingly annoying. The Texans were in the van; some
4. Wilhelm, op. cit .. I, 290-291.
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light companies of the Artillery Battalion, deployed as
skirmishers, came next; Duncan' s battery was third; and the
rest of the column followed.
Just as the Texans were nearing the Saltillo highway,
and as they rounded a blind turn, they saw a body of 200
Mexican lancers approaching hell bent for leather in a
furious head-on charge. At their head rode Colonel Juan N,
Najera, a tall, well-built man of the handsomest Spanish
type. The Rangers were a bit impeded by the carcasses of
pigs and chickens hanging from their saddles which they had
requisitioned from tne stock of the Jacales, the night
before; but some of tnem managed to dismount and find
shelter in a ditch. The others were hit by the full impact
of the charge and for a few minutes it was touch-and-go.
Finally tne superior weight of Texans' horses, the efficacy
of their Colt revolvers, the accurate fire of their comrades
in the ditch, and the support of the Artillery Battalion
skirmishers turned back the tide—and the lancers withdrew
to reform for another charge, leaving their gallant colonel
dead on the ground. Duncan' s battery nad already begun to
fire, over the heads of the front-line Americans, with
deadly effect into the enemy reserves, both cavalry and
infantry; and other American troops rushed up in support to
the front. The enemy suddenly gave way in all sections,
most of tne cavalry retreating westward toward Saltillo.
It was all over in fifteen minutes and the Americans
exuberantly poured on to the Saltillo highway, their prime
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objective, cutting off the enemy' s line of communication,
"The town is ours" wrote Worth to General Taylor,
From where the Americans had cut the highway, by look-
ing westward, they could see a deep cat in the mountains
which showed the pass to Saltillo. Facing eastwards, about
1,000 yards away, they looked up at Independence Hill,
from Where the enemy' s batteries were firing incessantly.
But a new and unexpected danger suddenly appeared about 600
yards away to tne southeast, from where an unsuspected bat-
tery opened fire from tne crest of Loma de Federacion
.
Independence Hill, wnich lay on the other side of the
Santa Gatarina River (or San Juan de Monterey as it was
also called) , almost directly south of Independence Hill,
One of tne first shots from this new enemy plowed into the
column, cutting Captain McKavett of the 3th Infantry com-
pletely in two. VJorth immediately ordered tne column to
move west, out of range, until a plan of action could be
determined.
Pickets were sent out toward Saltillo and east toward
Independence Hill to guard against a surprize attack, and
the men fell out of ranks to rest or roast ears of green
corn picked from the roadside fields. By noon Worth had
decided to storm first Federation Hill on the otner side of
the river. The sound of heavy firing from the other (eastern)
side of the town nad been heard all morning and it seemed
imperative to take advantage of tnis diversion of tne
5. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 244,
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Mexican forces. A storming party was formed of four
Artillery and five dismounted Texas companies, In all about
340 men, and tnese moved out quickly toward the river
shortly after noon. Captain G. F. Smitn led tnis detacnment,
under cover of some corn fields, upstream along the banks
of the river until a suitable ford was found; wnen tney
dashed into tne water whicn was swift, cold, and so deep
tnat the men were often forced to carry their arms over
their heads.
They waded through a perfect nail of grape and bullets
which splashed the v/ater high about thera but luckily all
arrived safely on the south bank. From here they pushed
forward a little ways to a cover of thickets where they
stopped for breath and for their captain to look over the
situation. General Worth, from his vantage point on the
opposite bank, noticed lines of dark blue Mexican skirmishers
descending from the hili and arranging themselves in favorable
positions, and being a bit worried about the delay, ordered
the 7th Infantry, at about one o' clock, to hasten to the
support of tne first party. This regiment fortunately
found a better crossing and was siieltered behind a jutting
projection below the crest of the hill before tne original
storming party even reached its base. The chaparral at the
foot and part way up tne steep hill was so dense tnat it
was impossible for Worth to mark the progress of nis men
upwards, whereas he could plainly see the swarming Mexican
sharpshooters keeping up a sharp fire on the Americans below.
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Again somewhat anxious because of tne slow progress of nis
men and because this height must be taken at all costs.
Worth now sent the 5th Infantry and Blanchard' s Louisiana
company as further support under Brigadier General Persifor
F. Smith. A little later another detachment of Texans was
also thrown across the river to sustain the attack. Sud-
denly the leading Americans came within effective range and
took a heavy toll from the Mexican skirmishers. Then with
cheers and shouts the advance turned into a charge—tne
Mexicans broke, and the Americans swarmed into the redoubt.
The American flag was raised and the onlookers across tne
river roared a response up from the valley.
But tnere was still more work to be done, as a crashing
shower of grape attested coming from another redoubt called
El Soldado on the extreme pastern end of the same ridge,
toward Monterey. The triumphant Americans rushed at this
defiant battery, shouting and firing on the run, volunteers
and regulars intermixed in a pell-mell race, and surged
over its outer works like a tidal wave, only to see tne
recent occupants disappear In a wild rush down tne hill
toward the Bishop' s Palace across the river; a withdrawal
whose pace was hastened by scuds of grapeshot in tne rear,
fired, from their own recently abandoned cannons, by the
Americans.
The distance frOm El Soldado across the valley to tne
Bishop' s Palace was only about 300 yards and an artillery
duel soon developed between these two positions. The
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afternoon was still, a calm between two violent storms, and
George Kendall wrote that the configuration of tne valley,
hemmed in and surrounded by the lofty and almost perpendicular
peaks of the Sierra Madre . which were in turn cut up into
innumerable gorges, and canons, was such that each discnarge
of a cannon provoked an endless series of reverberations
and echoes, and it seemed as if a thousand cannon were
engaged; a crashing cacophony which none would ever forget
who heard it. As darkness fell the bombardment died out,
and another dreary and drenching rainstorm began, while
Worth' s exhausted men prepared to bivouac again without
6
fire or blankets on the heights they had won.
While Worth' s men were exposed to the rainstorm upon
the bleak heights or in the muddy road wnich skirted the
Santa Catarina River, their commanding officer huo. deter-
mined to next storm the crest of Independence riill which
sloped down to the Bishop' s Palace from the west. Lieutenant
Colonel Childs was placed in command and a detachment for
the assault was formed out of one company of the 1st Infantry,
two companies of tx^e 4th Artillery (the red-legged infantry-
men again) , and about two hundred picked Texans under Jack
Hays, These men were living on their nerves alone, for but
few had eaten for thirty-six hours and none since breakfast.
Drenched to the skin, miserable and benumbed, they yet waited
6. Kendall, op. cit .. 227-229. (Captain Henshaw of the
7th Infantry wrote that fifteen large tents of the
Mexicans were captured and some of the men were at least
sheltered from the rain, but all suffered from the cold.
Henshaw Narrative, 23.)
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impatiently for the word to advance.
At tnree o'clock in the morning the command came, and,
under the guidance of Meade and another young topographical
engineer, they started up the almost precipitous western
side of the hill. A heavy fog and the pouring rain, added
to the darkness, all helped to screen their slow ascent
from tne alert senses of the Mexican sentinels above. The
order had been to advance without noise and this was obeyed
except, literally, for the chattering of teeth. The going
was heart-breaking, for a thick coat of scraggy, tnorny
chaparal covered every spot where it could find root,
broken and Jagged rocks filled in all the other spaces, and
in many places tne ascent was almost perpendicular.
Near the top, the rattling of the men' s canteens first
gave notice to the enemy of tneir approach and a sheet of
fire ran along the sandbag breastworks on tne summit, as the
Mexicans blindly discharged their muskets into the pitch-
darkness below. The cannon proved useless as the hill was
so steep that these pieces could not be depressed enough
and tne enemy at once withdrew them down the slope in their
rear in the direction of the Bishop' s Palace. The Americans
withheld their fire for a while, until they could come witnin
effective range, and tnen all, regulars and rangers, mingled
together in a mad scramble for the top.
Soon there was the sharp crack of the Texas rifles, as
some of the more agile rangers reached a point from whence
their fire was certain, and tnis was quickly Joined by tne
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thud of tne regulars' muskets. After firing, most of the
men rushed on upward, relying on the bayonet, and a wave
of stormers swept over the breastworks with shouts and
yells. Tne Mexicans stood for a moment stubbornly, tnen
broke and ran headlong down the hill to tne shelter of the
Bishop' s Palace, about 400 yards away down a gradual and
smootn descent.
Worth had ordered Cnilds not to carry the assault
beyond this objective until further reinforcements reached
him, so tne American storm troops did not pursue the routed
Mexicans, but waited in tnis redoubt for daylight. These
arrived shortly after dawn, bringing the strength of the
attackers up to over 900 men, and one of Duncan' s howitzers
was fairly dragged and lifted by brute force up to the
summit, from where it was soon throwing a stream of shells
directly into the roofless Palace. A force of men were
sent down the slope to find a sheltered position from which
to hold the enemy in check in case of an attempted sortie.
The Mexicans, from tne Palace, had been bombarding tne
upper works incessantly since its capture and directing a
steady infantry fire at every portion of the upper hill,
but witn little loss to the Americans who had all managed
to find effective shelter, Including tne advance party sent
down tne slope. But tne effects of the fire of tne American
howitzer, whose shells were thrown with great accuracy at
tnis snort range, was evident. Suddenly, a little past noon,
the Mexicans' bugles sounded for tne sortie wnicn nad been
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expected and a stream of infantry and cavalry poured around
from tne rear and northern side of tne Palace and started
up tne nill in good order. The Americans wno had been sent
down the slope to meet Just sucn a contingency had found
shelter in a small ravine where they had remained hidden and
unsuspected by the Mexicans. Wnen the counter-attack moved
toward tnem they remained quiet until the advancing Mexicans
were nearly upon them, when, at a signal, they sprang from
ambush and poured in a devastating and unlooked for fire.
Tne enemy, immediately broke and ran back to the snelter of
the Palace, whose massive gate clanged behind them.
Childs had ordered that no assault snould be made on
tne Palace until definite word was received from General
Worth, whose headquarters were in an old sugar-mill, a short
distance up the Saltillo highway, but the excitement and
temptation were too great and the Americans spontaneously
all rushed down the hill togetner after tne demoralized
Mexicans. Tne howitzer blew open the gate, and Duncan'
s
and Mackall' s batteries came up the hill from the valley
at a hand-gallop to pour charge after charge of grape into
the huddled Mexicans within and at others fleeing toward
the city. The bayonet quickly finished off any who still
had any fight left in tnem—and it was quickly all over at
about four o' clock in the afternoon. As Worth somewhat
extra'ragantly wrote in his official report, "In a few moments
tne unpretending flag of our union nad replaced the gaudy
1
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standard of Mexico,"
Every vantage point on the west of the town, and full
possession of tne road to Saltillo were now in Worth's hands
at very little loss. He had also captured seven additional
enemy guns, including "a most beautiful 12 pounder brass
g
piece made in Liverpool 1842," some of which were promptly
turned upon the town. The effect on the enemy' s morale,
when they found themselves hemmed in witn little chance for
escape, was paralyzing. It had been a daring, splendidly
executed, and truly magnificent feat of arms—but there was
still more to come.
In the meantime, Taylor, at the other end of the city,
had been emulating tne legendary King of France who marched
his men up a hill—and then down again. On Sunday after-
noon, after Worth's departure, he displayed his forces as
a threat before the eastern fortifications of the city, and
the Black Fort, to the north, hoping by this supposedly to
immobilize the garrison and prevent reinforcements from
being sent against Worth. The next morning he had a mortar
and two howitzers fire for twenty minutes at the Black Fort,
and drew up all his available infantry as if for an assault.
Tnen, as Worth' s men were storming Federation Hill to the
west, he decided on a charge into tne town wltn cold steel,
ordering Lieutenant Colonel Garland, "... if you think
you can take any of them little Forts down tnere with the
7. Worth' s Report . Sen. Ex. Doc, 29 Cong., 2 Sess., I, 105.
3. Henshaw Narrative, 24.
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bay' net you oetter do it."
From then on the efforts of Taylor* s forces can best
be described as a "rat fight" of the nth degree. With
courage and enthusiasm tne Americans charged down tne open
streets and were swept back by blasts of grape-shot. Nobody
showed more pluck than old Zach nimself, wno recklessly
exposed himself on foot where the fighting was hottest and
was a constant inspiration to the men; altnough by so doing
he violated every sensible maxim for the behavior of a
responsible commanding officer. It was magnificent—and it
was pitiful. Tne Americans continued this confused attack
from Monday until Wednesday witn heavy losses and minor
successes, altnough they did succeed in capturing a couple
of "them little forts" on tne eastern outskirts, and on
Wednesday even advanced to within one block of the main
plaza—before they were withdrawn by Taylor' s orders, leav-
ing some of their wounded to be massacred by the enemy.
Taylor had put on a masterful exhibition of courage as a man
and ineptitude as an officer.
To return to Worth on the west, his men in the Bishop* s
Palace cooked their first hot meal that night (and first
meal for some), in forty-eight hours. They concocted a
mixture of flour and rice whicn they baked in tne ashes
of their camp fires and dubbed themselves tne "doughboys"
9. Oliver Lyman Spaulding, Tne United States Army in War
and Peace (New York, 1937) , 187.
10. General Charles Hamilton, "Letters of General Charles
Hamilton," Metropolitan Magazine (December, 1907), XXVII,
315. (It would be interesting to know if tne nickname
for the infantry originated from this incident.)
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after which they fell in tneir tracks into tne deep sleep
of exhaustion. On Wednesday morning they awoke and looked
with interest down over the city, which lay quiet and
peaceful below them. At about ten o' clock tne clamor and
hubbub of another of Taylor's sporadic attacks (tne distance
now being only about a mile in a straignt line) , reacned
tneir ears and V/orth prepared to give immediate assistance
from his end.
He formed his forces into two columns and ordered them
to advance into the town toward the main plaza by tne two
principal streets leading from the base of tne nill below
tne Palace, but with specific orders as to tneir tactics
when opposition was encountered. Heavy pieces of timber
and scaling ladders were hastily collected and improvised,
while all available crowbars, picks, and axes were distributed
among the leading troops. As tne columns moved off down the
hill, tne neavy 10-inch howitzer arrived from Taylor, which
VJorth had requested tne previous evening, and was attached
to the two batteries of light artillery which brought up
the rear.
The American columns gained momentum as they poured
downhill into the city, and spontaneously raised a snout
which began with a low growl and ended with a hysterical
sort of falsetto scream; a yell which was to be heard on
many a battlefield, less than twenty years later, and to
become known as the rebel yell. At first nothing but ter-
rified women and Cx^ildren were to be seen, as the enemy
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had withdrav?n all troops from tnls area whicfi had been
vulnerable to the artillery fire from Federation and
Independence hills; but aooat tnree squares from tne grand
plaza they met a hot fire from tne barricades erected
around it. Pursuant to Worth' s orders, his troops imme-
diately broke into the aajoining houses, often finding a
panic-stricken Mexican family on their knees before the
family altar, and, protected by sharpshooters on tne roof,
proceeded slowly but surely forward by cutting tnelr way
through the walls into tne next house, and so successively
on, until, by nightfall, they were a square from the plaza.
These intelligent tactics were in marked contradistinction
to the head-on charges which Taylor' a men had been making
straight down the middle of the streets with consequent
staggering casualties.
Tne 10-inch mortar was mounted on a platform in a
convenient cemetery and began throwing a stream of snells
upon the large cathedral in the main plaza, wnicn was used
as an ammunition dump by tne enemy. To its regular blasts
were added tne screams of women and cnildren, the crackle
of musketry and rifle fire, and the thud and thump of the
American picks and crowbars, as they strengtnened tnelr
positions, and made ready for a further advance on the
morrow. It is interesting to note that George Kendall of
the Picayune , serving as a volunteer aide to General Worth,
spent the night carrying the latter' s orders to tne various
positions of his men and thus had full opportunity to
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observe all that was going on behind tne American lines.
By daybreak, General Ampudia had had enough. Although
Taylor had foolishly withdrawn all his forces from tne
eastern side of the city, the previous evening, the Mexicans
crowded together in the plaza were suffering from 5 to 10
casualties from every burst of a shell from V^orth' s 10-inch
howitzer. Also Taylor' s stupid but bulldog tenacity and
Worth' s brilliant successes were highly discouraging.
Early in tne morning (Thursday, September twenty-fourth)
Ampudia requested a conference from Taylor to negotiate
terms for the evacuation of tne city.
Taylor appointed Worth and Jefferson Davis as two of
tne three American commissioners to discuss conditions with
an equal number of Mexicans. An eight weeks' armistice was
agreed upon, and the Mexicans were allowed to retire from
Monterey toward Saltillo, abbut sixty miles to the southwest
with all arms and equipment. President Polk was furious
wnen news of tnese lenient terms reached him and ordered an
immediate cancellation of the armistice; but when all tne
factors were considered, including the obvious lack of con-
fidence of the American officers in their commanding general
it was probably most sensible under tne circumstances.
Taylor was certainly not a coward, and V^orth and Jefferson
Davis were neither cowards nor fools, and their unanimous
spot Judgment was probably correct.
It had been a tough and gallant fight which Mayne
Reid, later the well-known author of boys' books, and then
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serving as a lieutenant, commemorated in verse:
We were not many—we who stood
Before the iron sleet that day
—
Yet many a gallant spirit would
Give half his years if ne but could
Have been with us at Monterey.
Our banners on those turrets wave
And there our evening bugles play
Where orange boughs above their grave
Keep green the memory of the brave
Who fought and fell at Monterey. ^
As for Worth, every man- Jack in the army knew that it
was his victory—and his alone. Worth "is the high comb
cock of the army" wrote one colonel to Senator John J,
Crittenden of Kentucky. "Worth has won all the laurels
at this siege . . . however General Taylor will get all the
13
glory" commented an army surgeon. "He [Taylo2 is a man
alike destitute of genius and skill," wrote a young officer
but three years out of West Point, "and knows as little of
his profession as he can be supposed to know of the mysteries
of purgatory. General Worth is the hero of the war and with
the army has won a reputation which will cause it to yield
14him its devotion while it has an existence." George
Kendall in his dispatches to the New Orleans Picayune made
Worth a national hero and noted that his forces had suffered
11. Elizabeth H. Held, Captain Mayne Re id (New York, 1900),
71-73. Extract from Newport News (Rhode Island) . The
poem first appeared in Godey's Magazine .
12. Colonel Balie Peyton, Monterey, October 2, 1846.
Crittenden Papers, The Library of Congress, Washington,
D. C.
13. S. Compton Smith, Chile Con Game (New York, 1857),
96-97.
14. Hamilton, op. cit .. 319.
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only 30 casualties compared to the 429 inflicted on Taylor;"
and Philip Hone wrote Jubilantly in his diary on Wednesday,
November twenty-fifth, "Worth nas completely recovered from
16
tne effect of one bad step . . .
It was the highwater mark of Worth' s career and, con-
sidering his previous humiliation, it is small wonder tnat
he gave way in part to the sin of Lucifer in a personal
letter to his son-in-law. Captain John Sprague.* He wrote
from Monterey on October 2, 1946:
My cup of distinction and happiness is full.
My duty, my whole duty, and more has been done.
In respect to my operations, and the brilliant
results, there is but one voice, and that a loud
and stunning acclaim. If not well poised my head
would be turned. I am satisfied with myself. Tne
most vindictive foes crouch at my feet, and my
friends choke with Joy and delight. I have earned
the triumph and bear and wear it with modesty and
humility. My soldiers and volunteers throng my
quarters and huzza me in the street.
Thank God I have escaped. In a long service
I have never been under sucn a dreadful fire. I
have almost lost my hearing on one side, caused
by several consecutive shots that passed so near
as to stagger me almost out of the saddle. In tne
street fight I was in uniform and tne malignant
scoundrels frequently brougnt their volleys to
bear upon me but all is safe.
. . . The First Division and volunteers were
taken into action without order, direction, support,
or command; in fact, murdered. The miserable devil
Twiggs stands disgraced before the army. He did not
see his division, nor it him during the day.^'^
15. Fayette Gooeland, George Wilkins Kendall (Norman,
Oklahoma, 1943), 183, n. 14.
16. The Diary of Philip Hone , II, 779.
17. "Worth Letters," New York Times . July 16, 1916. ("Old
Davy" was ill and unfit for duty. Nevertheless Taylor
recommended him for promotion along with other officers
actively engaged and in due course tnis was confirmed.)
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Credit must be given to Zachary Taylor for one thing:
he gave Worth an independent command—and left him alone'.
The results spoke for themselves. Never again was Worth
able to display his superlative ability as tne cutting
edge or spear head of the array, working out his own plans
and using his own initiative, for Winfield Scott was not
the man to share tne top-nonors with anyone.
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CHAPTER X
Saltlllo and the Landing at Vera Cruz
On September twenty-fifth the Mexicans evacuated the
Blacit Fort, and during the next three days their troops
moved out of the city, wltn flags flying and bands playing.
Some of their regiments were composed of fine-looking men
and the officers, in general, were of good bearing and
intelligent appearance, but most of the rank-and-file
seemed to De a pretty degraded lot of Indians and mestizos .^
As soon as they had cleared the city. General Worth, who
had been appointed military governor, establlsned nis head-
quarters in the main plaza; and his Second Division of reg-
ulars in the city; the other two divisions remaining out-
2
side, encamped at tne Walnut Springs.
Monterey was an attractive city and seemed like a
paradise to some of the men and officers who had been camp-
ing in the brush for about a year. Many of the better
houses were surrounded by ample and well-kept gardens and
groves of orange trees, which were irrigated by streams
of clear mountain water flowing through tne city in ditches.
One of the most sumptuous villas was owned by General
Arista, and this was immediately taken over as a hospital
for tne wounded. The natives were pleasant and friendly.
1. Thorpe, op. clt .. 95-96.
2. Henshaw Narrative, 43,
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the girls were pretty, and the American soldiers enjoyed
this well-earned respite; although the usual misbehavior
of the volunteers continued and created problems for all.
Tne enlistment of some of the Texans, who had done such
yeomen service under Worth, expired and they went in a
body to bid him farewell. Forming a line outside his head-
quarters, they gave him three rousing cheers and were re-
warded by being invited in for a drink, and tne General
4
shook hands with each man on parting. His aide. Colonel
Bailie Peyton, about this time wrote John J. Crittenden a
rather facetious letter in which he proposed Crittenden
for the presidency and Worth as secretary of war, but said
that Worth depended much on Crittenden's improvement in
the point of dignity and could not think of serving under a
chief who was not up to the mark "in this article."
General Worth evidently hoped for a negotiated peace
after the occupation of Monterey for on November second he
wrote to his son-in-law, Captain Sprague, from that city
3. Thorpe, op. cit .. 112-117.
4. Scarborough, "Worth," 288. There was considerable dif-
ference of opinion about the Texans. Captain John C.
Henshaw of the 7th Infantry wrote that they were a band
of villains and murderers who robbed the helpless
peasants and committed tnirty murders between September
twenty-seventh and October fifth, and, when guards were
stationed to prevent further atrocities and they could
find no further opportunity for plunder, they then asked
for permission to go home, which was granted. "... there
were some men of intelligence, character, and respecta-
bility but they were so few that they might be compared
to oases in a desert . . . among those ruffians."
Henshaw Narrative, 33. George Kendall was a Texan by
adoption and put the blame for all disorders on tne
"treacherous Mexicans." Kendall, op. cit .. passim .
5. Peyton to Crittenden, Monterey, October 2, 1846. Crittenden
Papers, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
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saying:
I confess great impatience to near from you
after getting tne news. I nad concluded tnat peace
would follow, arguing from tne known wisnes of our
Government, the obvious policy of Mexico, and the
anticipated wishes of the European powers. Mexico
is as obstinate, as corrupt and cowardly; overrode
by a miserable army, the people nave no voice.
They are merely used for insurrectionary and revo-
lutionary purposes by any military upstart wno may
figure for the day. Santa Ana, the most enlightened
man among them, doubtless desires peace, and will
malte it if assured of the support of the army.^
In this and otner letters Worth referred to tne con-
stant political pressure upon the army. "Deep intrigues"
he wrote "are going on looking to tne removal of Taylor . . . .
These plans, it is believed, are favored at Washington. Let
them touch a hair of Taylor' s nead and 13/20 of the 20,000,000
will bear nim by force to tne Presidential chair, whether he
7
will or no,"
On the same day on which Worth wrote of nis nopes for
peace, despatches from tne War Department arrived for
General Taylor in which he was ordered to immediately
terminate the armistice and resume nostilities. Taylor at
once notified Santa Anna in San Luis Potosi to this effect
and that offensive operations would be resumed on November
fifteenth by which date he assumed this notice would be
8
received.
6. "Worth Letters," New York Times
.
July 16, 1916. (President
Polk shared this delusion about Santa Anna and had arranged
for him to return to Mexico from his exile in Cuba, through
the American naval blockade, in August 1346.)
Ibid ,
3. Kendall, op. cit .. 332; Justin H. Smith, op. cit . . I,
263-264.
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The city of Saltillo was now the obvious objective of
the Americans. It was a place of 13,0u0 people, the capital
of the state of Coahuila, which dominated tne cnief pass to
the south through the Sierra Madre
. and whicn lay on a high
plateau in the center of a rich corn, wheat, and cattle'
region, about 70 miles southwest of Monterey. 'Word had been
received that it was entirely undefended and lay wide open
to a bloodless occupation by an American force. On
November eighth Worth received orders to march on Saltillo
with a force of about 1,000 men, which Included tne Sth
Infantry, Duncan' s battery, and otner detachments of infantry
and the "foot-artillery."^
On the twelftn a further despatch from Secretary of War
Marcy arrived strongly advising that, because of Santa Anna'
s
unexpectedly hostile attitude, no furtxier advance should be
made beyond Monterey. But Taylor, always contrary-minded
and now antagonized by the machinations of the administra-
tion, decided to stick: to his original plan and even to
accompany Worth on the advance to Saltillo. Accordingly on
the thirteenth Taylor, with two squadrons of dragoons"'"*^ as
an escort, placed himself at tne head of Worth' s column and
the force moved out of Monterey along the north bank of tne
Santa Catarina River. "^"^
Tne first day' s march was only eight miles to the vil-
lage of Santa Catarina, but on the next day sixteen miles of
9, Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 264,
10. The cavalry at that time was called dragoons.
11. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 264-265; Kendall, op. cit ..
382.
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Jaard uphill going was covered to tne Hacienda Rinconada,
and on November fifteenth the pass of that name v/as entered.
The first two days had been througn comparatively open
country, with the towering ranges of tne Sierra Madre stand-
ing about six miles apart, but upon approaching the pass
tney closed in to narrow and gloomy gorge whicn luckily was
undefended by tne Mexicans; although tne Americans saw
evidence on every side of uncompleted fortifications. After
about three miles of a steep ascent between frowning, per-
pendicular walls of stone, tne summit was reached and the
farm of Los Muertos (the Dead) was passed, marked by a
large cairn of stones, probably in memory of travellers
murdered by bandits. On the downgrade tne canyon expanded
and the small force marched out on to a wide valley, which,
witn its fields of grain and its cherry and apple orcnards
seemed to have been transported from New England, and on
November seventeenth tne American column entered the city,
disregarding a formal protest from the governor of tne
12
state wnich was the only hint of Mexican opposition,
Saltillo was a gloomy, bleak, and inhospitaole mountain
city and the priest-ridden Inhabitants were as sullen to
13tne gringos as their background, and attempted to
12. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 265; Wilhelm, oo. cit ..
I, 297-298,
13. Frank Vizetelly in tne New York Sun . 27 Marcn 1927,
proved that this contemptuous term as applied to Anglo-
Saxons did not originate from tne singing Dy the American
troops of Robert Burns' song "Green grow the rushes, 0";
but was noted in tne Diccionario Castellano (Madrid,
1787) as a colloquial phrase employed in Malaga and
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profiteer on all supplies needed by the army. Tnis was
promptly squelciied oy tne seizure of wnat was needed; for
which tne owners were offered the current prices or nothing.
There were sporadic assassinations at first of lone American
soldiers, usually drunk, at night, but Worth soon ended tnis
by stringent regulations for soldiers and natives, among
which was one forbidding the sale of liquor to the troops.
The gorgeous cathedral, larger than that at Monterey, excited
some interest among tne invaders but tne incessant ringing
of its bells and those of the otner numerous cnurches became
a source of constant irritation to the unattuned ears of
the Heretics from the north. Cock-fights, at wnich a
priest usually presided, were acout the only diversion for
the soldier off-duty. There was a scarcity of wood for
heating and cooking and the temperature, in that high
plateau, in winter was consistently cold. Also tne men
billeted about the city were attacked by fleas wnicn they
claimed were as large as the crickets in Monterey. All
in all it was a cheerless and boring assignment and anything
but a merry Christmas was enjoyed by this lonely and isolated
14detachment.
General Taylor left Worth and nis command in tne main
Madrid to foreigners witn an accent, especially to tne
Irish. It was also cited in tne Dictionnaire Espagnol-
Francais (Paris, 1833) as referring to one wno spoke
Spanish unintelligibly.
14. Justin H. Smitn, op. cit .. I, 256; Wilhelm, op. cit ..
I, 299; "Hamilton Letters"; E. Kirby Smitn, To Mexico
witn Scott (Cambridge, 1917), 77-80; S. Compton Smith,
op. cit .. 194-195,
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city plaza and pitcned nis tent on tne south side of the
town, where he remained until about the twenty-first, when
he started back to Monterey. His gruff, frontiersman-like
manners did not appeal to the Mexicans, and, if they had
to be ruled by a despised gringo , they much preferred the
polish and courtesy of General Worth, and were not sorry to
see "Old Rough and Ready" take the back-trail to the north,'^
Writing from this city on November twentieth, Worth
defended the army' s policy of paying cash for tne supplies
obtained from the enemy:
In the States I perceive they talk of foraging
on the enemy to make tne people feel the war. There
are no people in tne sense in wnich we use tne phrase.
There is no public opinion to be brought to bear upon
the Government. As I said before, they only know
they have a Government tnrough its oppressions.
Again, if not conciliated, the means of our subsistence
would be concealed, or, if foraged for, an army would
have to be kept in constant operation for that object
alone of sufficient size to consume what it secured.
We must pay for what we get and have luck at that; it
is not only just and proper, it is necessary.
Worth went on to speak of nis imminent promotion to
Brevet Major General in reward for his services at Monterey,
saying he nad received
... a most kind message from Mr. Polk. It was
more than kind, and expressed his gratitude, adding
that the moment Congress met he would make a more
signal manifestation of his appreciation—the brevet
of Major General .... It will be gall and worm-
wood in certain quarters.
15. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 256.
16. "Worth Letters," New York Times . (Worth's brevet as
Major General was dated 23 September 1346 "for gallantry
and meritorious conduct at Monterey." Heitman, op. cit ..
1051.)
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General Worth' s duties at Saltillo largely consisted
in holding courts and doing justice "in any and all events,"
as he wrote nis daugnter, Mrs. John Sprague, and he again,
as did nearly all the regular officers, made serious cnarges
against the volunteer recruits:
Our people, tne lawless volunteers, stop at no
outrage and but for the regulars, to whom in noble
confidence they [the Mexican^ fly for refuge and
protection, it were a charity to slay them outrignt.
Tne innocent blood that has been basely, cowardly
and barbarously shed in cold blood, aside from otner
and deeper crimes will appeal to Heaven, for, and,
I trust, receive just retribution, and God' s mercy
alone will forbear involving tne innocent with the
guilty.
Worth went on to refer to rumors of the coming of
General Winfield Scott to Mexico and said tnat he might be
called to the coast on an arduous and dangerous service.
Evidently ne nad no illusions about tne difficulty of tne
17impending campaign, witn Mexico City as its objective.
In the meantime two American columns on each side of
Worth were conducting aggressive operations. Brigadier
General Wool had led a flying column from '6an Antonio,
Texas to Parras, Chihuahua, about 100 miles west of Saltillo,
where he successfully arrived on December fiftii; and Taylor,
18
with Brigadier General John iii^itman of Mississippi, set
out with a mixed force of regulars and volunteers from
Monterey, from December tnirteenth to fifteenth, for tne
city of Victoria about 200 miles to the south.
17. "Worth Letters," New York Times .
18. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 356-357.
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But banta Anna in ban Luis Potosi soon learned of
Taylor' s plans and decided to advance upon WortJi' s small
force in Saltillo; a move wnich tne latter quickly found out
througii nis scouts and spies on December sixteentn. word
was sent at once to Wool, Taylor, and Major General W. 0.
Butler who nad been left in command at Monterey. All three
generals imiaediately led a relief column toward Saltillo,
and Santa Anna, learning in turn of these movements, counter
manded his orders and retired to San Luis for tne time
being.
Worth had only had about 900 effective men when his
20
call for nelp was sent out but after the arrival of Wool,
and Butler' s reinforcements, (Taylor had turned back again
toward Victoria) ne wrote to Senator John J. Crittenden on
December twenty-eighth that, although tne enemy was very
strong and within a few marches, ne had about 5,000 men
available and was quite indifferent to their numbers. Also
that tne intervening desert forbade a forward movement on
tneir part until tne rainy season in June, as tneir base
(San Luis Potosi) was too remote.
General Worth' s old wound in his leg, received in the
War of 1812, was evidently giving nim some trouble on tne
cold, high plateau country of Saltillo for on tne next day
19. Justin H. Smith, oo. cit .. I, 357-353; Wilhelm, op. cit
I, 300-302.
20. Wilhelm, op. cit .. I, 301.
21. Mrs. Chapman Coleman, The Life of John J. Crittenden
(Philadelpnia, 1371), I, 263-284. (Wortn prophesied
wrongly on this as Santa Anna came nortn in February
and attacked Taylor at Buena Vista.)
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he wrote to Major John Pollard Gaines of tne Kentucky
Volunteer Cavalry, vho were acting as an advance post some
miles south of the city, that nis "small physical infirmity"
prevented his Inspecting that command out that "the moment
my beggarly leg permits I shall mount & ride out to you."
He also strongly advised Gaines to keep his command con-
stantly on the alert—which counsel was unfortunately un-
heeded. ^'^
General Winfleld Scott now arrived at the mouth of the
Rio Grande on December twenty-seventh to organize an expedi-
tion for an attack on Mexico City by way of Vera Cruz. He
proceeded to strip Taylor of his best troops and officers
for this purpose, including Worth and his division of regu-
24
lars; much to Old Zach's rage and chagrin who immediately
changed the name of the hated firm of "Polk, Marcy & Co.,"
writing his son-in-law from Monterey on January 30, 1847:
"We now begin to see the fruits of the arrangements recently
made at Washington, by an intrigue of Marcy, Scott & Worth
22. No relation to General Edmund Pendleton Gaines. This
Gaines had served as a private soldier in the War of
1812 and was afterwards a Whig Congressman from '
Kentucky. The following January he, and his wnole com-
mand, were captured by tne Mexicans at Encarnacion, hav-
ing neglected to post sentries while asleep, and taken
as prisoners to Mexico City. Worth later had consider-
able correspondence with him, through secret agents,
while he was a prisoner. In 1849 Gaines was appointed
Governor of Oregon Territory and became embroiled in
the turbulent controversy as to whether to locate the
capital at Salem or Oregon City. ( Dictionary of American
Biography (New York, 1942), VII, 94-95
.
)
23. Gaines Papers, New York State Library, Albany, New York.
24. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 362-363.
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to take from me nearly txie whole of the regular forces
25
under my command , . .
Worth received his orders to bring his division to
the mouth of the Rio Grande and left oaltillo on
January 9, 1847, reaching Camargo on the eighteenth, and
arrived at Matamoras on the twenty-second, going into camp
on the north bank, of the river opposite the town. It was
a forced march such as few officers but Worth were capable
of performing and by such energy he was simply obeying his
orders. But Lieutenant Ulysses 3. Grant, who Joined the
division at Monterey, did not find such precipitate action
at all to his liking and wrote, years later, with consider-
able hindsight:
I found General Worth a different man from any
I had before served directly under. He was nervous,
impatient, and restless on the march, or when impor-
tant or responsible duty confronted him. There was
not the least reason for haste on the march, for it
was known that it would take weeks to assemble ship-
ping enough at the point of embarkation to carry the
army, but General Worth moved his division with a
rapidity that would have been commendable had he
been going to the relief of a beleaguered garrison . . .
General Worth on one occasion at least, after having
made the full distance intended for the day, and after
the troops were in camp and preparing their food,
ordered tents struck and made the march that night
which had been intended for the next day. Some com-
manders can move troops so as to get tne maximum dis-
tance out of them without fatigue, while others can
wear them out in a few days without accomplishing so
much. General Worth belonged to this latter class.
He enjoyed, however, a fine reputation for his fight-
ing qualities, and thus attached his officers and
25. Taylor, op. cit .. 84. There is not the slightest
evidence to support this, Taylor was simply blowing
off steam.
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men to him.
Grant was right about the delay in embarkation but
this was because Scott' s requisitions for transports nad
been inexcusably bungled by the Q,uartermaster Department
and the first ship did not arrive at Brazos Santiago until
February eleventh. During this period of infuriating in-
activity V/orth perforce preferred cnarges against Colonel
Iniilliam Selby Harney, commanding officer of tne 2d Dragoons
of his division. Scott had ordered Harney to turn over
seven squadrons of nis regiment to Major Edwin V. Sumner
of Boston, and return witn tne other three troops to
Taylor' s army. Harney flatly refused to obey tnis order
and was sentenced by the ensuing court-martial to be rep-
rimanded in orders. Scott remitted the sentence and the
whole affair blew over among tnose immediately concerned,
but President Polk took it mucn to neart and was convinced
that Scott was persecuting Harney for being "a Democrat in
politics. "^'^
Tne day of V«orth' s arrival at the moutn of tne Rio
Grande, January twenty-second, ne met an old acquaintance
—
none other than "The Pen of the Army," Lieut .-Colonel Ethan
Allen Hitchcock. The latter nad returned to duty on
December twenty-fifth from tne sick-leave (with extensions)
28granted nim the previous May
—
Just before the battles of
26. U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs of U. S. Grant (New York,
1885), I, 123-124.
27. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 364-365.
28. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 231, 235.
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Palo Alto and Resarca de la Palma. He nad spent this time
in St. Louis, Chicago, Buffalo, ana, "He visited New England
he went to church (Unitarian) and speculated on the whence,
wny, and wnither at Boston." Also, "He spent a few days in
Wasnington; was in the hands of a surgical specialist at
Pniladelpnia; read Strauss' s Vie de Jesus , Swedenborg'
s
Principia . the Biography of Benvenuto Cellini . Chubb' s
29Vicarious Suffering , and always Goethe and Spinoza." And
soraewheres along the line "The Pen" had found time to write
and publish a book that year called The Doctrines of
30Spinoza and Swedenborg Identified
.
Worth, of course, during this same period had been much
too busy soldiering to make any pretence of keeping
aesthetically and intellectually abreast of "The Pen of the
Army," but ne courteously invited his old subordinate to
make his camp a stopping-place. Hitchcock tnanked him but
31took up nis quarters in an old hulk in the river.
But Worth must have been nonplused—Hitchcock certainly
32
was — to near snortly afterwards that Scott had appointed
Hitchcock the Inspector-General of nis Army of Invasion.
For years these latter two nad opposed each other on the
finer points of army regulations and court-martial proce-
dure—with Hitchcock invariably carrying off tne honors—and
a strong mutual antipathy had grown up between them, with
29. Hitchcock, oo. cit .. 226.
30. Dictionary American Biography
.
IX, 74.
31. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 235.
32. Ibid
. . 236.
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Worth fanning tne flames of Scott' s dislike. Suddenly,
Scott completely reversed nimself and appointed his old
antagonist to this vitally important position—and eventually
Worth became the target of this new alliance. It is probable
that Scott, recognizing at last nis master as a guard-house
lawyer, nad swallowed nis pride and decided tnat Hitchcock
was more valuable as a friend than foe; an assumption which
later paid large dividends at the expense of tne Impetuous
Worth.
While waiting here, at Camp Palo Alto, General V/orth
received the sad news' of tne deatn of nis younger half-
brother. Captain Josepn Swasey Worth of tne 3tn Infantry,
who had died at St. Augustine, Florida, at tne age of thirty-
nine. This brother nad served under him as a cadet at West
Point and as a company officer since tne activation of tnis
33
regiment, and their relations were affectionate and close.
On February fifteenth Scott decided to wait no longer
for the tardy transports and with the few vessels available
set sail for Tampico, leaving Wortn to embark tne troops as
fast as the transports arrived. Tne Lobos Islands, some
fifty miles down tne coast south of Tampico was picked as
tne general rendezvous, and Worth finally embarked for this
place from the Brazos on February twenty-fifth, alter having
sent aihead all of the regulars except six companies of
34dragoons for whom no space was available.
33. Wilhelm, op. cit .. I, 356.
34. Elliott, Winfield Scott
.
450-451; Justin H. Smith,
op. cit .. I, 368.
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A terminal rendezvous was then set ofr Anton Lizardo,
about a dozen miles south of Vera Cruz, and on March fifth,
the American transports escorted by the fleet of Commodore
Conner dropped their anchors in a calm harbor sheltered by
a line of islands and reefs. All had gone reasonably well,
except tnat the arrival was about a month benind schedule,
ana tne voraito, or yellow fever, was almost due for its
35
annual spring appearance in Vera Cruz,
35. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 17-18.
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CHAPTER XI
The Siege of Vera Cruz and Gerro Gordo
Vera Cruz, the city of the "True Grose," was a compact,
white-washed, stone city on tne Gulf of Mexico surrounded
by a wall which was strong on the seaward side and compara-
tively weak landward. About tnree-quarters of a mile out to
sea to the northeast lay tne seemingly impregnable fortress
of San Juan de Ulua, a stronghold upon wnicn the Spaniards
were said to have expended some forty million dollars. On
the land side a flat plain extended for about half a mile
from the city, then a belt of nign sand dunes as nigh as
three hundred feet, and finally dense tropical forests,
only occasionally peneti-ated by a road. The city was
fairly well fortified and defended by about 3,300 men, but
a half of these were raw National Guards. Ulua, however,
1
was well armed and garrisoned oy some 1,200 men.
On Sunday, Karen seventh, Commodore Conner took
General Scott and various general and staff officers on a
reconnaissance on tne little captured Mexican steamer
P etrita . In the light of later history it was an interest-
ing group, including Worth and Twiggs, and the younger. of-
ficers Robert E. Lee, Beauregard, Meade, and Joseph E.
Johnston. When they recklessly approached too near to Ulua,
they were met by a snower of shells which fell dangerously
1. Justin ri. Smith, op. cit .. II, 13-19.
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near tnelr craft and a luclty saot mignt well nave altered
2later military events.
It was decided to transfer the troops from the numerous
small transports to tne larger and better nandled naval
vessels and then to land directly from these in surf-boats
at a point about five miles south of the city. General
Worth' s First Division of regulars was given the place of
honor as first to disembark. Early on the morning of
March ninth, Worth loaded the 4,500 men of his division
into some sixty-five surf-boats, each carrying from fifty
to eighty soldiers, and, at a signal shot from the flag-
ship Massachusetts , all the boats swung into a line abreast
and pulled for tne shore. The gunboats meanwnile fired
over their heads into the nidden recesses of tne sand dunes,
for it was expected that the Mexicans would take advantage
of these natural defenses and greet the first ashore with
a devastating fire. Tne men sat tensely in tne boats with
unloaded muskets but with fixed bayonets. One of tne boats
quickly pulled ahead of tne line and grounded about a
hundred yards from snore. Out of it immediately jumped
Worth, sword in hand, and splashed shorewards through the
snallowing water, tne first man to land. His officers and
men plunged in after nim and quickly formed into companies
2. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 23; ^llliott, Scott, 455.
3. Scott nad allotted new numbers to the divisions. Tne
First was composed of four regiments of infantry (in-
cluding tne 9th), two of artillery (including Duncan's
light battery) , and two companies of Kentucky and
Louisiana volunteers. Kendall, op. cit .. 474-475.
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on the beach. Then, with a yell, they sprinted forward
to meet the expected enemy behind the dunes—and found
nobody. The anxiously watching men on tne snipe broke into
cheers of triumph and all the bands down tne long line of
ships struck up triumphantly the "Star Spangled Banner."
The other divisions then landed informally and rapidly and
by midnight some 10,000 American troops were bivouacked
4
ashore without tne loss of a life.
During tne next four days tne American lines were
extended in an arc to tne northwest until the city was
entirely invested; Worth's division holding the extreme
right of the line from the original landing place, with
Scott's headquarters located in his sector. By the twenty-
second, gun positions had been constructed, trenches dug,
the city's water supply cut off, and all was ready for an
assault or bombardment, and, on that day, Scott sent a
formal demand for surrender to the Mexican commander,
General Morales. The reply was a flat refusal; and Scott
ordered a bombardment whicn began at 4:15 p.m.
During all these basic preparations the correspondent
of the Pniladelphia Sun in a despatch of March thirteenth
had called "General Worth, certainly the most useful man in
g
command here . . . ." But Worth was evidently not taken
4. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 26-27; Elliott, Scott,
455-456; Henshaw Narrative, 66.
5
. From the Life of General Worth to Which is Added a
Sketch of the Life of Brigadier General Wool (New York,
1851), 127.
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with the idea of reducing tne city by bombardment. He
wanted a direct assault and felt confident of quickly carry-
ing tne place by storm with his experienced veterans of
Monterey. Officers of his division, probably taking tneir
lead from him, were heard to grumble "Monterey, a stronger
place, was taken in three days, and we have confronted
Vera Cruz for two weeks." Also a big factor in Worth' s
impatience witn Scott' s conservative tactics unquestionably
was the tnreat of tne impending outbreak of tne vomito : for
the memory of his norrible experience witn the cnolera in
the Black Hawk campaign of 1832 must have been with him, and,
as a man of action, he preferred to face bullets to sucn a
deadly disease as the yellow fever. And it snould be remem-
bered that Worth had nad considerably more field and combat
experience, of recent years, in Florida and Mexico than had
Scott, and knew, from first hand, the capabilities of nis
own men and of tne Mexicans.
But Scott cnose to play safe—or perhaps ratner to
gamble on txie appearance of the vomito . And in tnis gamble
ne was successful for tne incessant Northers, altnougn a
norror to the men because they forced the fine sand into
every possible opening and cranny, were at the same time
blowing the mosquitoes from tne surrounding swamps out to
sea; an extremely lucky break, which, of course, nobody at
that time realized.
6. Wilcox, OP. cit .. 262.
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The preliminary bombardment by the light mortars
(Scott' s heavy siege train had not arrived) was not satis-
factory or adequate, and Worth' s impatience mounted. But
Scott turned to the navy and requested Commodore Perry, wno
nad succeeded Conner, for tne use of tne heavy naval guns,
to wnicn Perry assented on condition that tnese guns be
worked by navy personnel. These guns were draggea into a
position, constructed by Robert E. Lee, by tne herculean
efforts of the sailors and soldiers and opened fire on tne
7
morning of March twenty-fourth.
The effect of txiis precise and heavy bombardment was
immediate. Tne heavy shells smashed througn the city walls,
or descending in an arc pierced to the ground floor of the
3buildings before exploding. Many women and cnildren were
killed, and several snells carried destruction into churches
and hospitals. Fires broke out on all sides and a panic-
stricken civilian populace roamed tne streets looking for
refuge. On the twenty-fifth tne foreign consuls asked for
a truce to evacuate the women and children from tne norrors
of this deadly bombardment, but Scott refused tnls, pointing
out that such opportunity had been available before nis
9
ultimatum, but neglected.
7. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 29-30; Kendall, op. cit ..
497-498.
8. An interesting phase of the shelling was the work of
an American rocket battery—a weapon which went into
the discard soon after tnis war bat was revived in the
recent World War II for anti-aircraft.
9. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 30-32.
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The morale of the Mexicans soon craclted under the strain
of what was believed to be the heaviest bombardment of a
city to that date.-'-^ All the following night steeples and
domes quivered, bells tolled without human aid, and the
earth shook continuously, under a pall of smoke and fire,
lit up by bursting bombs whicn appeared to the watching
Americans like sparkling diamonds. On the morning of
March twenty-sixth a messenger was sent out of the city
under a flag of truce to open negotiations with General Scott
for surrender,^"^
Scott appointed General Worth as one of the three
American commissioners to confer with an equal number of
Mexicans. The first meeting in the afternoon was unable to
agree upon terms, and Worth, ranking American representative,
believed it all to be a waste of time and recommended an
immediate assault. But the next morning the various repre-
sentatives met again and this time came to an agreement,
whereby the Mexicans surrendered the city and the fortress
Ulua, the troops evacuated the city with full honors of war
and were paroled, and the heavy armament should be disposed
12
of by the treaty of peace.
On the twenty-ninth these conditions were observed and
the Mexicans marched out, between two lines of Worth'
s
10. Raphael Semmes, Service Afloat and Ashore during the
Mexican War (Cincinnati, 1851), 149.
11. Henshaw Narrative, 73-76; Kendall, op. clt .. 500-504.
12. Kendall, op. clt .. 506-507; Justin H. Smith, op. clt .,
II, 3S.
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regulars and some volunteers, and stacked their arms, l^orth,
who had been appointed military governor of the city the
13day before, received the Mexican officers with all possible
courtesies and his men even shared their rations with the
depressed Mexican soldiers. Then, forming his division into
line, he led his men into tne city with the bands playing
"Yankee Doodle," "Hail Columbia," and other favorite American
14
tunes of the times.
The city was a shambles. Houses had been demolished
and furniture blown into tne plowed up streets. Several of
the larger stores had been gutted by fire and the large
Charity Hospital and the Church of i^ercy had suffered direct
hits from shells and bombs with consequent heavy casualties
to the Mexican wounded who had been hospitalized in these
two buildings. Tnere were few bodies of soldiers apparent
but many of women and children, and it was soon obvious that
15
more lay under the debris. The foreign colony was particu-
larly bitter about the loss of civilian life and tne destruc-
tion of neutral property, and, perhaps, from a strictly
humanitarian view-point. Worth* s plan for a direct assault
might have been quicker and more merciful. But as the
American casualties were less than a hundred, tiiere were no
16
complaints from Scott's army.
13. By G. 0.—No. 75. Before Vera Cruz March 28, 1847,
Niles Register
.
April 17, 1847.
14. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 35-36,
15. Henshaw Narrative, 78-79; Kendall, op. cit .. 508, wrote
the Mexicans estimated the civilian deaths at 400-500.
16. Kendall, op. cit .. 510-511.
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General Worth, calling upon nis experience in tHe same
position at Monterey ana Saltlllo, soon restored all possible
order out of the chaos. Tne rubble was removed from the
streets by Mexican laborers, tne port thrown open to foreign
trade, the troops given strict orders to respect all private
property and religious ceremonies, all liquor was banned,
17
and general repair work started. The only gripe from the
Americans durin£: tais week of rest was from tne troops sent
out to garrison tne fortress of Ulua, and one of tnem wrote
home "The Mexicans left their national pets benind in the
castle, and our troops suffered much annoyance from them
last night. 1 allude, of course, to fleas and other vermin."
Scott was anxious to move nis men out of tne dangerous
coastal yellow fever zone as soon as possible but tne
(Quartermaster Department, as usual, nad fallen down in the
matter of transportation, and only a part of the army could
be sent ahead, on the nighway to Mexico City, toward the
healthy, upland city of Jalapa, about seventy-four miles
inland, where it was also expected that much-needed forage
and supplies could be obtained. Hence only Brigadier General
Twiggs was ordered forward with nis iiecond Division of regu-
19lars toward this place on April eighth.
Worth was much put out by this move as he somewhat
rightfully believed tnat he nad earned the honor of leading
17. Elliott, Scott . 470.
13. Life of General Worth . 166.
19. Justin ri. Smith, oo> cit .. II, 33-39.
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the advance by nis past record, and probably because ne
tnought tnat Twiggs nad malingered at Monterey and was not
a competent general officer; an opinion wnicn Scott nad
obviously shared tne previous year wnen ne wrote, on
Marcn 8, 1848 to the Secretary of War that " . . . in ray
opinion, Col. Twiggs is not competent to command an army
20
either in the presence, or the absence of any enemy."
Also, of course, V/orth' a memory of his controversy over ranlt
with Twiggs, the year before, must have still rankled. But
"Scott replied formally that the other generals were entitled
21
to the post of honor in their turn" —a pious platitude which
nearly brought disaster. Wortn was obviously tne most capable
man in every way to lead the advance and one wonders if tne
element of personal Jealousy had not already entered Scott'
s
soul. For years Scott nad been the most quarrelsome officer
in tne army, even to tiie point of definite insubordination,
when he believed tnat any rival threatened the supremacy
of txhe almighty Winfield Scott. Even his military aide for
years. Colonel Erasmus D, Keyes, wno fully recognized nis
good points, wrote of aim, "... that in matters of rivalry
ray chief would instantly go out of his own skin into tnat
of an angry porcupine with every quill standing fiercely on
22
end." Keyes also went on to say that "Many officers
20. Gf. ante, fn. 12, 79.
21. Elliott, Scott . 462; E. Parker Scammon, "A Cnapter
of tne Mexican," Magazine of American History,
December, 13B5, 573-574.
22. E. D. Keyes, Fifty Years Observation of Men and
Events (New York, 1335), 153.
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thought that Worth had more ability to inspire his soldiers
23
tnan Scott himself . . . Scott nad had definite presi-
dential ambitions for years and it was a sure thing, at tiiis
particular time, that he was not going to allow any other
general to steal his military thunder; as Worth had done from
Taylor at I'ionterey; and so "Old Davy" Twiggs, the "Bengal
Tiger," who couldn't possibly do anytning brilliant but who,
unfortunately, could, and very nearly did, do something
stupid was sent ahead in tne van. As one looks back tnrough
tne years, and through tne dense smoke screen later set up
by Dcott and nis admirers, one suspects that the fine
Italian hand of Ethan Allen Hi'tohcock may have had something
to do with this order. There is no proof of this but, by
tnis time, tnat officer-mystic, who was in his element in
staff or paper work, had established the most friendly rela-
tions with Scott and knew exactly now to nandle tnat diffi-
cult personage. "For tne first time they became well
acquainted. Cordiality and amity had been firmly established
24
and continued to increase during life."
This decision of Scott' s probably marked tne beginning
of the enmity which was to gradually replace the old and
intimate friendship of over thirty years between nimself and
Worth. Worth was never again to have a chance to prove his
abilities in an independent command or to show his undoubted
prowess as tne spear-head of an advancing army. The analogy
23. Keyes, op. cit .. 154,
24. Hitchcock, op. clt . . 249,
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with the final campaign of the late General George 3. Pat ton
is striking; as is the similarity in tne personal character-
istics of Patton and Wortii.
Twiggs marcned his force, of aoout 2600 men, tnrough
difficult, humid, sandy country for tne first day. Tne going
was so tough tnat ne lost about four-fifths of nis men and
a large amount of equipment during this .iornada . or day'
s
Journey. From tnen on conditions rapidly improved as the
column struck, the cement national highway and better country.
On the fifth day, after crossing the stream, Plan del Rio,
ne advanced up the steep ascent to the pass of Gerro Gordo,
although a reconnaissance of the previous afternoon had
warned nim that Mexican guns commanded the pass. In actual
fact General Santa Anna himself, naving recovered with his
usual energy from his repulse in February at Buena Vista
by Zachary Taylor, was there with from 12,000-13,000 men
and a large park of artillery in well-prepared positions.
All that saved Twiggs was tne impatience of tne Mexican
gunners who opened fire before he was completely inside
the trap, and, with much difficulty, ne finally managed to
25
withdraw his men.
Confusion and disagreement reigned that night in a
conference of the American officers. Twiggs, like a bull
entering the arena, wanted to bellow, lower his head, and
charge, and Captain Henshaw noted "This is the first time
25. Justin H. Smith, op. cit . . II, 48-50.
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Genl. Twiggs has had a distinct command and to-day's work
26
Stamps his inability as a General." An assault was ordered
for the next morning but luckily the Volunteer Division
under General Patterson, who ranked Twiggs, arrived before
this was executed, and, after much vacillation, Patterson
27decided to wait for ocott.
Scott arrived on Wednesday, April fourteenth, and imme-
diately the morale of the army soared and confidence replaced
confusion. Thanks to a daring and brilliant reconnaissance
by Captain Robert E. Lee, Scott was able to draw up an intel-
ligent plan to outflank the left of the seemingly impregnable
Mexican position and tnis was put into effect on tne morning
of Saturday, April eighteenth. The result was a smashing
victory for the Americans who completely routed a superior
Mexican army outnumbering them nearly two to one, from
strongly prepared positions and captured large quantities of
arms, ammunition, and supplies and many prisoners at a cost
of only 411 casualties to about 1,200 for the enemy. The
Mexican army might have been completely annihilated and
General Santa Anna captured, if Twiggs had obeyed his orders
and not charged impetuously at the wrong time and place,
and if the military incompetence of the political general,
Gideon Pillow, a former law partner of President Polk, had
not thrown other of Scott's well-laid plans out of gear.
But it was a real and well-deserved triumph for Scott and
26. Henshaw Narrative, 85-86.
27. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 49.
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showed him at his best."
Worth watcned the whole engagement from tne rear in
command of the general reserve; a position about as unsulted
to his fiery and bellicose temperament as can possibly be
imagined. " Afterwards ne disgustedly characterized Scott'
s
fulsome official report of the battle, wnicn omitted or
glossed over the contortions and unplanned gyrations of
Pillow and tne headlong disobedience of Twiggs, as "a lie
from beginning to end"; but this criticism, wnile probably
30true, was in a letter to a member of nis family, for a
public criticism of Scott' s creditable victory would have
been extremely out of place.
28. For tne best detailed accounts of tnis battle see
Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, XXIII and Elliott,
Scott, 462-469.
29. Elliott, Scott, 463-469.
30. Justin H. Smitn, op. clt .. II, 354.
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CHAPTER XII
Perote and Puebla
Worth encamped with his division near the "battlefield
of Gerro Gordo until April tv?entletn, when he escorted
Scott into the healthy and beautiful city of Jalapa,
already occupied by the victorious Americans. Almost with-
out halting he regretfully marcned tnrough tnis delightful
place and followed the National Highvvay toward Perote and
its strong castle, some tnirty miles to tne west. On the
twenty-first, ne led his men tnrough the pass of La 011a,
a place of nearly equal strengtn to Cerro Gordo, where tne
Mexican engineers had commenced a series of defensive works
and had partially armed tnem witn cannon, which Worth stopped
to destroy. Later this same day he reacned tne cold mountain
hamlet of Las Vegas where tne Jiouses were built of logs as
in Russia and Sweden. Here biting winds made tne lightly-
uniformed Americans shiver; and tnicit fogs buried tne
ascending column. But this was tne last pass; and twelve
miles furtner on tne fabulous castle of Perote appeared,
towering over a sandy plain at the foot of a pine covered
mountain,'''
The castle was something almost out of a fairy tale.
Situated in tnis nigh valley at about 7,000 feet altitude it
1. Justin H. Smith, op. clt .. II, 60-61; Kendall, op. cit ,.
543-549.
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was encompassed by high snow-clad mountains and, witn its
enormous size, seemed like tne stronghold of some legendary
giant. It nad been built during tne eighteentn century by
the Spaniards who, like their progenitors txie Romans, built
for the ages; and it had served as a depot for the rich gold
and silver shipments awaiting tne arrival of tne annual
royal convoy at Vera Cruz. Tne Mexicans had used it as an
arsenal, a fortress, and a prison; and the Texans captured
by General \voli at San Antonio de Bexar in 1342, and some of
those captured on tne Texas expedition to Sante Fe in the
2
same year had been imprisoned nere. It was built of vol-
canic pumice stone, 300 feet square, 60 feet from tne top
of its walxs to tne bottom of tne moat, wnich was 200 feet
wide and 20 feet deep and surrounded it on all sides.
At noon of tne twenty-second, a solitary officer, who
had been left behind for that purpose by the fleeing
Mexicans, formally turned over tne castle to Worth. Inside
were found more than fifty undamaged cannon and a large
supply of ammunition and small arms, which the panic-
stricken Mexicans had abandoned. Worth threw forward
Duncan' s battery and a origade of infantry some fifteen
miles further to tne west to gather subsistence and act as
an advance post, and, in obedience to his orders, halted in
4the castle.
2. George Kendall had Deen captured on tne Santa Fe expedi-
tion but was imprisoned in Mexico City.
3. Frederick G. Cnabot, Tne Perote Prisoners (San Antonio,
1934) , 170-172.
4. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 60-61; Kendall, op. cit ..
548-549.
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Somehow Worth seemed much in place in this Gothic hack-
ground; like a medieval baron holding the frontier in a
lonely outpost. Evidently this respite gave him a chance
to catch up with his letter-writing; for, on April twenty-
sixth, he wrote a five page letter to President James K,
Polk, whom he addressed as the General in Chief, in which he
set forth some interesting recommendations as to how an
early peace might be gained from the stubborn Mexicans,
The gist of this letter, after the usual flowery introduc-
tion of the time, consisted of four suggestions as follows:
(l) that Jalapa and Monterey be established as capitals of
two separate provisional governments; (2) that all Mexicans
be invited to enter and live under the protection of these
two stable governments; (3) that notice be given to the
Mexican Government that unless a definite peace was arranged
within three months thereafter that citizens of the United
States would be admitted to these areas and invited to
settle and purchase property "either from bona fide owners,
or from the United States where confiscation ensues, under
assurance of protection from the United States"; and
(4) establish by degrees the social and political institu-
tions of the United States which "so manifestly advances
their own interests." In other words, Worth wanted imme-
diate peace or partial annexation, however euphemistically
5, Worth, being under the mistaken impression that San Luis
Potosi had been occupied by Taylor, suggested this city
as an alternate capital to Monterey.
6. James K, Polk Manuscripts, Series II, Library of
Congress, Washington, D. C,
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he might express It,
Tne next day, on April twenty-seventh, he wrote to
Major John Gaines in Mexico City. Tne good major wnom
Worth had cautioned from Saltillo to be on the alert, while
serving as an outpost south of that city, had neglected this
advice and, after Worth's departure, had been ignominiously
captured with his command of about 100 men by Santa Anna'
s
7
cavalry at Encarnacion, while asleep without sentries.
Worth now wrote him that Scott would probably soon propose
an exchange of prisoners from the large number captured at
Cerro G-ordo and tnat he might soon be restored to his sword
Q
and his liberty.
On Spril thirtieth, Worth wrote his daughter Mary
saying;
Castle of Perote, Mexico
April 30, 1847
My Dear Child:
General Scott remains at Jalapa, thirty miles
in my rear, and prohibits my moving until he comes
up. The way is open to the capital, which our
7. Encarnacion Prisoners , Louisville, 1848.
8. Gaines Papers, New York State Library. Scott made no
efforts whatsoever in this way but paroled, or sent
back a few prisoners to the United States. He was
severely criticized by Kendall for his indifference,
to the fate of the American captives. Kendall believed
Scott should have kept as prisoners all the officers
and non-commissioned officers captured at Gerro Gordo,
many of whom in violation of tneir parole, re-entered the
enemy's army; and that by so doing he would have handi-
capped the formation of a new Mexican army, and also
could have used them for exchange purposes. (Kendall,
op. cit .. 563-564). Gaines, however, escaped later on
and rejoined the army. The correspondence was carried
on through various secret agents.
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force enables us to reach, out not, I fear, to nold
witnout large reinforcements. Tnere is no probability
of another grand combat. Tne small poi-tion of tne
Mexican Army tnat escaped us at Gerro Gordo nas
totally dispersed, and tney have not tne means, torn
as tney are by factions and exhausted of resources,
of assembling another.
Besides we have capturec. almost all tneir cannon
—
in all some 300—but tney will now do as they ought to
have done at first, commence the guerilla system, which,
in otner words, is a system of murder and plunder, by
striking with small parties at our line of communica-
tions, and woe oe to any stragglers.^
About May first, Scott sent Brigadier-General Quitman
forwai'd to Perote witn three regiments of volunteers, and,
on May sixth, ordered tne impatient Wortn, wno nad Deen
straining at txie leasn, to leave one regiment and some
artillerists there, as a garrison, and to advance to Puebla,
tnen the second city of Mexico, some ninety miles further
along tne westward highway to Mexico Gity."^^
From since Gerro Gordo, tne daring Viiorth nad been in •
favor of pursuing the routed Mexicans to the very gates of
their capital and Kendall believed it was almost certain that
he could have taken possession of it with few losses. "^"^
Again an analogy with General Fatten appears, for if success-
ful it would have shortened tne war and saved many lives, but
Worth was held in cneck by Scott, as was Pat ton in France by
tne nigh command in the autumn of 1944,
9. "Wortn Letters," New York Times Magazine , July 16, 1916.
Worth, like most ol uXi6 Americans, underestimated tne
indefatigable Santa Anna' s ability to raise and equip
another army.
10. Justin H. Smith, op. cit . . II, 64-65.
11. Kendall, op. cit .. 572.
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The admirers of Scott, wnose point of view has been
generally accepted, argue mainly tnat his hands were tied
by the expiration of the enliBtments of some .3,700 volunteers
12
who had "seen the elephant" and only wanted to go home,
13
and refused all inducements to re-enlist. But Kendall
claimed that Scott bungled the whole situation as, "no
strenuous measures were ta^en at tne time to induce the men
to re-enlist for the war . . . ," and that,
An urgent appeal to their patriotism, a promise of an
immediate march upon the proud Mexican capital and a
participation in all the glory of the second conquest,
would have been sufficient to have brought them over
almost in a body. The material of tne different regi-
ments was of the very best, and a years active service
had not only served to weed them of all the more in-
different men, but had hardened and rendered tne
balance expert and reliable soldiers. With these
General Scott could have reached the Mexican capital
in a fortnight at farthest, tne excitement of such a
campaign would have silenced any clamor, and, the
conquest of tne capital effectea, tne volunteers
could easily have been kept until reinforcements had
arrived to take their place.
But at this point Scott became involved not only in
his famous controversy with Nicholas Trist, whicn for petty
mutual vituperation set an all time record in American
15history p and also he was much upset by the two-faced
12. "Kendall explained this expression: ' Wnen a man is
disappointed in anything he undertakes, when he has seen
enough, when he gets sick and tired of any Job he may
have set himself about, he has seen the elephant.'"
Fayette Gopeland, Kendall of tne Picayune (Norman,
Oklahoma, 1942), 66.
13. See Justin H. Smith, op. cit .
.
II, 63-65; Elliott,
Scott, 469-470.
14. Kendall, op. cit .. 556. Kendall wrote as an eye-witness.
15. For an excellent account of tnis disgraceful, but, from
the perspective of history, amusing, affair, see Elliott,
Scott. 475-436 and 439-494.
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machinations of President Polk to appoint iienator Tnornas
Hart Benton a lieutenant-general, with complete command over
all the American forces; and besides, Scott' s notorious
presidential aspirations were being side-tracKed by the
spontaneous popular enthusiasm for Zachary Taylor, espe-
cially after Taylor' s victory at Buena Vista with an army
stripped of its best troops by Scott. The latter was un-
doubtedly in a bad frame of mind, whicn was not conducive
to decisive action, ana Wortn was to soon bear the brunt of
his ill-temper.
To return to Worth, on May seventh ne received the
welcome order to advance to Puebla and was on nis way the
next day. About eight miles from Perote the American
column struck a sandy, dry plain over wnich tney trudged,
Cheered only by the gorgeous sight of tne snow-capped
mountains in tne background, and occasionally diverted by
tne mirages common to tnis region. After this a better
and well-watered country was reacned througn which they
passed until tney arrived, on tne thirteenth, at tne little
town of Araozoc, some ten miles from Puebla. Worth had
learned on tne road that Santa Anna was somewheres in the
vicinity with a few hundred cavalry, but a brusn with this
pestiferous opponent seemed too much to hope for.
An overnight nalt was made here to let tne men brush
up their arms and accoutrements, and to allow (Quitman'
s
16. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 69-70; Kendall, op. cit ..
572.
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brigade, whlcn was some distance behind, time to catch up
for the triumphal entry into tne proud but undefended city
of Puebla. As the men were leisurely burnlsning their
arms, on the morning of the fourteenth, a small drummer boy
came running in from tne outskirts witn the startling news
that the Mexicans were advancing in force. The men rusned
into formation and took defensive positions, and, in the
distance, a body of about 3,000 enemy cavalry were seen
moving to tne rear on tne nortn side of tne hignway, with
the obvious intention of striking at «i,uitraan' s smaller
force. Duncan' s light battery immediately opened fire and
forced tne enemy to turn toward the nortn and away from
the approaching viuitman, who soon arrived safely. The
Americans had no losses in tnis skirmish, whereas tne
17Mexicans suffered some eighty casualties.
The next day, on May fifteenth. Worth set out at the
nead of his column for tne entry into Puebla de los Angeles,
the City of the Angels. His force was but a little more
than 4,000 men and Puebla was a place of over 80,000 in-
habitants, but, after a snort nalt to grant most liberal
terms to a committee from the Ayuntamiento . or City Council,
Worth led his men, witn flags flying and bands playing, to
the main plaza in tiie center of tne city. It is doubtful
if the appearance of his men, wno had been unable to freshen
their uniforms because of the brush with tne enemy tne day
17. Kendall, op. cit .. 573-574; Justin H. Smith, op. cit ..
II, 70.
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before and because of a rainy nignt, was pleasing to such
a stickler for spit 'n polish as V/orth, and the rough
appearance of the Americans astounded the Mexicans. Tne
tired soldiers literally had to push tneir way through the
crowds of curious natives who packed the sidewalks and
streets and, arriving at the plaza, tney stacked their arms
and, with cool indifference to the crowds, at once laid down
on the hard pavement to, sleep although a Mexican observer
afterwards libelously claimed that many of them took time
19
out first "to drink pulque and embrace the leperos .
"
Worth now had complete control of Puebla until the
arrival of Scott on May twenty-eignth. The reports of his
actions during this period of almost a fortnight are con-
fusing and contradictory. Hitchcock, who by then was firmly
in the good graces of Winf ield Scott, believed that Worth'
s
terms to the City Council for tne surrender of tne city were
20far too lenient and that "Worth—not Puebla— surrendered";
also that V/orth "assumed for tne time the powers and tne
21
airs of a Spanish generalissimo." U. S. Grant, who wrote
caustically of Vorth nearly forty years later, criticized
him for his restlessness under responsibility; and said that
he would gallop from one command to another proclaiming tne
18. Kendall, op. cit .. 575; Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II,
71
.
19. Albert C. Ramsey, The Other Side (New York, 1850), 227.
(Pulque maybe Put leperos never*. Tne leperos were the
degenerate criminal beggars tnat infested all Mexican
cities.)
20. Justin H. Sffiitn, op. cit .. II, 71.
21. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 258.
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proximity of Santa Anna with a vastly superior army, that he
changed the quarters of Grant's brigade tnree times in about
a week, and that he once had all the available troops in
line, under arms, all day, with three days' cooked rations
In their haversacks, in anticipation of a rumored attack
22by Santa Anna. Captain John Henshaw of the 7th Infantry,
who was kept on the alert all nignt on May twenty- second,
after a hard day' s march with General Twiggs' advancing
column from Jalapa, called the rumor which had lost him
23
his night's rest "another of General Worth's scarecrows."
On the other hand, George Wilkins Kendall, the famous
correspondent for the New Orleans Picayune , believed that
Worth did a magnificent job under the most difficult and
dangerous circumstances, and although the terms of surrender
were undoubtedly over-lenient and caused trouble, that
Worth, in granting them, was simply carrying out Scott's
definite orders to conciliate the local populace. Also
that Worth's tiny force of 4,000 men in a hostile city of
80,000 people, some 120 miles from tne American headquarters
at Jalapa, was in such a precarious position that constant
vigilance was imperative, even if it worked to the discom-
25
fort of the American men and officers. Kendall, who was
22. Grant, Memoirs
.
I, 136-137.
23. Henshaw Narrative, 108-111.
24. Kendall, op. cit .. 599.
25. Ibid . . 596-597. (Kendall becomes more and more critical
of Winfield Scott as the army advanced. It is interesting
to note that neither Justin H. Smith nor Charles Winslow
Elliott, both of whom blame Worth in the growing rift
between him and Scott, had access to Kendall's unpub-
lished manuscript; ana yet both of them, possibly because
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strongly anti-Mexican, probably largely because of his dis-
agreeable experience as a Santa Fe prisoner, believed tnat
all Scott' s conciliatory proclamations to tne Mexicans (one
of the most unctuous of wnicn was the product of the "Pen
of the Army," Ethan Allen Hitchcock) , were written in a
style of mawkish sentimental! sm which by their patronizing
tone did infinitely more harm than good; because they in-
furiated the governing classes of Mexico, against whom they
were directed, but who were the only Mexicans educated enough
to read them.
Another strong supporter of Worth now appeared on the
scene in the person of Lieutenant Raphael Semmes of the
United States Navy—afterwards the famous commander of the
Confederate privateer Alabama * Semmes had been sent to
Scott' s Headquarters at Jalapa by Commodore Perry to ask
assistance in obtaining the release of a young midsnipman
Kendall was a staunch Whig, speak highly of him, and
seem to ratner assume that ne was an admirer of General
Scott. Justin H. Smitn, op. cit , . II, 72, 120, 505;
Elliott, Scott
.
57U, 573 fn.)
26. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 281.
27. Kendall, op. cit .. 526-527. In all fairness it snould
be understood that Scott, in turn, was carrying out tne
policy of the administration in Washington. Other com-
ments of Kendall were: "It was the great panacea which
was to bring about a peace— it was a soothing syrup
sent out from Washington to every officer and commander
—
it was the great remedy to be administered on every
occasion, and more especially when tne enemy was smart-
ing under the shame of a recent and mortifying defeat.
That its effects were nauseating when given to a people
proverbially proud, need not to be wondered at; nor can
it be deemed a matter of surprise tnat the Mexicans
considered every new peace offering or kindness bestowed
upon them as a fresh evidence of the weakness of tne
Americans if not tneir inability furtner to continue
tne war." Ibid
. .
597-598.
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named Rogers wiiom the Mexicans had captured, before the
American landing, at Vera Cruz. Upon Semmes' arrival at
Jalapa, Scott nad answered a polite note from nira witn a
long letter, replete witn a non sequitur tirade against
Nicholas Trist, but nad granted permission to Semmes to
28
accompany the army. On May twenty-eighth Semmes rode
into Puebla as part of tne escort of General Scott, and was
?.9later attacned to General Wortn' s staff as an aid-de-camp.
Semmes became an ardent sj»pporter of his new commanding
officer in all his controversies wltn Vvinfleld Scott. In
effect ne repeats all of George Kendall' s pro-V^orth argu-
ments, and adds tnat "Major-General Scott, seemingly, could
not realize tne fact tnat his former aid-de-camp, was now
fifty-five years of age, and, like himself, a major-general
30in tne army of tne United States." Semmes* personal
description of Worth probably largely explains tnis great
feeling of loyalty. He wrote
. . . General Worth, tne most able of his [Scotf j|
generals, as ne is tne most distingue in appearance.
His bronzed, weatner-beaten features, and brilliant
Dlack eye, remind you of some of tne portraits of
Napoleon' s marshals. You see your beau ideal of ^
the warrior personified in him. In quickness of
apprehension (indicated by his eagle glance), in
23. Semmes, op. cit .. 193-203. Kendall says of this
incident: "There was no necessity whatever for bring
ing Mr. Trist' s name into nis letter; but it was a
peculiar idiosyncracy of Gen. Scott' s mind tnat he
must in some way drag in or involve every one in his
quarrels with whom ne came in contact." Kendall,
op. cit .. 563.
29. Semmes, op. cit .. 233-239, 315.
30. Ibid
. .
313-319. (iJorth, of course, was really a
brevet major-general.)
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coolness and the power of comtiination, and in ready
resource in remedying disasters, or seizing upon
favorable moments on tne field of battle, ne is
acknowledged, on all hands, to have no superior . . .
In his moments of relaxation, and especially at his
own table, where, being a social man, ne maintains
a style approaching to luxury, ne cnarms every one
by the vivacity of his conversation, ana the easy
and courtly grace of nis manners. He is not only a
soldier, but a man of fine belles lettres acquire-
ments, and of general reading ...
He nas the peculiarity of identifying hiiLself,
so thoroughly, on the field of battle, with the
operations he is directing, as to lose all sense or
appreciation whatever of personal danger.—His aids-
de-camps have had frequently to insist upon nis tak-
ing shelter, on occasions when exposure was entirely
unnecessary ... In allusion to the elegant manner
in whicn he sat nis norse, tne citizens of Mexico,
after we entered the capital, gave nim tne nomme de
feuerre . of tne "Murat of the American army." His
friends, of whom ne has a large number, wnile tney
admire tne officer, love the man. 31
When Scott arrived at Puebla, Worth met him outside
the city with great cordiality and paid him all the military
courtesy due to a commanding general, and tendered nim a
splendid banquet that night in honor of the occasion. But
Scott, cantankerous and quarrelsome at best, was obviously
in a vile mood from his exchange of insults witn Nicnolas
Trist in Jalapa, and was prepared to go into his porcupine
act "with every quill standing fiercely on end" at the
slightest excuse. He soon found fault with practically all
of Worth' s actions; although it would seem apparent tnat
the latter, witn all his previous experience as military
governor of Monterey, Saltillo, and Vera Cruz, probaDly jsnew
31. Semmes, op. clt ., 232-283,
32. Ibid .. 233-239.
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far more about that sort of a job than Scott.
Worth vjas hurt and angered by this* attitude; out did not
help matters himself by issuing a most injudicious circular
to tne men of his division, on June sixteentn, warning them
of a supposed plot by the Mexicans to poison tnem; saying
tactlessly:
. . . that food, exhibited and in tempting form for
sele to tne soldiers, is purposely prepared to cause
sickness and ultimately death . . . Doubtless tnere
are among those witii wnom we are situated many wno
will not hesitate, as is tne habit of cowards, to
poison those from wno:a they xiabitually fly in battle,
a resource familiar in Spanish history, legitimately
inherited, and willingly practiced by tne Mexicans. '^S
Scott cancelled V^orth' s initial concessions to the City
Council by republisning nis martial law order of Vera Cruz,
and then requested that worth witiidraw nis poison circular
whicn insulted tne Mexicans, gave tnem dangerous ideas for
future use, and grossly and gratuitously reflected on
Spain, whose neutrality in tne war was most desirable. Worth
then demanded a court of inquiry into his conduct; and
Generals John A. Q,aitman, Persifor F. Smitn, and David
Twiggs ('.) formed a court which sat on June thirtietn.
Tneir findings were completely against Worth and they recom-
mended that he be severely rebuked in orders; wnich Scott
was obliged to approve, but discreetly published the
reproof only in orders issued to cniefs of tne general
Staff and to divisional and brigade commanders.^
55. Wilcox, op. cit .. 579.
^'^
' Ibid . ; Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 561; Elliott,
Scott
.
437.
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Justin 'd. Smitn believed "From this time "Worth was no
doubt in nis heart a mortal enemy of Scott"; out tnis seems
to oe an extreme judgement. Differences of opinion betv/een
tne two nad begun bacA at Vera Cruz, but tnere is no proof
of any sucn extreme feeling on Wortn' s part antil tne fate-
ful explosion later in Mexico City; and Wortn was not tne
man to conceal enmity in nis heart.
Tne army remained in Puebla until the first part of
August, waiting for reinforcements and supplies; and tne
time was spent in drilling and wnipping tne men into too con-
dition. Tnere was a great deal of sickness, however, mostly
dysentery and malaria, and tne morale of tne men was low.
Scott and Trist, amazingly enough, suddenly dropped their
feud, buried tne hatcnet completely, and became tne closest
of friends; and during tne month of July worked together on
a futile, and probably foolisn, plan to purchase a peace oy
tne oribery of tne slippery Santa Anna. Tne net result of
this intrigue was to furnish Santa Anna witn a down-payment
of ^10,000 in cash, for whicn notning was gained; and to
allow tnat wily schemer time to raise ne>" troops and to
greatly strengtnen tne fortifications of Mexico City. It
is interesting to note tnat Worth did not attend any of the
conferences of the general officers at whicii this visionary
plan was discussed. '-^^
35. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 351.
36. Elliott, Scott
.
495-499; Kendall, op. cit .. 627-633;
Hitchcock, op. cit .. 266-269.
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General Worth' s feelings about all these delays were
expressed in a letter writeen from Puebla, on July 29, 1347
to nis son-in-law, Captain Sprague, in wnicn he said:
You will be, as usual, surprised as myself at
the place and date of tnis. I entered it on the
15th. of May at the head of about 4,000 good troops
with all the flush and glow of victory in their
hearts, and at tne heels of a beaten and disor-
ganized enemy. In five days tnereafter we could
nave been in the capital with but slight resistance,
and it is my firm belief peace would nave immedi-
ately resulted.
Tnree months have now passed since tne rout of
Cerro Gordo—tne enemy nas naa time to recuperate
in spirits, in men, and material. For instance,
tney are assembled over 25,000 strong, nave cast
and mounted over sixty piece s__of ordnance, nave
enveloped the city |Mexico GitJ with a triple line
of defense, enveloped tne whole witn water, pre-
senting first a great impediment to our close ap-
proach; next, masking the secondary defenses, as
ditches, troups de loups, etc.
Well, we did not advance'. Why? Of that here-
after. Now it is understood we wait tne coming of
a General Pierce, '^'^ with some 2,000 or 3,000 men . . .
At or near the capital we shall undoubtedly
have a very severe contest
—
probably the severest
yet. That we shall triumph is not to be doubted,
but at wnat cost? . . . As it is we control neitner
morally or physically a mile beyond tne ground we
stand upon, our line of communications cut, and
infested throughout oy guerrillas and ladrones; we
gain victories and nalt until alx tne ruoral advan-
tages are lost. V^nen we move, the enemy, with
happy levity of character, will nave forgotten the
last defeat and again swelled himself into a
valorous raood.^Q
Worth did not forget his friend. Major Gaines, whom
the Mexicans still neld tneir captive in tne capital, and
37. Franklin Fierce of New Hampshire; afterwards President
of tne United States, 1853-1357.
38. "Worth Letters," New York Times Magazine , July 16, 191
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wrote to him three times from Puebla; on June eleventh,
July nintn, and July thirtieth. In the first letter, he
promises punishment to the "authors of your sufferings,"
reports that General Scott is in excellent health, and
trusts "this full moon will reflect the light of our bayonets
upon your dungeon." In the second letter, Worth wrote "I
have never doubted the peaceable professions were a mere
humbug—a time serving and time saving measure . . . ," and
"You may looi out for Thunder , as the almanack hath it,
about the 22/25th and no cnild' s play," and goes on to say
Our people are perfectly insane about Taylor. He
will be Predt. in spite of himself
—
probably elected
by both parties. Wnat a strange conjunction', out so
it is—all otner candidates—Vera Cruz, Gerro Gordo
—
a hasty plate of soup, and all that, to tne contrary
notwithstanding— tiie country will get a good k nonest
Predt and the army lose one of its best soldiers and
commander s.'^S
Worth wrote further in tnis letter tnat if they do not
meet in tne capital that he will
. . . not forget the friends who have been so kind
to you—that the good man bears the name, and be-
longs to tne universal family of Smiths is all in his
favor & that his lady is a Bostonian commends her to
my "heart of hearts"— . . . and say to the good lady
39, The phrase "a hasty plate of soup" was used by Scott
in a letter to Secretary of War Marcy in May, 1846,
and excited mucn ridicule. (Cf. Elliott, Scott,
429-431) . I xaave found no record of any unfavoraole
remark by Worth about Taylor. In contradistinction
to this Taylor wrote on May 9, 1847 from Monterey to
his sop-in-law. Dr. Wood, "As regards Genl. Vi/'orths
professions I pay no confidence in them . . . ¥. I
consider entirely unprincipled . . . ." and on May
tnirtieth he wrote again to Wood, "I tninK I understand
both V^orth k Scott pretty well, they both operate con-
siderably through tneir creatures, particularly tne
former; . . . ." Taylor, op. cit .. 99, 103.
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that as one whose veins are full of New England blood,
I shall throw myself without ceremony at the feet of
the Bay State.
He goes on to mention Semmes "who Is with us as a special
ambassador in the case of Mexico versus Rogers," and promises
to avenge the ill-treatment which Gaines and his comrades
have received; and concludes by saying "Be patient yet a
little while and with tne blessing of God, and our good
arms & better resolution and we will put all things right."
In his third letter. Worth again promises impending action
against the enemy, again prophesies the election of Taylor,
and says that Genl. Pierce will arrive in a few days "with
3000 soldiers and New England men at that—not the worst
soldier in the world—I believe yourself would rank them
next to Kentuckians."
On July eighth, Major General Gideon Pillow arrived in
Puebla with reinforcements of about 3,100 men, and, on
August sixth. Brigadier General Pierce came through the main
city gate with another 2,500 soldiers, and a heavy siege
train for use against the capital. The next day, on the
seventh, Twiggs led off toward Mexico City with his Second
Division of regulars; played on their way by a mounted band
on picked white horses. Then, one day apart, the divisions
of Quitman, Worth, and Pillow followed in that order. In all.
40. Gaines Papers, New York State Library, Albany. Gaines
was from Kentucky. He escaped his captors and, on the
night of August fourth, came into the American lines
at Puebla. Midshipman Rogers also escaped and arrived
safely. Kendall, op. clt .. 642.
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Scott nad an army of less than 11,000 effectives to storm
the Halls of Montezuma, but, vjith every confidence in tneir
quality balancing the lack of quantity, he raarcned boldly
forward.^^
41. Justin H. Smith, oo. cit .. II, 92-93.
I
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CHAPTER XIII
Contreras and Ghurubusoo
On August ninth, then, Worth took up tne march, toward
Mexico City, witn his First Division of seasoned regulars,
behind tne divisions of Twiggs and Quitman. It seemed
nearly as desperate an undertaking as Cortez' s reckless
attack on tne Aztec capital of Tenochtitlan, over tnree
centuries before; and, along tne route, many of tne Americans
picked out with interest tne landmarks of tne first conquest
with which they were familiar from reading William H.
Prescott' s The Conquest of Mexico , whicn had so opportunely
been published in 1845. In the distance tne superb snow-
- capped mountains of Popocatepetl, Iztaccihnatl, Orizaba,
and Malinchi looked down upon them from the left and the
rear and seemed to brood over this repetition of history.
Worth and his men enjoyed fine weather, on this initial
march, and admired the fertility and lush freshness of tne
countryside which bloomed exuberantly during tne rainy
season whicn was not yet over."^
On the next day, tne march of tne usual ten miles was
less pleasant, the sun being scorcning and tne road dusty,
but the troops were comfortably bivouacked at nignt in the
small town of San Martin, before tne seasonable rain, which
1. Semraes, op. cit . . 521-322. (Senines and Kendall accom-
panied Worth' 8 division.)
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had been missing the first day, set in. On August eleventh,
a start was made at six, an nour earlier, as General Worth
had decided to make a double march, and tnis day, despite
the extra and uphill distance, turned out to be tne most
pleasant and interesting so far. Snouts of delignt and
astonishment continually arose from all as tne column wound
around tne base of Iztaccihnatl, and watched tne colors
change on tne smoking volcano Popocatapetl . A nalt for
tne night was made at tne Rio Frio amidst a cold, drizzling
rain, but General Worth remained on nis norse for two nours
afterwards, until every man and animal was provided for, as
2
was his constant practice.
Tne next morning was keen and sharp, and a frost
covered the ground. The ascent was steeper than before and,
looking back from the van, tne long, winding column of
white-topped wagons, rumbling artillery, and file after
file of tne dark- blue infantry witn tneir bayonets gleaming
in tne early sun, formed a beautiful spectacle; and tne
romance of tne situation, as a second army of conquest,
stirred and Inspired the emotions. Tnat day tne column
reacned an altitude of nearly 11,000 feet and more frequent
stops were made to breathe the men and horses. Unfortunately
tne fog ano. mist nung heavily and Worth' s men were denied a
full view of tne world' s most magnificent landscape, tne
'X,
Valley of Mexico.'' But enougn was seen for all to echo
2. Semmes, op. cit .. 322-323.
3. Ibid . . 324-325; Kendall, op. cit .. 646.
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Scott' 8 first breathless words at the sight of the capital,
"That splendid city shall soon be ours."
Tne descent from the pass was a relief to tne weary
soldiers and the beauty of tne valley below, which now
became apparent as the mountain fog was left behind and
above, exhilarated the spirits of all. Soon the camps of
Twiggs and iiuitman came into view, over wnicii the Stars and
Stripes defiantly and proudly waved in tne face of an over-
whelming enemy force, entrenched in his veritable bailiwick,
and again tne hearts of Worth' s men beat high with pride.
Worth led nis men tnrough Quitman' s camp at Buena Vista,
which lay a league east of Scott' s Headquarters vjith Twiggs'
division at Ayotla, and turned to the left, southward along
the east snore of Lake Ghalco, to tne village of the same
name, which was reached about sunset. The next day Pillow' s
division arrived and went into camp about a mile further
south, beyond Worth.
The four divisions of the American army were now in
position and Scott considered the four routes of advance
available for an attack on tne city. The first, skirting
Lake Texcoco, would have reached the north or northwest
quarter of the capital; but it was too long and too well
defended. Tae second was in txie opposite direction, to the
south, skirting Lakes Ghalco and Xochimilco, and would lead
4. Winfield Scott, Memoirs of Lieut . -General Scott. LL.D ..
2 vols. (New York, 1864), II, 467.
5. Semmes, oo. cit .. 324-326; Kendall, op. cit ., 646.
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to an attack, on the city from the south; but this route
was passed up when reports from Mexican spies, presumably
to the Inspector General, Ethan Allen Hitchcock, who had
» full charge of all secret service and Intelligence work,
6
reported the way as Impracticable.
This left two ways open, both of which led westwards,
from Scott's headquarters at Ayotla, between Lake Texcoco
on the north, and Lakes Chalco and Xochlmllco on the south.
The first of tnese was along tne regular nlghway which was
pinched at one place between Lake Texcoco and a heavily
fortified hill called El Penon. The engineers, led by the
able Robert E. Lee, reported that El Penbn could probably
be captured, but at a heavy price in casualties. The
fourth way was by a cut-off, across country, to the town
of Mexlcaltzlngo, and, after a thorough reconnaissance,
7Scott finally decided upon this route.
But first on the morning of August thirteenth. General
Scott called at General Worth' s headquarters in Chalco and,
according to Worth' s adjutant, stated that
All the Information gained as to south round the
lake—Chalco— showed it impracticable, . . . from
the boggy nature of the ground, he closed the
conversation by saying to Genl. Worth "You Genl.
will get such, (or all) the information in your gpower on your side—& I will do the same on mine."
Worth's version of this occasion was that Scott;
—
6. Hitchcock's misinformation about this should be noted.
7. Elliott, Scott
. 504.
8. W. \v. Mackall to Lt. Col. James Duncan, City of Mexico,
May 10, 1843. Duncan Papers, United States Military
Academy Library.
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• . . in a desultory conversation, in presence of
many officers, of his staff and mine, and commanders
of regiments, stated that his information represented
the route around Lake Chalco impracticable, and hence
he must move via Penon or Mexicalcingo, and instructed
me, as he had before, in respect to seizure of boats,
scows etc. with a view to a combined water and land
movement. The route around Lake Chalco was again
introduced in the conversation, and its impracticability
doubted; therefore the General-in-Chief directed me to
send out Mexicans , to look at the route around Lake
Chalco, its practicability etc.^
In Scott's presence. Worth then ordered Lieut .-Colonel
James Duncan^^ to go to the local alcalde, or mayor, and
require him to send twenty persons, to be well paid, to
execute this duty; which was immediately done. At 2 p.m.
Duncan suggested that a command of Americans be sent for
this same purpose, as he thought, quite naturally, that
little confidence should be placed in Mexican intelligence
and fidelity. Worth told Duncan to return in the evening.
9. Worth to Duncan, Tacubaya, Mexico, March 31, 1848.
Duncan Papers, United States Military Academy Library.
10. Duncan was an old personal friend and a sort of fidua
Achates to Worth. A graduate of West Point in 1831, he
had seen action since Palo Alto and had been with Worth
since before Monterey. He had made a splendid record
for himself by his expert handling of his battery of
light artillery. Worth had used Duncan previously for
a reconnaissance toward Monterey from Camargo the year
before. (Worth to Duncan, Hq. 1st Brigade, Camargo,
August 5, 1846. Duncan Papers, United States Military
Academy Library.) "Duncan said to Gen. Worth, 'instead
of examining the Mexican guides and spies, why not
examine the road?"* "Sketch of Some of the Important
Military Services of the Late Col. Duncan," Democratic
Review (March, 1852), No. CLXV, 201.
11. Hitchcock obviously didn't agree with this premise. He
disliked the war and the army (Hitchcock, op. cit ..
228-229) ; but with the peculiar sentimentalism of a
certain type of Yankee, he doted on the downtrodden,
such as Indians and Mexicans. His taste for the latter
was possibly carried to an extreme, when he formed what
was called the "Dominguez' Spy Company" out of a bunch
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after he had reflected on the subject. At 6 p.m., Worth
ordered Duncan to make this reconnaissance, with an escort
of about 500 men, early the next morning (the fourteenth);
12
for wnich order he had neither instructions nor authority;
and had probably hesitated to do so, because relations
between Scott and himself being definitely unfriendly, and
on a formal and official basis only, such initiative might
possibly throw Scott into another porcupine act. Duncan
set out, as ordered, with his escort and accompanied by
13Raphael Semmes, and V.'orth' s adjutant. Captain Mackall.
After Duncan had gone. Worth received a summons to
General Headquarters at Ayotla, where he went with Generals
Pillow and i^uitman. Here, after considerable discussion,
Scott announced his determination to move upon Mexicalcingo
with all the army except Worth' s division, which was to
move around Lake Chalco, by itself, for a flank attack.
Orders were accordingly then given out to eacn divisional
commander, and, the next morning, Ciuitman, who lay between
Ayotla and Chalco, actually moved up into position. Worth,
when in the saddle upon leaving, took the liberty of request-
ing Scott to forbear his movement until he could report the
of native felons and murderers, some of whom were re-
leased from Jail by the Americans (Hitchcock, op. cit ..
263-265) . It is quite probable that his poor staff
work in the Chalco affair was based on their reports,
and that the same was true later at Molino del Rey.
Semmes wrote that this spy company "brought more dis-
credit on our arms by its pilfering and bad behavior,
than was compensated for by any service it performed."
12. Worth to Duncan, Tacubaya, Mexico, March 31, 1848.
Duncan Papers, United States Military Academy Library,
13. Semmes, op. cit .. 351-355.
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result of Duncan's examination—to which Scott implied
14
assent.
On the return ride to his headquarters Worth discussed
with Pillow and Quitman his objections to the determined
plan of attack, which he had raised at the conference.
These were, that his division would be isolated beyond sup-
port, and exposed to the entire force of the enemy. His
two companions urged him to put all this into writing and
forward them immediately to Scott, but Worth replied that
either of them (Pillow or (iuitman) would have more influence
and that as he was the one to be detached, he could not
renew the subject, A little further on, after Quitman had
turned off to his quarters, Duncan met Pillow and Worth
and made a favorable verbal report on the Chalco route.
Worth hastened to his quarters and, while Duncan was writ-
ing out his report, wrote a note to Scott to accompany
15
Duncan' e report, in which he emphasized the advantages
of the Chalco route and closed by saying "This army has
passed the Rubicon and has no resource but victory—which,
..16in my Judgment, will be assured by united action."
Duncan was then despatched with both missives to Scott's
headquarters, it then being "late in the afternoon or evening
14. Worth to Duncan, Tacubaya, Mexico, March 31, 1848.
Duncan Papers, United States Military Academy Library.
15. Ibid.
16. "Worth to Scott," Head Quarters 1st Division, Chalco,
August 14, 1847 (a true copy) . Duncan Papers, United
States Military Academy Library. The tone of this note
is rather patronizing and offers a certain amount of
gratuitous strategic advice. But Worth, like Scott,
was not noted for his tact or clarity of expression.
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and returned at 2 o'cloclt A,M, with his IScott'jl decision
—
17
voiding all the orders given out the day before."
George Kendall described the anxiety and depression
which pervaded the army wnen news of Scott's original
decision to attack Mexicalcingo got around among the men
and officers, and tne feeling of great doubt whether
Worth could overcome the unknown natural obstacles in his
way, in case he was sent around the lake. When news of
Scott's reversal of his original plan of action was known,
Kendall said the morale of the men soared, while that of
the Mexicans sank correspondingly when they saw their
heavily fortified positions rendered useless by this
flanking movement. The whole fate of the American army
18probably hinged on this particular movement.
And yet Scott in his official report made no mention
of Duncan' s original suggestion nor of Worth' s backing his
idea of a reconnaissance by Americans, in which the latter
took the definite risk of incurring Scott's disapproval
at a time when the relations between them were decidedly
strained. Worse than this, Scott tried to take all the
credit for himself in his official report by saying that
he had made strong feints against the Penon and Mexicalcingo
to deceive the enemy and detain his troops there but had
found these routes impracticable because of "a narrow
17. Worth to Duncan, Tacubaya, Mexico, March 31, 1848,
Duncan Papers, United States Military Academy Library.
13. Kendall, oa. cit .. 658-660, and 665.
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causeway wltn swamps on both sides" and "Those difficulties,
closely viewed, threw me back upon the project, lon^, enter-
tained, of turning tne strong defenses of tne city by pass-
ing around soutn of Lake Ghalco, so as to reach tnis point
1 A ..19on land."
Vd'hen it is remembered that Scott' s report of Gerro
Gordo generously glossed over tne mistakes of Twiggs and
Pillow, it would seem that this deliberate omission of
acknowledgement of tne great services of Duncan and Worth, •
in tnis particular instance, showed that bizarre personage
could stoop to shameful depths of personal spite and vin-
dictiveness as well. Tnis aifair later became a matter
of tne greatest controversy and, strangely enough, iicott'
s
version seems to have been accepted by most modern his-
torians. Probably this has been because Kendall* s un-
published manuscript was unknown. Kendall was incensed by
what ne considered Scott' s injustice and gives a most con-
21
vincing argument to that effect. Semmes felt tne same
22
way; but both these men, along witn Pillow (wno was a
19. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 274.
20. For this viewpoint see Smith, op. cit .. II, 372-373.
Professor Smitn, while factually exhaustive, often
reaches astounding conclusions. In effect, he claims
that Scott was only trying to mystify tne Mexicans—and
the American army too—by his original order to attack
Mexlcalcingo ; and that he had his own private spy in-
vestigating tne Ghalco route, wiiile Duncan was doing
so, who brought back a favorable report. Also, that
on account of Worth' s hostility, Scott did not open
his mind fully to nim'. (About as plausible a story
would have been for Hitchcock to announce that tne
ghost of Emanuel Swedenborg nad appeared before him
and revealed the Ghalco route.)
21. Kendall, op. cit .. 657-670.
22. Semmes, op. cit .. 343-353.
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much less creditable witness) were later identified v/ith
the Confederacy, and tne reactions of tne post-Civil 'uar,
New England historiansjlwere decidedly biased against evi-
dence from "Pirate iierames" or any otner soutnern sympathizer
and their findings have been largely inherited. But even
Hitchcock in his diary entry for August fifteenth seems
inadvertently to bear witness for Worth when he wrote
The General received, last evening, from General
Worth, Who is at Ghalco, the result of a reconnaissance
on the road south of tne lake, and Colonel Duncan, wno
conducted the reconnaissance, came witn tne report and
added oral explanations. Tne route had been first in
the General' s mind as that by wnich he would advance
upon tne city; but he had heard such bad accounts of
it that ne had nearly aoandoned all nope of using it
and had actually laid down his plan of attack upon
the batteries at Mexicalcingo, leaving the Pinon to
the right. 23
In accordance with tne new plan of attack, on August
fifteenth, Viortn marched further south for eight miles and
Q,uitman moved his division into Cnalco; tne other divisions
remaining as they were. At daylight on tne sixteenth
Worth was again in motion, with tne three other divisions
trailing behind him, around tne south snore of Lake Cnalco,
and camped for tne night at the hamlet of San Gregorio.
He would have pushed on further had not tne sound of Twiggs'
artillery, wno was bringing up tne rear of tne army, firing
at some Mexican guerrillas, worried him somewhat and caused
him to halt. On the seventeenth Worth met, for tne first
time, some scattered opposition, which he easily brushed
23. Hitchcock, op. cit .. 274.
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aside, and, early in the afternoon, took, possession of ban
Augustin, a village located upon tne important nighway to
Acapulco from Mexico City.
Mexico City lay about ten miles nearly north of oan
Augustin. Aoout three miles up tne nighway from tne latter
place was a large hacienda named oan Antonio, v/nich oanta
Anna immediately garrisoned ana fortified witn men and
guns rusned over from Ei Peiion. A little over two miles
further north stood a huge convent and church on the out-
skirts of tne village of Churubusco, and, some 350 yards
further, tne nighway crossed the Churubusco River wnich ran
there between high embankments. Tne church and convent
were also manned with soldiers and artillery and a
strong bridgehead or tete de point was erected on tne
southern approadi to the bridge over the river. Tne hign-
way itself, in approaching tne nacienda oan Antonio, ran
on an elevated causeway flanked on tne right by low and
marshy ground, impassaole for cavalry and artillery; and,
on tne left by some mal pais , or pedre^al . which was land
of volcanic origin whose snarp and broken rocks made pas-
sage most difficult even to infantry. Tnis lava had ex-
25
tended to tne west as far as the village of Contreras.
General Scott arrived at San Augustin on tne morning
of August eighteenth and promptly ordered Wortn to move up
against San Antonio— to attack it if feasible, or, if not,
24. Kendall, op. cit .. 653-664.
25. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 99; Kendall, op. cit ..
671-672.
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to mark and tnreaten it. Worth obeyed at once but finding
the direct approach comiiianded by tne Mexican artillery, ne
tnrew Garland' s brigade behind tne protection of a hacienda
in tne meadows to tne rignt; and held Clarke' s origade on
tne highway out of range. Tnat night his men bivouacKed
in a heavy rain, and witnout tents. Across tne fields,
from tne Mexican lines, came the sounds of boisterous
revelry— for the Mexicans seemed to believe, because Worth
had halted nis men, that they had gained an important
victory, and they prematurely celebrated it by a noisy
orgy.^^
In the meantime the American engineers had been busy
looking over the ground to tne west of San Augustin, toward
Contreras, wnicn was now garrisoned by a Mexican force
under General Valencia. Scott determined, on Robert E,
Lee' 8 advice, to attack in tnis direction, tnus turning
the strong Mexican position of San Antonio. Tnis meant
crossing part of the Pedregal by Riley's brigade. Pillow,
wno was in command, botcned most of tne joD but, by tne
morning of the twentieth, the Americans had a sizeable
force between Valencia and tne capital. At dawn, under
the capable leadership of Persifor F. Smith, tne Americans
made a surprize attack on Valencia' s camp, where anotner
drunken celebration had taken place. It took just seven-
teen minutes to rout tnis enemy force and send tne
26. Kendall, op. cit ., 672-673, 677.
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panic-stricken survivors streaming bacK toward tne city.
Scott and nis troops tnen moved up tne road to Goyoacan
and word was sent to Worth, wno nad marched witn one of
nis brigades toward Gontreras, in case nelp was needed^ to
capture San Antonio wnicn was now outflanked. ^'^
Worth at once led his force back to its original posi-
tion. Clarke' s brigade was tnen sent ofi' to the left, to
advance tnrough tne Pedregal; while Garland was ordered to
make a direct attack up tne highway, as soon as Clarke
became engaged. But before this plan was put into effect,
the Mexicans evacuated their untenable position at San
Antonio and started in full retreat toward Cnurubusco.
At tnis point Clarke' b men poured out of tne Pedregal and
nit the retreating Mexican column in its center and, with
Garland' s quicK: aid, routed tne second aalf of tne column,
and sent tne leading part rusxiing in disorder towards
Churubusco. Nor did trie Americans halt until a heavy fire
was opened upon them by tne prepared Mexican positions at
23 ?Qtnis place. Major Bonneville, in command of tne
American van was badly wounded at this spot.
Tne wnole engagement had developed so spontaneously
and quickly and witn sucn unexpected success for tne
Americans tnat no previous reconnaissance nad been made of
Santa Anna' s works at Churubusco. Some three hundred yards
27. Justin H. Sndth, op. cit .. II, 105-112; Elliott,
Scott, 505-514; Kendall, op. cit .. 673-707.
23. Kendall, oo. cit .. 707-703.
29. Tne hero of Wasnington Irving' s book about tne fur
trappers.
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on tne left, as Wortn came up, and in aavance of tne
bridge, stood the heavily fortified cnurcn and convent, in
front of wnicn tne road from Goyoacan, from tne west, joined
the highway. The entire ground was marsny and criss-crossed
by drainage ditcnes. In tne cnurcn and convent, in a large
nacienda benina it, ana at tne tete-de-pont guarding tne
bridgehead, the Mexicans were estimated to have about
15,000 men and fifteen cannon. Across tne river was a
reserve force of aoout 4,000 cavalry and infantry. And
these men were largely of Spanish blood, raised in tne
city, and quite different from some of tne Indian conscripts
whom the Americans had largely encountered heretofore.
Against tnis force General Scott had scarcely 3,000 men, a
great part of whom were exhausted by tne exposure of tne
30previous nignt and tne battle of tne morning.
But the Americans continued tne momentum of tneir head-
long rush. Without any definite plan of attacK tne various
units converged on tne Mexican positions, with eacn com-
mander using nis own judgement and initiative, and improvis-
ing nis movements as tne circumstances seemed to aemand.
worth nit at tne tete-de-pont
.
wnicn vjas the key to tne
enemy' s entire position, throwing his men into tne marsnes
and fields to tne right of tiie nighway except the 5tn Infantry
wnicn tnreatened from the nignway. Here they were swept
by a neavy fire from tne enemy. But tne men rushed forward
leaping tne ditches and breaking through tne standing
30. Kendall, op. cit .. 710-711.
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cornstalks, but suffering heavy casualties; and finally
with a dash carried this position with the bayonet. Shortly
afterwards tne otner enemy positions were taken as well,
31thus bringing to a close a day of uninterrupted triumph,
Altnough the two major engagements of tne day were
given tne names of two separate battles—Contreras and
Churubusco
—
yet it was really one long sustained action.
U. 3. Grant later praised Winfield Scott' s strategy on
32that day as faultless, but this seems ratner extreme, as
most of the American offensive was spontaneous and unplanned,
and it was the ability of tne officers to size up a situa-
tion and act quickly upon it wnicn brougnt victory. It was
all more of a triumphant "rat race" tnan tae development
of any well-laid strategy. An interesting pnase was tne
capture of some eignty-odd members of tne San Patricio
Battalion, or Irish Deserters as the Americans called them,
wno were i^merican deserters fignting in tne Mexican service,*"
Another was the pursuit of tne fleeing Mexicans by Captain
Pnil Kearny, wno, with a dozen of his dragoons, carried
away by the wild excitement of tne charge, actually stormed
into one of tne city gates, several miles away, from where
31. Kendall, op. cit .. 715-717.
32. U. 5. Grant, Memoirs
.
I, 145-145.
33. Fifty of these men were later nung, and fifteen, who
had deserted prior to the outbreak of war, were
severely flogged and branded on the cheek v;itn the let-
ter "D," For more information about this curious and
interesting subject, see G. T. Hopkins, "The oan
Patricio Battalion in txie Mexican Vnar, " U. S. Cavalry
Journal
.
September, 1913; Edward S. 'Wallace, "Deserters
in tne Mexican War," Hispanic-American Historical
Review
,
August, 1935; and Tom Mahoney, "bO Hangea and
11 Branded," Tne Soutnwest Review . Autumn, 1947,
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ne managed to extricate nimself—but witn tue loss of an
arm, hit by a grape-shot.
Worth' s reaction to the battle was expressed in a
letter to nis family, wnicn read:
I am satisfied, and have no desire to be present
at anotner battlefield, and such a fieldl More tnan
thirty years of experience aas filled my heart was
satiety, if not with disgust, and I am quite content
to leave other and younger aspirants tne future fields.
Three long hours of dreadful carnage, rivulets running
blood, and fields where God* s gifts and blessings were
growing literally sowed with fragments of human flesh
and bone. Four or five tnousand maimed and crushed
and wounded men within limited space is a fearful
sight, and then the odor of human blood and fester-
ing wounds; even long use has not reconciled me to
it.
My noble division has covered itself with honor.
From circumstances to be explained hereafter I have
no hope justice will be done it in tne official re-
port, but the whole army is its witness and will
testify. My relations in a certain quarter are
strange, but all susceptible of explanation. Alas,
poor human nature'. VJhen I reach my country all
things Shall be put right.
My division holds Tacubaya, by the hill of
Chapultepec, two miles from the city.'^'^
George Kendall criticizes Scott for even fighting the
battle of Ghurubusco, which he said could have been avoided
by Worth' s division, after tne capture of San Antonio,
forming a junction with tne rest of tne army at San Angel
or Goyoacan; and Quitman, wno had guarded* the siege and
baggage train at San Augustin, could nave also come up.
Then tne united American army, having avoided Ghurubusco,
could have reached Tacubaya without encountering any
34. "Worth Letters," New York Sunday Times
,
July 15, 1916.
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defenses and moved on into the capital itself by tne
open causev/ay leading to tne lightly defended Nino Perdido
garita, or city gate. Tnis would nave forced Santa i^nna
to give up Gnurubusco and to fight tne Aniericans witnin
the city, or else to nave offered battle in tne open
field; Dotn of wnicn choices he was most anxious to avoid,
t.s the Mexican mobile, light artillery was distinctly
inferior. Tiie neavy losses among V^ortn' s regulars were
oecause tney were forced to -attack positions whicn there
35
was no time to properly reconnoitre in tne time availaole.
35. Kendall, op. cit .. 727-730. Semraes agreed with
Kendall. Semmes, op. cit .. 409-412. For an able
defense of Scott' s strategy, see Elliott, Scott ,
519-520.
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CHAPTER XIV
Armistice and Final Battles
Darkness had hardly fallen on tne battlefield wnen a
coach from tne capital was stopped by Worth' s pickets.
In it were Tnornton, Secretary of tne British Embassy, and
Mackintosh, tne British Consul General. Kendall believed
the latter to be hand-in-glove with Santa Anna and
tnoroughly distrusted nim. As Semmes wrote
Our friend Kendall, of the New Orleans Picayune,
known favorably and extensively, by his "Santa Fe
Expedition" and by nis more recent and elegant work,
entitled "Battles of Mexico—Illustrated," was
sitting in our tent, on the evening of tne battle
—
it was about twilight--wnen tnls gentleman arrived,
in company with tne Mexican general, Mora y Villamil,
and one or two others, to propose a truce to General
Scott. Tne commission was entertainea a few minutes
by General Worth, and tnen dispatcned, under an
escort, to tne rear, to General Scott's nead-quarter s.
V/nen. they had gone, Kendall, with tne bluntness and
frankness wnich cnaracterize nim, exclaimed: "If s
no use, we're numbugged—Mcintosh is among tnem'.
"
Kendall, some years before, nad been a prisoner,
in Mexico, and knew tne man well.^
Before going to the rear, however, Maclntosn tried
to intercede witn Worth in behalf of tne captured men of
tne San Patricio Battalion; it being probaole that ne felt
guilty for inducing some of tnose poor devils to desert.
Kendall wrote
With eyes flashing fire the impetuous American
general told tne Englishman tnat the rules and
articles of war in tne Britisn army, in relation
to deserters, were tne same as those of tne
1. Semmes, op. cit .. 412-413.
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United States, were snort, and he would repeat tnem;
"He wno deserts to tne enemy in time of war, snail
suffer death'." And death txney shall suffer, con-
tinued Wortn, if tneir cases can be proved before a
court martial.
2
Kendall' s premonitions about Mcintosh were unfortunately
right. Scott, witn Mexico Gity lying wide open oefore nim,
allowed nimself to be completely noodwinked by tne commis-
sioners, wnose arguments were, tnat nis entrance at tnis
time would numble the vanity of a proud people, disperse
tne government, and scatter tne principal elements of tne
peace party in tneir congress. Practically all the offi-
cers in tne American army opposed an armistice and Worth,
after he had found Scott adamant, persuaded nira to insert
an article in the agreement whereby the Americans would
occupy the key fortress of Gnapultepec, overlooking tne
city, Scott, at first, agreed to do tnis oat again was
overcome by Mexican blandishments and finally omitted it.
Kendall, years later, remembering the American lives
lost in tne subsequent needless fignting, bitterly wrote:
Gross blunders and mistakes have been made in war,
but few as flagrant as tnis. Politics and Presi-
dential aspirations and ignorance of Santa Anna' s
cunning and duplicity, were tiie cause. Tne death
of many brave men followed tne armistice signed at
Tacubaya, and no one was to blame but V.'infield
Scott; ne nad nis own way. ne tnought he was
macadamizing a plain and smootn road to the Wxiite
House at Vjasaington. A peace witn Mexico then so
ardently desired in trie States, would open a .
broad turnpike—Winfield Scott missed tne road.
2. Kendall, op. cit .. 733-734.
3. Ibid
. .
739-741.
4. Kendall, letter to the Picayune . Boerne, Texas,
August 13, 1367, from Fayette Gopeland, Kendall of the
Picayune
.
211-212.
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And 80 Winfield Scott nad nis way, "thus losing' all
the dearly purchased advantages they had gained at Gontreras
and Churubusco." An armistice was agreed upon and pub-
lished on August twenty-fourth which was to last during the
negotiations for a peace but which was terminable by either
g
side on forty-eight hours notice. Tne next day, Nicnolas
Trist, by then on terms of warm friendship with Scott, sent
word to the Mexican Foreign Office tnat he was ready to
commence discussions leading to a final peace. Tnese began
Hopefully but soon bogged down completely; and on
September sixth, Scott formally sent to Santa Anna notice
of tne cancellation of tne armistice; giving as xiis reasons
the violations by the Mexicans of two of tne articles of the
armistice, covering the obtaining of supplies for tne
7Americans, and the cessation of military activities,
Santa Anna undoubtedly nad used this two weeks' respite to
strengthen the fortifications of tne city— "and txie Americans
had all their worn: to do over again."
In tne meanv/hile Wortn had moved his battered First
Division into quarters at tne pleasant little village of
Tacubaya, about a mile soutn of the castle of Ghapultepec,
wnere Scott's headquarters were located as well. Cnapultepec,
lying a little more than txvo miles southwest of tne capital,
was a strong fortification built on top of a nill, wnich had
5. Kendall, op. cit .. 739.
6. Sen. Doc. 52, 30th Gong., 1st Sess., 350-362.
7. Justin H. Smitn, op. cit .. II, 133-138.
3. Kendall, op. cit ., 763.
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formerly been used as a residence by tne Spanish viceroys,
Dut nad been converted into tne national military academy
by the Mexicans. It was the Key to tne approacnes to tne
capital from the south and west. About a 1000 yards west
of this castle was a range of low and massive stone build-
ings called El Molino del Rey, or tne King' s Mill.
Scott got the idea in his head, possibly from tne
9
reports of his paid spies, tnat tne Mexicans were using
tnese buildings to cast cannon from tne church bells of the
city. Tnis was a completely erroneous belief and Kendall
wrote
Within the village of Tacubaya there were many wno
did not believe in the existence of a cannon foundry
at the Molino: it was witnin plain signt and nearing
of many parts of the town, yet neitner sounds, smoke
nor evidence of any kind tnat such an establisiiment
was in operation nad been observed. During tne evening
of the 7th., and from good authority. Pillow learned
that tnere had been a foundry in operation at tne
mill some time previous, but tnat its macninery had
all been moved into tne city before tile arrival of
the Americans in tne valley, and tne establishment
broken up. More tnan tnis, tne water power wnich
had moved the machinery was in the possession of
General Scott at Tacubaya, and could easily oe cut
off. Tills fact was considered of so much importance
that it was imparted to tne commander-in-chief along
witn otner evidence tnat no foundry existed; out
nothing could snake his determination in carrying out
tne contemplated attack. 1^
Scott was also said to have received txne misinform-a-
tion upon which ne based his oDstinate opinion from Nicnolas
Trist;"'"^ but Kendall suspected tne influence of tne British
9. See Sen. Exec. Doc. 34, 54th Gong., 2d Sess., 37-38
(Scott' s Accounts) for some of the sums paid to
Mexicans for information.
10. Kendall, op. cit .. 779-730.
11. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 402.
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Consul General Mclntosn, wiiom ne called, "a polished
trickster," and an intimate of Santa Anna, and suggests
tnat it was all part of a plot to destroy Wortn' s regular
division, and, tnis accomplished, "the overthrow of the
12
entire American force was counted upon as certain." And
it would seem that a large share of tne blame for tnis
bloody and needless battle should rest squarely upon tne
snoulders of Lieutenant-Colonel Ethan Allen Hitchcock who
was, after all, chief of tne American secret service and
intelligence, and should have been held directly responsible
for all information received tnrough secret agents, or for
the veracity of reports received from others.
Scott nad massed nis army against tne southern ap-
proaches to the capital and sent verbal orders to Worth to
attack and carry the Molino at midnight on September seventh,
and, according to Kendall, expressed the opinion tnat this
objective could be attained witn tne loss of a score of
men. Worth was also ordered to return to his quarters
before daylight, after the assault. But Worth was worried
and sensed a serious situation. After looking over the
ground, he urgently requested some modifications in tne
plan; one to tne effect tnat tne attack should be postponed
until daylight; the otner to assault Ghapultepec Castle as
well Should circumstances prove favorable. Scott granted
13
tne first of these requests but curtly refused tne second.
12. Kendall, op. cit ., 797-798
13. Ibid . . 730-731.
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Wortn began his attach, after a snort preliminary bom-
bardment, witn a force of some 3,000 men; and tnis time tne
Americans really caught a tartar. Tne Mexicans were ready
in a strength of about 10,000 men, well-armed and protected
and bloodily repulsed tne first rusnes of tne Americans;
sallying forth to murder tne wounded left behind in the
backwash. Only after neavy reinforcements arrived did
the Americans finally carry tne Molino; and as mucn diffi-
culty was experienced in capturing a strong outlying ouild-
ing to tne west, called tne Casa Mata. It was a Pyrric
victory, for tne American casualties were a little more
than 800 killed and wounded, a staggering loss to an army
of only about 3,000 effectives. And all that was found in
tne buildings were some old and worthless molds. Tne only
possible consolation was the demonstration again tnat the
Americans could carry a strong position against superior
forces by tne use of cold steel, and tne fact that tne
Mexican casualties, including prisoners, amounted to about
2,000. Kendall believed that Santa Anna was in possession
of 3cott' s order to attack the Molino within two uours
after it was issued—and prepared accordingly. -^"^
The rift between Scott and Worth widened after this
ghastly fiasco, a feeling which seej:)ed down to tne lowliest
drummer-boy; and eacn blaraea the other for this costly and
barren victory. Worth was accused of attacking witn too
little artillery preparation—whicn was unquestionably
14. Kendall, op. cit ., 732-793.
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true
—
"but tne basic blunder could De clearly laid at
ocott' 3 door, and possibly at tnat of nis precious Ciiief
of intelligence, Hitcncock. Tne fact tnat ocott nad first
ordered a night attacit, wnich would nave been even more
costly, and then gave \vorth no intimation tnat a neavy
bombardment would probably be necessary first, seems to
lay tne blame squarely upon him. After all, ocott con-
trolled tne intelligence service, and Worth simply accepted
tne information 'given him at its face value, and acted
accordingly with tne men and guns allotted to nim. And
this information definitely was, tnat tne Mexican positions
were lightly held and could be easily carried. Tne other
mistaiie of Scott was in not allowing tiie victorious
Americans to carry tne assuit, in their momentum, against
the adjoining Ghapul tepee Castle, which would nave
eliminated tne necessity of fighting another costly battle
against this stronghold a few days later. Kendall said
that tne castle laid wide open to capture after tne rout
of the Mexicans and its seizure would have greatly com-
pensated for tne American losses, but that Scott "from
causes wnicn seem unaccountable" would not permit tne at-
tack.
The situation of tne American army was now precarious.
Santa Anna had destroyed tne bridges and blocked up the
narrow mountain gorges witn fallen trees, along the line
15. Kendall, op. cit .. 793-304; Semnies was as caustic,
op. cit
.
, 431-435
,
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of retreat to PueWa. Scott' s strengtn in effectives nad
been reduced to 7,00j men bat, becaase of tne need of
Jiospital attendants and prison guards, not more than 6,000
men could be counted on. Facing them, Santa Anna still
had an army of over 20,000, strongly entrencned in a city
of nearly 200,000 inhabitants. Drastic action was neces-
sary as every day allowed tne Mexicans to improve their
defensive positions.
Scott' s answer to tnis situation v;as the storming of
Chapultepec Castle—by then mucn strengtnened—against tne
advice of most of his officers and nis best engineers,
including Rooert E. Lee, who wanted to by-pass this formid
able obstacle, and make a direct attack upon tne city up
the soutnern causeway. But Scott overruled all objections
as usual, and on September tnirteentn, in an attack, wnich
is probably tne best-known battle of tnat little-known war
the Americans, in furious hand-to-hana fighting, set a
mark for themselves wnich, for gallantry and dash, has
never been exceeded in our history. Tne soldiers, for a
while, got out of hand and, in revenge for tne Mexican
massacre of tne wounded at Molino del Rey, snowed no
quarter. But this time tne enemy position was thorougnly
reconnoitred, tne attack well planned, ana tne results
successful. Wortn and his Dadly shattered division de-
17
servedly made up the reserve during the assault.
16. Kendall, oo. cit .. 805-306; Justin ri. Smith, op. cit .
II, 143-149.
17. Kendall, op. cit ., 307-845; Justin H. Smith, op. cit .
II, 149-153.
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Immediately after the capture of tne castle, Generals
Quitman and Persifor Smith, without waiting for orders,
rushed after the fleeing Mexicans up the causeway leading
almost directly east to the Belen £arita, or gate, of tne
capital; and Worth, also witnout waiting for any word from
Winfield Scott, dashed up the otner causeway, wnicn lead
northeast, and then east to the garita at San Gosme.
Kendall ooserved they hurried on "as ttiough they were
anxious to get out of the hearing of General Scott' s orders
They had not forgotten nis halt at Ghurubusco, and tne use-
13less sacrifice of over a thousand men in consequence."
These causeways both had an elevated stone aqueduct
running down their center, and were flanked by marshy
ground, criss-crossed by drainage ditches, wnicii made cross
country movements impossible, iiuitman was haltea by a
strong battery and Worth delayed nis advance to send over
Duncan' s battery to help him by a connecting road. Q,uitraan
then moved on and entered the Belen ^arita before Worth
19
could fight nis way through tnat of San Gosme.
Reinforcements, and General Scott himself, soon Joined
Worth outside tne San Gosme gate— but this time tnere were
no delays nor holdings-back. The garrison of the garita
held out stubbornly, so Worth fell back on his old tactics
of Monterey, boring and battering through tne walls of
13. Kendall, letter to txie Picayune
.
Boerne, Texas,
August 2, 1367, fror.: Gopeland, op. cit .. 220-221.
19. Ibid
. : Semraes, op. cit . > 345,
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houses, his sharp-shooters also mounted to trie roofs and
POtook a deadly toll of tne defenders; and Raphael bemmes
and U. a. Grant (a curious combination) worked togetner In
placing small howitzers in churcn steeples, overlooking tne
21
city, wnich did some effective snelling. Tne garrison
of the garita were finally overwhelmed by so close and
destructive a fire that they fled in consternation; Santa
Anna, who nad been tnere in person, escaping over a garden
wall.^^
Worth immediately ordered nis mortars, whicn nad ar-
rived, to open upon tne Grand Plaza and tne vicinity of
the National Palace, and this bombardment continued until
the arrival, a little after midnignt, of a deputation from
tne avuntamiento . or city council, witn tne news tnat
3anta Anna had evacuated the city with the remnants of nis
army. Tnis commission asked to confer with General Scott
over tne terms of surrender and vrere sent, witn an escort,
to tne latter' s neadquarters at Tacubaya, where they arrived
23between 5 and 4 o'clock in tne morning. Scott told them
that ne would accept unconditional surrender only, but gave
assurances that life and property woul'd be protected, rie
tnen demanded a contribution from tne city of 5150,000, in
lieu of giving it over to nis army for pillage. Txnis sum
was paid and used to purcnase blankets and otner creature
20. Kendall, op. cit .. 351-855.
21. Semmes, op. cit .. 459-460; Grant, oq. cit .. 153-159.
22. Kendall, op. cit .. 356.
23. Ibid
. .
857.
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comforts for tne sick: and wounded; and tne balance eventually
became tne nucleus of a fund by vmicn tne Old cioldiers'
Home in Wasnlngton, D. G. was Duilt. But Winfield iicott
did not nesitate to pocket a personal commission of aoout
five per cent of tnis sum, whicn act ne afterwards defended
as being in accordance witn "tne laws and usages of war and
the universal custom of allowing prize money in tne naval
service .
"
After tne Mexican delegation iiad left, iicott sent
orders to Quitman and Vortn to proceed slowly and cautiously
into tne city and occupy tne key points. Wortn advanced
as far as tne Alameda^, within tnree or four blocks of tne
Gran Plaza, where, in compliance witn nis orders, he
stopped. But Quitman, having earlier received word direct
from the Mexicans of tne evacuation, proceeded, snortly
after daybreak, to tne Gran Plaza where ne occupied tne
National Palace and raised tne American flag. At
3 o'clock in the morning of September fourteentn. General
Scott, in full dress uniform, witxi gold epaulets, yellow
top-featners in his dress nat, and mounted on a giant
charger, dashed into tne Gran Plaza, followed by a clatter-
ing escort of dragoons. If ever a man looked tne part of
tne triumpnant conqueror, of tne noble soldier, Winfield
Scott, with his towering height of six feet four incnes,
did on tnat occasion; ana the American soldiers, recognizing
24. Scott, Memoirs of Lieut-General Scott . II, 531.
25. Elliott, Scott , 652.
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his splendor as tne personification of t/ieir grimy glory,
greeted nim witn cneers -wnicn seemed to rocK tne palace and
26
catnedral on tneir foundations.
Thus ended the official nostilities of the war, bat
tnere were two more days of sniping and disorder in tne
capital before tne American army settled down to routine
occupation duty. Santa Anna had released all txie criminals
from tne jails, before leaving, and these, with tne disbanded
militia, and the treacherous leperos
.
nad been looting all
night and now started to snipe at tne Americans. It began
when a musket was fired, almost point-blanK, at Vortn, wnile
27
returning to tne Alameda from the Plaza. As Worth told
it in a letter to nis daughter, Mi's. Sprague, dated Mexico,
September 28, 1347:
Tne day we entered they commenced a fire upon
us from the nousetops, and cut down several of my
officers and men. My friend Garland [the colonel
commanding one of Worth' s two brigadej, wno was at
my side, caught a snot aimed at me. I caused tne
heavy guns to be turned against every nouse, whether
palace, church, or convent, and after a few hours
of sucn appliance, not regarding where or wno it
nit, quelled tne dastardly villains^ but it coat
me some fifty brave fellows . . . .°
Sucn drastic measures had their effect and, oy the
afternoon of lae next day, general peace and order was
restored to tne capital, whicn lasted until tne evacuation
of tne city by tne Americans in June, 1843. It is true
26. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. II, 162-164; Kendall,
op. cit .. 363.
27. Kendall, op. cit .. 364.
23. "Worth Letters, " New York Times
.
July 15, 1916.
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tnat tnere were assassinations of individual soldiers,
during tnis period, bat never again were tnere any mass
disorders.
The army then settled down to tne anti-climax of
routine occupation duty. Discipline was tightened up and
spit 'n and polish and "chicken" raised their ugly heads,
as always in such circumstances. Tne punisnments for in-
fractions were severe and "rugged," by our present-day
standards, but tne results were good, for tae army, on the
whole, behaved admirably. Scott was at nis best in tnis
kind of duty. But tnere were compensations as well.
Stores, restaurants and saloons were soon reopened by tne
Mexicans, and many otners were started by American
entrepreneurs
. Gambling houses, bull-fignts, and horse
races offered their attractions to txie sportively inclined;
an American tneatrical company and an Italian opera troupe
appeared at tne National Tneatre (formerly the Gran Tiieatre
de Santa Anna ) ; and for tne more serious-minded tnere were
sight-seeing tours and a Reading Room witn a circulating
library. Two American newspapers were soon started, the
Nortn -rtmerican
.
and tne American Star , with tne latter re-
ceiving all tiie official business of tne army. But txie
primary diversion of all soldiers, since wars began,
quickly took its natural place, and "fraternization" soon
reigned supreme, during tne off-duty nours, in tne many
29. Kendall, op. cit .. 369.
li
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dance halls, wnere fandangos and masquerades were neld
nightly, and trie sound of gay music, particularly tne
waltzes of btraus, could oe neard until daybreak..'-
The officers formed tne Aztec Club, with General
Franklin Fierce as president, which provided "good cheer
at moderate rates"; to wnich organization, it is interest-
ing to note, aoout all tne officers, including General
Vvortn and Lieut . -Colonel James Duncan, belonged, but not
Generals Scott and Gideon Pillow, nor Colonel Ethan Allen
Hitchcock.
General V;ortn' s personal activities, except for xiis
acrimonious dispute witn Scott anp. tne ensuing Court of
Inquiry, are not so clear. Tne American Star
.
September 23, 1847, contained a snort article about nim
Which read:
Worth is so careful of nis men that he must see a
chance. In a word I tnink that Twiggs would nave
fought at Euena Vista .... Worth, I think, would
not .... But ne thinks as much of a private as
he does of an officer, and he wiix never expose a
soldier without necessity ."^^
30. American Star . Mexico City, Septemoer, 1847-May, 1348,
passim : Richard Fi. Sherry, M.D., U.S.N., El Puchero
or a Mixed Dish from Mexico (Fhiladelpnia, 1350)
,
115 ff.; J. Jacot: Oswandel, Notes of tne Mexican War
(Philaaelphia, 1835), 458 ff.; Grant, op. cit .. I,
162, 167, 190; Kendall, op. cit .. 370.
31. General Cadmus M. Wilcox, History of tne Mexican War
(Wasnington, 1392), 710-7lIT (This club was still
active in 1392 wnen it was addressed at its annual
meeting by Colonel De Lancey Floyd-Jones, Proceedings
and Addresses at Annual Meetini^, Aztec Club of 1347
(New York, 1392) , and txie next year a Constitution
and List of Members (Washington, 1393) was issued.)
32. "Notes from My Knapsack or Reminiscences of a Campaign
on the Rio Grande— No. 4," (Signed) £. ?. R.
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On October seventh, tnib paper noted tnat ne nad been to
tJie National Theatre twice witnin tne week, and on
October twenty-first it carried a notice of the presenta-
tion to nin by tne New York state legislature of a sword
ana coatly set of plate, and, it understood, a beautiful
country seat was given too."^ On November second tnere was
tne report of a Court of Inquiry, upon wnicn Worth sat,
wnicn investigated tne discovery of t.;o Mexican nowitzers
from Gnapultepec, in General Pillow' s baggage, and which
exonerated tne latter of looting; after ne nad returned
tnis government property. Tne only otner notices of tnis
personal kind about nim were an advertisement in tne Issue
of March seventn by a dentist named Dr. George Parsons
giving General Worth as a reference, and his name appeared,
on April twenty-first, as tne donor of :?15 toward a sub-
scription to purcnase a model of tne Mine of Valenciana
at Guanajuato for presentation to tne Military Academy at
West Point.
On a national scale Wortn received more publicity.
At tne Jackson Day dinner of tne .^ew York City Democrats,
on January 3, 1343, a toast to nim as a man of "real worth"
was received witn wild entnusiasm; while no mention was
maae of any otner general out Taylor.*" On January 15, 1348,
tne New York Herald printed a call for a meeting to take
.^S. Tne country seat was never given, but Wortn was also
presented witn two otner swords; one froa. tne city of
Troy, and the otner from Hudson and Kindernook.
34. Comparisons are certainly odious witn World War II.
35. Niles National Register (Baltimore;, January 29, 1348.
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place on February twenty-second, to nominate General Worth
for the presidency; a boom which had Deen initiated the
37previous August by tne New York Sun . Notning seems to
have come of tnis talK, but Worth was bitterly attacked
later by tne violently partizan, pro-Scott, American Star
as a seceder Wnig wno nad turneu democrat and wanted to
annex Mexico, Central America, and Guba.*^®
This latter accusation had a real basis, for Worth
had written to Secretary of War Marcy from, City of
Mexico, October 30, 1847, a long letter in which ne defi-
nitely espoused tne cause of Manifest Destiny, saying, in
part:
That our race is finally destined to overrun this
whole continent is too obvious to need proof. Like
an axiom in mathematics, it is only necpssary to
state the proposition to ensure belief; and we may
state it thus: Put two distinct races in juxtaposi-
tion, one more powerful and superior in civilization,
and it will absorb the inferior. Tne most tnat can
be said in opposition to this is tnat we are some-
what premature, perhaps half a century ....
It being then a oart of our destiny to over-
run tne country Mexico), a destiny which we can no
more avoid, despite the struggles of snort-signted
politicians, than we can change the order of nature,
the question is whether we snail complete tne work
ve have already so nearly accomplished or leave it
to be undertaKen de novo by our children'. Having
spent most of tne blood and treasure waicn the con-
quest requires, snail we relinquisn it and thus
impose tne same sacrifice upon another generation?*-^
Worth again expressed tnis conviction in a letter to
36. From Niles I^ational Register (Baltimore), January 15, 1343.
37. Ibid., August 23, 1847.
33. American Star
.
February 9 and 10, 1843.
39. "Wortn Letters," xNew York Times Magazine
.
July 16, 1916.
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his old friend Major Gaines, dated Mexico, December 14, 1847,
In which he wrote: "We 'but Jump the life to come' and
anticipate destiny by forty years—a small leap for our
people—In finishing now what our children must of neces-
sity do— therefore, I would say take all—hold all ."^^
But all Worth' s personal actions were soon over-
shadowed by his bitter dispute with Scott which developed
Into probably the most scandalous and unfortunate quarrel
In the history of the United States Army.
A contemporary and diverting sidelight on the breach
between Scott and Worth was furnished by "Old Zach" Taylor
In tne north, who growled a sort of "plague on both your
houses," and wrote his son-in-law from Monterey on
September 14, 1847, "As to Scotts and Worths falling out,
unless to mask some dirty work, I do not believe a word of
It. You will see when understood what it all amount to."^^
On the twenty-seventh of the same month he wrote further:
"Between ourselves Genl. Scott would stoop to any thing
however lov? & contemptable as any man In the nation, to
obtain power or place, & be as arbitrary In using It when
In possession."
40. Gaines Papers, New York State Library, Albany
41. Letters of Zachary Taylor . 130,
42. Ibid .. 136.
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CdiiPTER XV
The Court of Inquiry
The big explosion came In November. General Scott
nad not enjoyed a convenient quarrel for some time, now
tnat nis differences with Nicholas Trist were adjusted, and
his standing dispute with the administration nad been
somewhat dulled by time and distance. Tnls was an abnormal
condition, for Scott seemed to live for controversy; and
had defied or quarreled continuously, during nls career,
with one superior officer after anotner. Including Presi-
dents John Q,aincy Adams, JacKson and Polk. Also tne
astonishing strength of tne Zachary Taylor boom for the
Whig nomination for tne presidency in the following year
must nave rankled; for Scott had an inordinate ambition
for that office; and Taylor, despite nis crudeness as a
general, was far more popular in tne army as well as among
civilians. Tnen tnere was little doubt but tnat many of
Scott' s officers looked upon tneir commanding officer as a
lucky windbag wno nad gained nis victories largely because
of his excellent subordinate officers and tne courage and
dash of tne men; and Scott undoubtedly sensed this. It was
all ratner like a smoking and smouldering volcano upon the
verge of an eruption.
The trouble started when the American Star in its issue
of October twenty-second mentioned a letter puuiished
earlier by the New Orleans Delta and signed "Leonidas." The
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next day tne Star printed tnls letter In fall, wnicn It
nad Obtained from tne Nev Orleans Picayune of September
tv/entleth, wiiich paper, in turn, nad republisned it from
the Delta . Tne letter was a fulsome panegyric about Major-
General Gideon rillow to whom it attributed full credit for
the victories at Oontreras and Ghurubusco and contained
passages such as
He |Pillo\J evinced on tnis, as he nas done on otner
occasions, tnat masterly military genius and profound
knowledge of war, wnicn nas aatonisned so raucn tne
mere martinets of tne profession .... During tnis
great battle, wnicn lasted two days. General ir-illow
was in command of all the forces engaged, except
General Worth' s division, and this was not engaged;
except in taking tne last work. General Scott gave
out one order and that was to reinforce General
Cadwalader' s brigade.
c
Tne letter went on to tne height of absurdity when it
described a hand-to-hand combat in wnicn Pillow engaged a
Mexican officer. Pillow called out to nis adversary;
"Let tiie honor and prowess of our respective coun-
tries be determined by tne issue of tnis combat."
Strait-way tne Mexican, a large and muscular man
attacked witn lance and sword, handled nis arms
with great vigor and skill but our general was nis
superior in dexterity and coolness. At last tne
Mexican made one terrible cnarge at our general with
nis lance, wxiicn tne latter evaded witn great promp-
titude and avidity, using his sword, tossed tne
weapon of txie Mexican high into the air, and t^nen
quietly blew his brains out with nis revolver.
Botn tne American and Mexican armies witnessed tnis
splendid effort.
This last nonsensical description had been printed in
italics in the Picayune and it was afterwards discovered
that it nad oeen made up out of wnole cloth by tne editors
of tne Delta and inserted as a Joke on the unpopular Pillow
wnen tne Leonidas letter arrived in tne mail pouch from
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Mexico City.' Of course It left General Pillow wide open
to a counter-offensive of ridicule wnicn would probaoly
have laugned nim out of tne array and public life, out
General Scott' s ponderous and numorless mind did not wove
in such subtle cnannels and he evidently tooii it all as a
personal insult.
A little later, an American paper in Tampico reprinted
a letter wnicn nad appeared in tne Pittsburgh Post on
September twenty-fifth, and wnich described tne turning
movement soutn of Lake Chalco quite factually. After tell-
ing of ocott' s reconnaissances toward tne Penon and
Mexicalcingo, it went on to say:
In the meantime General Worth, wnose division
nad been left at Cnalco, wnile General Scott with
Twiggs nad gone on to Ayotla, sent Colonel Duncan
with a large party to examine tne denounced route.
Colonel Duncan found it just tne reverse of
wnat it nad been pronounced to oe ; it was firm,
rocky, and quite practicable, requiring to be sure,
a little labor here and there. General Worth
instantly sent Colonel Duncan witn tnis information
to General Scott, and urged tne movement of the
wnole army to tne left of Lake Chalco. The direct
attack was abandoned, and on tne morning the whole
army was in motion.^
Tnis was a mild letter indeed compared to tne insane
Leonidas affair and stated simply and modestly what all
concerned in tne examination of tne Cnalco route believed
to be tne truth. But it produced the grand eruption from
tne smouldering Scott. On November twelfth ae issued nis
1.
2.
American Star
.
May 10, 1847, extract from Vicksburg
Sentinel quoting New Orleans Delta of April eleventh.
Reprinted in American Star , l^lovember 16, 1347.
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famous General Order No. 349, in which he quite rightly
called to the attention of the officers of the Army the
regulation forbidding them "from detailing in private
letters or reports the movements of the army"; a regulation
which Scott had flagrantly and grossly violated himself
upon numerous occasions in the past. He then mentioned
specifically the above two letters and let loose a flood
of billingsgate upon the suspected authors, saying:
It requires not a little charity to believe
that the principal heroes of the scandalous letters
alluded to did not write them, or especially procure
them to be written; and the intelligent can be at no
loss in conjecturing the authors, chiefs, partisans,
and pet familiars. To the honor of the service, tne
disease
—
pruriency of fame not earned—cannot have
seized upon a half dozen officers present, all of
whom, it is believed, belonged to the same two
coteries.
False credit may, no doubt, be attained at hand
by such despicable self-puf fings and malignant exclu-
sion of others, but at the expense of the just esteem
and consideration of all honorable officers, who love
their country, their profession, and the truth of
history. The indignation of the great number of the
latter class cannot fail in the end to bring down the
conceited and envious to their proper level.
This psychopathic tirade naturally produced a wave
of criticism against Scott when it was published at home;
4
and he was bitterly attacked by various newspapers, and
the New York Evening Post went so far as to seriously
doubt his sanity. Upon his personal staff, Captain Robert
3. American Star . November 13, 1847.
4. Leslie Chase to James Duncan, New Orleans, January 11, 1848.
Duncan Papers, United States Military Academy Library.
5. American Star . March 8, 1847, attacked the North American
for reprinting this article.
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E. Lee did not tnink Scott temperate and made efforts to
heal txie widening breacn wltn nls two general e.
But one of "tne principal neroes of txie scandalous
letters alluded to, " General Worth, Happened to be com-
pletely innocent of all cnarges. rie nad neitner written,
nor caused to oe vjritten tne "Tampico" letter; nor did ne
have any knowledge about it wnen it was written. He quite
naturally wrote to Scott, the next day, November tairteenth,
saying that "I learn with much astonishment taut the pre-
vailing opinion in tnis array points tne imputation of
' scandalous' . . . , and tne invocation of tne indignation
of tne great number . . . , to myself as one of tne officers
alluded to." and asked most respectfully, "wnether iii any
sense or degree he [ScotJ condescended to apply, or ae signed
to nave applied, the epithets contained in tnat order to
myself . . . ."'^
Upon tne same day, November tnirteenth, Lieutenant-
Colonel James Duncan, in a letter to tne editor of tne
I'^orth American
,
acknowledged niraself to oe tne autnor of
tne "Tampico" letter, wuicix ne nad written to a friend in
Pittsburgh with no tnought of its later publication, rie
completely exoneratec. General \vortn and said further "The
statements in the letter are known by very many officers
of tnis army to be true." As it so happenea tne recipient
of tne letter nad taken tne actual description of the
6. Douglas Southall Freeman, R. E. Lee: A Bio^raohy .
4 vols. (New York, 1934-1935), I, 293.
7. Wilcox, op. cit ., 583-584.
3. Ibid
. .
534-535.
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reconnaissance of the Chalco route from another letter
Which he had received from Lieutenant-Colonel James E.
9Mason, an engineer officer, who had been assigned to
Worth's division Just before the Chalco reconnaissance, and
who had been wounded at Mollno del Rey and returned to the
States, Duncan, however, manfully never mentioned this
fact and Mason escaped all trouble.
Scott' s answer, on November fourteenth, to what seemed
like the reasonable request of Worth, especially In view of
9. to Duncan, Philadelphia, January 1, 1848. In-
complete letter without signature. Duncan Papers,
United States Military Academy Library.
10. Mason felt badly about the whole affair and in two
letters from Newport, Rhode Island, to Duncan, of
January 4 and March 24, 1848, offered to testify for
him in the Court of Inquiry. He also said "... It
is Genl. Scotts fault . . . , I should like to see tnc
president order him home on the ground of want of
capacity to maintain subordination without ridiculous
and scandalous exposures . . . Some strong whig papers
are very severe on the want of tone and temper & magis-
terial dignity in his order— 'coteries* 'partlzans'
'pet familiars,' to whom do tnese phrases picked up
in the sewers of Billingsgate apply better than to him
& his. If we could get a thorough investigation into
the secret history of the campaign and into txie influ-
ence of his personal self in producing Its brilliant
results, it might pluck a feather or two from the
plumage of his frame I The most remarkable example of
mediocrity, in tne world, the very sublime of medio-
crity, remarkable for nothing in the world but dis-
graceful and ridiculous affectation, he has by luck,
under the supreme influence of Fortune, (more supreme
in war than in any thing else) gained a great name.
(Letter of January fourth.)
In tnls same letter he also wrote: "Capt. Lee
gave me to understand when I was leaving Ayotla to go
to Chalco to report myself to Genl. Worth, that the
mass of the army was to attack Mexlcalclngo while
Worth should pass round the Lake and cooperate on the
other side . . . These facts I am ready to swear to in
any court of Earth or Heaven." Duncan Papers, United
States Military Academy Library.
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Duncan' 8 assumption of all responsibility for tne Tarapico
letter, was sent tnrough nis adjutant and. simijly repeated
tnat General Order No. 349 applied to "tne autnors, aiders
and abettors" of tne Tarapico and Leonidas letters'*""^—an
unsatisfactory reply to say tne least.
On tne same day Wortn once more respectfully asked for
a definite answei- as to whether ne vjas one of tne persons
referred to, saying tnat ne was doing so "witn tne view to
furtner measures to protect myself" and tnat tne order left
no doubt, "in public military opinion, in regard to per-
sons.""''^
Again Scott quibbled, and replied, also on tne four-
teenth, tnrougn his adjutant, "that he [Scott] nas notning to
do witn tne suspicions of others, and nas no positive in-
formation as to the authorship of the letters alluded to
in general orders No. 349. If Jie had valid information he
would immediately prosecute the parties before a general
13
court martial."
Then came the counter-explosion. Worth was ill, nis
leg wound of tne \var of 1312 nad bothered nim during the
wnole campaign, and ne probaoly felt that he and nis men
were by no means receiving a fair share of tne credit for
the victorious campaign; for of tne 2,700 odd casualties
suffered by tne four American divisions in txie Valley of
Mexico campaign, Wortn' s First Division lost l,2?o men,
11. Wilcox, 0 0. cit ., 535.
12. Ibid. , 536.
13. Ibid.
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which was over twice t.iat of Quitman' s division, wnich lost
5-^0, the next greatest loss.''''^
rie acknowledged Scott' s last letter (also on txie foar-
teentn, wnich day must nave been given up completely to
letter writing) and stated he had received no satisfactory
answer to his just and rightful inquiries; and, "Knowing
himself to be deeply aggrieved ana wronged, that ne intended
to appeal, tnrougn tne prescribed channels, to tne President.'
Two days later ne did sc in a letter which for intemperance
almost matched Scott' s general order, saying in part:
From the arbitrary and illegal conduct, tne
malice and gross injustice, practiced by the general
officer, . . . 11a jor-G-eneral Wlnfield Scott, I appeal
... to tne constitutional commander-in-chief, the
President of tne United otates. I accuse MaJ.-Gen.
Vifinfield Scott of naving acted in a manner unbecom-
ing an officer and a gentleman.
Worth went on to say that Scott* s General Order No. 349
was "calculated and designed to cast odium and disgrace"
upon nimself and to destroy his authority, tnat Scott had
declined to reply whether ne intended to imoute him, altnough
he acknowledged he nad no definite information about tne
author of tne letters. Worth closed by saying "I do not
urge present action on these accusations, oecause of tnelr
inconvenience in withdrawing many officers from tneir duties"
but asked for tne President' s examination into tne case and
1
6
protection from any arbitrary conduct of Scott.
Scott, in a fury, now placed Generals Wortn and Pillow,
14. Semmes, op. clt . . 472.
15. "Wilcox, 00. clt .. 536-537,
16. Ibid., 587.
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and Lieutenant-Colonel Duncan under arrest, and preferred
charges against all three. Tnis arrest was somewhat miti-
gated by the trio being allowed tne freedom of tne city
instead of being confined to tneir quarters as is the
17
usual rule in such cases.
It was all a most unfortunate matter and complicated
by tne utter lack of numor, except possibly in Duncan, of
all concerned. The Honorable Maury Maverick of Texas
recently coined tne expression " gobbledygook" to describe
tne verbose, turgid, and unintelligible statements issued
by many federal agencies, and "gobbledygook" well descrioes
tne Whole affair. Wortn and Scott were old comrades-in-
arras in tne minuscule regular army of the times and were
much of a type in many ways, being intolerant, vain,
truculent, and extra-sensitive, about their "sacred nonor,
"
but eager for praise and willing to perform prodigies of
valor to get it. Pillow appears to have been a scoundrel,
a small town criminal lawyer, formerly a law partner of
President Polk, wno nad reached his nign military position
through political chicanery; for his ineptitude in that
profession vas notorious tnroughout tne Army. James Duncan
was a nard-working and efficient artillery officer with a
superb war record, an intimate friend and devoted admirer
of Worth, wno became involved, partly througn xais loyalty
to the latter. Tne pity of it all was tnat sacn splendid
soldiers as Worth and Duncan, justified as tney may nave
17, Justin H. Sraitn, op. cit .. 11, 436.
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been, snoala have found tnemselves on tne same side oi' tne
fence as tne snyster Pillow,
Wnen -word of tais scandalous quarrel reacned "Wasnlngton,
President Polk was much upset
—
particularly by tne troubles
13
of nls protege Pillow. On January 3, 1343 tne matter was
brought before nis cabinet, and it was unanimously agreed
tnat Scott snould be relieved of nis cominand; tnat Worth
should oe released from arrest; and a court of inquiry in-
stituted to examine the case and V/orth' s charges against
19Scott. A little later it was decided to release Pillow
and Duncan from arrest as well, and extend the authority
of tne court of inquiry to cover alx the cases involved,
instead of a court nartial; in otner words, to see first
if the evidence warranted any trials later by a formal
court martial."' Major-General William 0. Butler, who was
then in Mexico City as second in command, was Cxiosen to
succeed Scott.
Tnis was a stunning blow to Winfield Scott, and against
Worth' s request in nis letter, through channels, to Presi-
dent Polk; and it created mucn sympathy for Scott, even
from tnose wno nad tnougnt his treatment of Wortn arbitrary
?1
and unfair. Tne court did not meet until March seventeenth
and in the meantime all concerned lived in an atraospnere of
nervous tension and frigid formality. Worth wrote nis
13. Polk: Tne Diary of a President , ed. Allan Nevins
(Nev York, 1929), December .?0, 1847.
19. I Did . . January 3, 1343.
20. Ibid., January 9, 1343.
21. Keyes, oo. cit .. 153; Freeman, Lee . 237-233.
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family that "Unless I mistake my countrymen, they will not
quietly see one who has served with fidelity and distinc-
tion trodden down in mere wantoness by a jealous and vin-
22
dictive superior."
While all the principals were on their most circum-
spect behavior during this anticipatory lull, the two
American newspapers in the city, representing the opposing
factions, went at each other hammer-and-tongs. The North
American , partly edited by Captain Mayne Re id, was a strong
Democratic sheet and took up the cudgels for the Worth-
Pillow-Duncan faction; while the American Star , which en-
Joyed all the official army patronage, was a strong Whig
paper and violently pro-Scott. The principal editor of
the latter was a sergeant in the Ninth Infantry (New
England regiment) named John H. Warland who had been espe-
cially assigned to this duty by General Scott. Warland
had graduated from Harvard College in 1827, and, after a
chequered career as a journalist in Lowell and Boston, had
23
enlisted for the war. Warland quickly realized the value
of ridicule and pilloried Pillow by satires and parodies
on tne Leonidas letter, which were very funny, and far
24
more destructive than Scott' s abstruse pomposities. Worth
he attacked directly, bringing up his impetuous resignation
22. Undated letter, "Worth Letters," New York Times
Magazine
.
July 16, 1916.
23. 0. Bristol to William Schouler, January 25, 1846.
Schouler Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society;
American Star
.
September, 1846-May, 1847, passim .
24. American Star , passim , but particularly November 24,
25 and December 16, 1847, and May 13, 1348.
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before Matamoras, tne Court of Inquiry at Puebla, and said
ne woke up one morning a staunch Democrat, when, always
before, ne nad been a Wnig, and suddenly became tne ally
of anotner officer (Pillow) who nad been the constant
tneme of nis ridicule and abuse.
In February, General Wortn served on tne American
Commission, witn Brigadier General Persifor F. diriitn,
wnich drew up an agreement witn tne Mexican military autnori-
ties for a suspension of hostilities pending the ratification
of tne peace Treaty of Guadulupe riidalgo wnidi had oeen sent
nome to tne United States by Xicnolas Trist. Tnis convention
was dated February twenty-ninth, and was ratified by
26
l'!a jor-General Butler on Marcn fifth. Before the Court of
Inquiry began its sessions, various peace-makers had evi-
dently been at worK to snelve tne waole disgraceful affair,
if possible; for on March fourteenth, Wortn wrote to nis
son-in-law. Captain Sprague
:
The court is endeavoring to quash tne investigations,
and will probably succeed. If the cnarges against
Duncan and Pillow are withdrawn I nave agreed for
the good of tne service and its narmony to abandon
mine against Scott. My triumph nas been complete and
I can afford to oe magnanimous.
The Court of Inquiry was composed of tnree officers,
Brigadier-General N. Towson, paymaster-general, Brigadier-
General Caleb Gushing, and Brevet-Colonel William G. Belknap,
25. American Star
.
February 10, April 22, 1343. (Warland
incidentally was writing letters himself during tne
whole campaign to tne Boston Atlas , in wnicn ne at-
tacked the southern officers in tne array.)
26. American Star
.
March 7, 1843.
27. "Worth Letters," New York Times Magazine
.
July 16, 1915.
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and first rnet on March flfteentn. "And sucn a court'."
28
wrote Scott derisively, years later, in nis memoirs;
altxiougn it is nard to see wny a man wita tne legal talents
of Caleb Cusning snoula be considered of inferior ability.
Worth, as he had written his son-in-law, presented a formal
note in wnich he requested permission to witndraw nis
charges against Scott, and the latter offered to do the
same with Duncan ana Pillow. Duncan agreed to tuis but
Pillow objected and insisted upon, tne inquiry going forward
29in nis case; and this it proceeded to do until April
30twenty-first, when it adjourned to the United States.
Worth, however, was then caliea as a witness to testify
for Pillow and Scott' s dudgeon mounted again. On >iarch
seventeenth, Scott put on an exnibition of acrimonious
hysterics in whicn ne bitterly attacked Worth, saying that
ne was "done witn nim forever," and claimed tnat Wortn, not
being any longer a principal in tne case, nad no right to
31
answer tnis tirade. And so it went from day to day, with
Scott interrupting, quiboling, and assuming a bullying
attitude toward all concernea to sucn an extent tnat it was
a wonder tne court did not cite nim for contempt. From the
perspective of today it is all quite amusin^ and would nave
made a fit subject for a Gilbert and Sullivan opera, for
23. Scott, Memoirs
.
II, 563.
29. American Star , March 17, 1848.
30. Pillow was eventually cleared and the charges dropped
against Duncan, at Frederick, Maryland. A full account
of tne inquiry is given in Sen. Ex. Doc. No. 65, 30 Cong
1st Sess.
31. American Star
.
March IB, 1343.
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Scott bore a startling resemblance to a giant, cantankerous,
cockatoo. V/orth finally managed to insert a written state-
Lient into tne record, as an answer to Scott' s attack, in
whicn ne said:
I shall say notning in relation to tiie appeal
of Major-General Scott to public sympathy, or tne
attitude of defiance ne has tnought proper to as-
sume before tnis court . . . Gen- 1 Scott nas oeen
pleased publicly to announce tiiat, at tne end of
tnis court ne snalj. "be done with xiim (mel forever."
Be it so. I nave tne consolation of knowing, tnat
the ties of friendship, formed from intimate per-
sonal and professional association, and strengtnened,
for txiirty-five years, by many reciprocities of Kind-
ness & obligation^ nave not been broken asunder by
any act of mine.3<^
At tine session of tne court on tne following day, Scott
arose to his full six feet four incnes of contumacy and pro-
tested against tne publication of txiis letter in tx.e otar'
s
report of tne proceedings, saying ne considerea it a very
33
gi-eat outrage to tne dignity of tne court.
It was brought out, a little later, tnat other letters
had been written by otner officers and published, in dis-
obedience to army regulations; notably a letter from
Captain Robert E. Lee to Mrs. Tot ten, wife of tne Gnief of
Engineers, wnich was printed In tne New York Courier &
Enquirer on September 16, 1847j also tnat Colonel nitchcock
naa written one, even after tne issuance ol' Scott' s General
Order No. 349 of November 12, 1347, wnicn appeared in tne
same newspapers on January 23, 1348. Tnis latter was a
32. American Star
.
Marcn 21, 1343.
33. loid. . March 22, 1343.
34. Ipia. . Karen 29, 1343.
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venomous attack on Scott' s opponents and especially
denied the Duncan-Worth claims to the discovery of the
35
Lake Chalco route.
Of course this letter of Hitchcock's was a complete
violation of the army regulation Involved, and Scott's
later general order; and Worth wanted to prefer charges
against the author, writing Duncan, on the next day
(April 2, 1843)
:
I have deeply reflected upon our conversation
this morning and argued against myself—with all my
respect for your Judgement & opinions, & my confidence
in respect to each is equal to that I entertain for
any other man, I cannot reconcile myself to the course
you suggest.
In the case of a common assassin, it is the duty
of every honest man to aid in stripping him of the
35. American Star , April 2, 1848. Lieut .-Colonel James L.
Mason wrote to Duncan about this letter from Newport,
Rhode Island, March 24, 1348, before the author was
known, saying: "Hitchcock was suspected by some, but
it was too unguarded «& bold, had too mucn of what
Napier calls 'intrepidity of error' for that timid
cautious thing—It was quite open to attack, but I
thought I would not now do anything that should impair
the force of my testimony if I should be called before
the present Court of Inquiry or any Court Martial that
may grow out of it." J. L. M. to Duncan, Duncan Papers,
United States Military Academy Library.
She letter (Hitchcock's) was, as Colonel Mason
said, "open to attack." For example the author
claimed that General Santa Anna had previously used
this route for an attack upon the capital in 1842,
but there are two true copies of affidavits by the
Mexican generals Villamil and Terres in the Duncan
Papers, which state this to be untrue and that nobody
had ever used this road previous to 1847 for the passage
of artillery; and that Santa Anna, in 1842, had ap-
proached the city from Ayotla via Mexicalcingo, as
Scott afterwards also planned to do. It seems to be
simply another example of Hitchcock's vindictiveness
and unreliability^
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power of mlBChief—The scoundrel & coward Hitchcock,
is fairly caught at last In his own trap—I owe it
to honor & the service to keep hira engaged'. If I
consulted policy or "that rascally virtue prudence"
It would be well to let him run. His attack is
undoubtedly under counsel & advisement of Scott,
upon my reputation as a soldier. I cannot, I must
not let him escape—If the service is wrong now, it
will come right by & by—I must demand his arrest &
trial & God save the right. '^^
Worth, however, was eventually persuaded by Duncan,
and probably G-eneral Butler, to refrain from preferring
charges. Hitchcock smugly noted in his diary that, if this
action had been taken, he would "lay a load upon his
|Worth'3 shoulders that it would require a strong man to
37bear"; referring to certain allegedly rash dispositions
Worth had made with G. F. Smith' s troops at the battle of
Monterey in September, 1846, Tnere is no other evidence
than Hitchcock' s diary for this, and considering the combat
record of the two officers, it seems an absurdity that
Worth could be dissuaded from a course of action by any
threat of a man whom he considered a coward.
Worth appeared on the stand twice more toward the
end of tne court' s sessions, on April fourteenth and fif-
teenth, to testify that General Pillow had opposed the
ill-considered armistice granted to the Mexicans, after the
battle of Churubusco, and that he (Worth) had opposed it
without the possession of Chapultepec Castle as sine qua
38
non.
36, Worth Papers, United States Military Academy Library.
37, Hitchcock, op. olt .. 325.
38, American Star
. April 15 and 16, 1848.
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On April twenty-first, tne court adjourned to meet
later in tne United states.
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CHAPTER XVI
Aftermath and Concluaion
General Worth remained on in Mexico City until June
twelfth when he led his division, the last to leave, down
the highway to the coast to emhark for the States.^ On
this homeward march to Vera Cruz there is evidence that he
was approached at Jalapa by agents of the Cuban revolu-
tionary Junta, who wanted to enlist 5,000 American veterans,
for the impending revolution, under the command of Worth,
who "seemed to combine the qualities of head and heart—as
he possessed the chivalry and the gallantry of the Bayard
of the American army," and the agents received the impres-
sion that he would accept this post, contingent upon his
p
resignation of nis rank in the army.
Upon his arrival in Wasnington, Worth informed James
Duncan, on August fifth, that he had written the Secretary
of War, insisting upon an examination of Scott' s charges,
but this demand was evidently shelved by the higher
1. Scarborough, "Worth," Americana (July, 1929), 296.
2. Ambrosio Jose Gonzales, Manifesto on Cuban Affairs
Addressed to the People of the United States (New
Orleans, 1853), 6-7. (Three million dollars were to
be raised by the Cubans and James Duncan went to Cuba
to look over the ground. Ibid . . 7. The deaths of
Worth and Duncan the next year ended this plan, and,
upon the recommendation of Jefferson Davis, the command
was then offered to Robert E. Lee, who refused it.
Freeman, Lee, I, 307. The expedition was finally led
by the ill-fated Narcisso Lopez.)
3. Worth to Duncan, Washington, August 5, 1848. Duncan
Papers, United States Military Academy Library,
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authorities. After this he received a leave of absence
to attend to hie personal affairs, and is said to have found
that xiis house in Vj'atervliet, New York had been sold for
4taxes, during his long absence in Florida and Mexico,
Upon his return to Washington, later in the fall, he was
ordered to San Antonio, Texas, as commander of the military
districts of Texas and New Mexico. On December 5, 1348 he
left the capitol for this duty, with the expectation that
ghis family would follow him in the spring. Some time in
December, before leaving, ne found time to write to his old
friend Major Graines, who was then a Congressman, asking
him to find a position, as a page in the House of Representa-
tives, for the nephew of the late Colonel Fanning, for the
boy was the sole support of his widowed and destitute
6
mother. Also, it was probably during that autumn tnat he
changed the name of his young son from Winfield Scott to
William Scott Worth.
On December 26, 1848, Worth issued an order at Galveston,
Texas whereby he assumed command of the Military Departments
of Texas and New Mexico, and established his headquarters at
4. Scarborough, "Worth," 295.
5. W. J. Worth to Gorham A. Worth, Washington, December 14,
1843. Gorham A. Worth Letters, The Library of Congress,
Washington, D. C.
6. Letter of December, 1848. Gaines Papers, New York State
Library.
7. Scarborough, "Worth," 295. (This son, born in Albany in
1840, Joined the 8th Infantry as a 2nd. Lt. in April, 1861.
He was cited for gallantry and distinguished conduct during
the Civil War. During the Spanish War he was severely
wounded at San Juan Hill, and retired in 1898 as a
brigadier-general. He died, without issue, in New York
City in October, 1904. Heitman, op. cit .. 1061.)
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San Antonio. On December seventeenth, his old regiment, the
Eighth Infantry, arrived at Port Lavaca, and four days
later a bad epidemic of cholera broke out among the men.
On January 17, 1849, this regiment arrived at Camp Worth,
some five miles from San Antonio, with many orphans, whose
soldier fathers, or parents, had died from this disease.
Worth kept the Eighth Infantry in Texas and sent on the
Third to New Mexico, ordering both regiments to extend pro-
tection against the hostile Indians but to try to conciliate
Qthe latter at every opportunity.
On February twenty-sixth, he wrote to Duncan congratulat
Ing him about his appointment as Inspector General of the
army, but warning him that his path would be strewed with
thorns for
Scott Is to be called to the head of the army, so
General Taylor has declared to a friend of his own
who informed me. He hates you, as he does every
one else, in direct proportion to your merit ....
My health is none of tne best. Away from my family,
I have hardly a line from any correspondent since
leaving. The world forgetting—by the world for-
got— so be It.^
Worth' s remark about his health proved all too true,
for he contracted the Asiatic cholera from the infected
soldiers; the same disease which had so nearly proved fatal
to him during the Black Hawk campaign of 1852, and on
May seventh he died at his headquarters.^^
8. Wilhelm, op. cit .. II, 11-20.
9. Letter from San Antonio, Texas. Worth Letters, United
States Military Academy Library. (Duncan died of yellow
fever In Mobile on July 3, 1349. "Sketch of Some of the
Important Military Services of the Late Col. Duncan,"
Democratic Review . March, 1852, 202.)
10. Wilhelm, op. clt .. II, 22.
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On the next day his funeral was neld at three in tne
afternoon, and by Orders K^o. 67, Headquarters 3th Infantry,
Camp Worth, it was announced that "Every officer and soldier
will attend.
Several months later a cavalry major, vjho nad been
ordered to establish a fort in northern Texas for protection
against tne Indians, halted his troop toward dusit and:
It was chance and a brilliant sunset that
stopped Major Ripley A. Arnold and nis troop of
cavalry on the bluff over the Trinity River where
the Tarrant County courthouse now stands. During
that pause Major Arnold looked about, examined the
terrain and decided the neight woulo. make as ^ood
a place to build a blockhouse as any.
While he had ridden along during that day,
Arnold had ruminated aoout tne past Mexican cam-
paign; about tne siege of Monterrey and the bril-
liant strategy of Gen. Williain J. Worth of New
York, wnich had made possible a surprisingly easy
victory. Worth was a dashing officer and a great
horseman. His personality drew his fellow officers
about nim in an admiring circle. So Arnold, as he
ordered nis soldiers to maKe camp, decided to call
the new fort after his friend. ^'^
Thus tne city of Fort Worth was founded; and pernaps
Scott and Worth, meeting in some Valnalla, with all quarrels
spent, may muse amiably togetner over tne irony of a fate
that has made Fort Worth tne largest city in the country to
bear a military title—wnereas Fort Scott, in Kansas, named
after the commanding general of tne Mexican War, is today
13but a small place with a population of 10,000 souls.
"K- * * -it •>> -Ji -ii-
11. Wilhelm, op. cit .. II, 22-23.
12. Dallas News
.
October 1, 1935.
13. George R. Stewart, Names on tne Land (New YorK, 1945),
255.
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Tnere are many large IF3 in Worth' s career, tne
principal one being JLf ne nad only lived longer. Scott
died in 1866, naving outlived and outtalKed his numerous
enemies; except for those who had taken tne Confederate
side and were txius automatically disqualified from con-
sideration. He never let up in his constant attacks upon
those men wno had dared to oppose him; and by nis sheer
persistence and the power of repetition, combined with his
eventual position as a privileged cnaracter, a sort of grand
old man of the array, managed to convince most people that
ne nad probably been rignt in his controversy witn V/orth.
Also ne had that inestimable asset for a soldier, a superb .
presence. Handsome, and witn a splendid physique, it was
but natural for his facade to be accepted at its face
value; and his loyalty to tne Union, despite tne secession
of nis native Virginia, clinched the matter in tne popular
mind in tne North. And so, if he denounced Worth and
Duncan as "miscreants, sordid, and bribeworthy , "^'^ it was
easy to taKe tne old gentleman' s word for it. Besides
these two officers had been dead for years and far more
important events tnan tne Mexican War nad heavily over-
shadowed that drama and its actors.
Tnen there was Etnan Allen Hitchcock wno lived on
until 1868, a man wno must have bore an undying grudge
against tne contemptuous Worth. Hitciicock was a queer one.
He v;as by nature a moody. Introspective, unsocial sort of a
14. Keyes, oo. cit ., 153.
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mystic and quasl-philosopher, wno nated tne army, and
spent all nis spare time studying- and writing about
Swedenborg, Spinoza, alchemy, oriental sages, and wnat
not, and interpreting all tnese, in numerous books, from
the point of viev; of "hermetic pnilosophy" (•wnatever tnat
may be)
. Today tnese works are simply literary curiosities,
but nis diary, poorly edited and often inaccurate as it is,
is uncritically accepted as a source by some Historians
(v/ho should know better), and by many other writers as well.
While Worth lived after the war, Hitchcock skulked behind
Scott' e leonine form like a Jackal, occasionally darting
out to deliver a stab in the back, such as nis letter to
the New York Courier and Enquirer of January 23, 1348;
but, after Worth' s death, he felt no fear and wnole-
heartedly backed Scott' s campaign of villif ication. Hitcncock
snould nave been an early Mormon elder and would have been
perfectly happy interpreting golden plates tnrougn magic
spectacles.
Also tnere was U. 6. Grant wno criticized Worth in
his Memoirs (1835), but one suspects nim of a bit too much
hindsight and of a delayed reaction against some of tne
soutnern officers in tnis earlier war, who were supporters
of Worth. Scott and Hitcncock had used tneir influence
witn Lincoln in Grant' s favor during tne Civil War and
ingratitude was not one of tne latter' s failings.
Nowadays, there even seems to be a tendency—one might
almost say a danger—toward a Winfield Scott myth; in
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particular, that he was a great general. Professor Justin
Smith, with his startling habit of drawing inexplicable
conclusions from superb research work, probably turned the
current into this channel when he decided that Scott "must
be described emphatically as a soldier, a gentleman, a
'character,' a great general and a great man.""^^
A much fairer picture of Scott is given by Major
Charles Winslow Elliott in his splendid work, Winfield
Scott. The Soldier and the Man ; but even he seems to accept
Hitchcock's viewpoint a little too uncritically, especially
when the latter attacked his enemy. Worth. Perhaps Major
Elliott did not realize the bitter antagonism between
these two which long pre-dated the Mexican War.
Professor Nathaniel Stephenson probably best expresses
the opinion of those skeptical of Justin Smith' s findings
on Scott, when ne wrote of these "Scott's case will never
be more subtly argued. But one may applaud the skill of an
16
advocate without accepting his conclusions." Possibly
Stephenson is nearer the truth when he approvingly quotes
George Lockhart Rives' comparison of Winfield Scott with
17
General Webb in Thackeray' s Henry Esmond . But to one
who has read George Kendall' s manuscript, and the letters
of the younger officers in the Mexican War» such as
15. Justin H. Smith, op. cit .. I, 198.
16. Nathaniel Stephenson, Texas and the Mexican War (Allen
Johnson, ed. The Chronicles of America Series , Vol. 24)
(New Haven, 1921), fn., 249.
17. Ibid .. 217.
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Braxton Bragg, Raphael bemmes, Leslie Chase, Robert E. Lee,
W. W. Mackall, James Duncan, and James L. Mason, there comes
the irreverent conviction that Mason hit the nail squarely
on the head when he described Scott as "the very sublime
18
of mediocrity"; and that Bragg was not far off when he
called Scott "the vainglorious" and tne "perfidious Scott."
All in all the feeling comes strongly that Worth has
not had a fair deal. If he had lived he could have defended
himself, and he would certainly have found powerful friends
in the administrations of Pierce and Buchanan, coming after
Taylor. He might even well have become the commanding
general of the Union forces in the Civil War for his
loyalty was unquestionable. What he could have done in the
Mexican War if given a free hand by Scott is, of course,
conjectural. But he would certainly have dared anything;
and it is by no means a foolish assumption to believe that
he could have captured Mexico City by a bold dash after
Cerro Gordo. Again the inevitable comparison with General
Pattonl But Winfield Scott was sharing the limelight
with nobody. One wonders what treatment Robert E. Lee
would have received from Scott, had he been twenty years
older and at tne height of his military genius in this
earlier war.
Worth was historically unlucky, as well, in his
18. Gf . ante. Chapter XV.
19. Braxton Bragg to Duncan, Camp near Monterey, Mexico,
13 January 1848. Duncan Papers, United States Military
Academy Library,
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supporters. Semmes, Kendall, Bragg, Mackall, and others
went vitn tae Confederacy ana tnelr testimony vas washed-
out; and Worth seems to have been tacitly ticketed as a
"doughface," or Southern sympathizer, by his enemies.
The fact tnat ne owned a personal slave, prooably acquired
in Florida, wxio accompanied nim on the march to Mexico
City, may have added to this later belief.
Raphael Semmes, until the discovery of tne Kendall
manuscript, was about the only \vorth supporter to write an
account of ocott' s Mexican campaign. He nas been generally
accepted as an attractive but prejudiced witness, riis
book is Obviously not intended to be a serious history, but
rather a story, often most entertaining, of nis personal
adventures. Of all the memoirs and reminiscences of tne
war, nis story comes tne nearest in style to one of
Cnarles Lever' s military novels, an effect toward wnicn
nearly all the autnors of memoirs were obviously straining.
Tx^e serious and noteworthy evidence for V«ortn is in
George VJilkins Kendall' s unoublisned manuscript of some
1,000 pages, wnich was but recently discovered by Professor
Fayette Gopeland of the University of Oklanoma.^-^ Kendall
was un unusual man. Born in New Hampsnire in 1309, and
reared in Vermont, ne sought nis fortune as a young man in
20. Semmes, op. cit .. 31 S.
21. See Gopeland, Kendall of the Picayune , Introduction.
(This manuscript should not be confused witn Kendall'
s
shorter, published book, illustrated by Carl Nebel,
Tne V»^ar Between the United States and Mexico, New York,
1851.)
'
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New York City, where ne worked for a while for Horace
Greeley. In 1332 he moved to New Orleans wxiere he founded
tne Picayune . He had been captured by tne Mexicans on
the ill-fated Texas expedition to Santa Fe in 1341 and
was imprisoned for months in Kexico Gity.*^ He probably
knew the Mexicans and tneir country as well as any man in,
or with, Scott' s army, and was a front-line eye witness of
the fignting, and behind-tne- scenes diplomacy and wrangling
from Monterey to tne last gun fired. He xvas an aole and
unbiased reporter for tne Picayune— in fact tne first
modern war correspondent—and botn Justin Sraitn and Major
Elliott speak well of nim and seem to assume that, because
the Picayune was a V/nig newspaper, Kendall must nave been
an admirer of Scott.
The opposite is tne truth. Kendall wrote nis manu-
script some fifteen to twenty years after tne war, and
witn perspective. He believed that V/infield Scott was an
incompetent, quarrelsome, and verbose bungler, vjhose vic-
tories were won despite, ratner than because, of himself.
An example of nis viewpoint as contrasted witn Justin H.
Smith' s is the latter' s unquestioning acceptance of Scott'
s
assertion, in the spring of 1846, tnat a campaign on tne
Rio Grande could not oegin in August "since that would be
the rainy season, when tne hoofs of mules and horses would
22. See Kendall' s, Narrative of tne Texan Santa Fe
Expedition for an interesting account of tnis.
23. Elliott, Scott, 570, 573; Justin H. Smith, o.o. cit ..
I, 72, 505.
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be unfit for nard use." Kendall, wno nad seen bodies
of Texas cavalry continually on tne move during tne summer
without injury to a norse, and who had Just returned him-
self from hard riding in t.ie hottest part of tne rainy
25
season, scoffed at Scott' s plea on behalf of tx'ie horses.
And he continued to scoff at Scott's bombast and verbiage
throughout tne campaign, and to comment caustically on nis
costly Dlunders, Doth military and diplomatic. That he
sincerely considered Wortn a more able general, v/hose
splendid ability was criminally sidetracked, oy petty
jealousy, is all too apparent.
Colonel Erasmus Keyes, Scott' s aide for years, perhaps
sums up the case when ne wrote
Yet v;hen this magnificent officer |Worth| discovered
a passage arouna Lake Ghalco and reported it to
General Scott, he was met with a rebuke, and a
declaration tnat tne passage had already been dis-
covered by another. Then it was tnat tne virus of
rivalry Iporcupine acj entered the neart of the
autobiographer Hcott' s Memoirs) and wrought upon
nis sense as suddenly as tne juice of tne cursed
hebenon curdled the blood of tne Royal Dane.^^
Keyes wrote further deploring "his (Scott'3 reckless
and unjustifiable assault upon tne characters of two such
noble public servants as were my friends V^ortn and Duncan,
wno did most deserving service for their country and died
27prematurely at txieir posts of duty."
24. Justin ri. Smitxh, op. cit .
.
I, 193.
25. Kendall, op. cit .. 143-151.
26. Keyes, op. cit .. 153. (The metaphor of tnat generation
was incurable.)
27. Ibid .
.
154-155.
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Witn all nis faults, Wortn was a vivid, naturally
gifted, and superlative soldier. He snowed wxiat ne could
do at Monterey, and it was a tragic twist of fate tnat ne
was blanketed in tne later campaign in Mexico oy tne
gigantic octuseness, pny sical and mental, of winfield
Scott. Tjiat ne deserves a far nigner standing in tne
military history of tne United States, tiian assigned hira
Dy tne Scott-riitchcock faction, snould be acknov/ledged by
all impartial students. Certainly he was tnat ratner
rare article—a fighting general— tne Hurat of tne American
army'.
•
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